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Task Battery Description 
ABSTRACT 
The Multi-Attribute Task (MAT) Battery provides a benchmark set of tasks for use 
in a wide range of laboratory studies of operator performance and workload. The battery 
incorporates tasks analogous to activities that aircraft crewmembers perform in flight, 
while providing a high degree of experimenter control, performance data on each subtask, 
and freedom to use non-pilot test subjects. Features not found in existing corn uter-based 
tasks include an auditory communications task (to simulate Air Traffic Contro P communi- 
cation), a resource management task permitting many avenues or strategies of maintaining 
target performance, a scheduling window which gives the operator information about 
future task demands, and the option of manual or automated control of tasks. Perform- 
ance data are enerated for each subtask. In addition, the task battery may be paused and 
processor) with color graphics (at least 640 x 350 pixel). desktop computer (80286/386/&6 
The communications task requires a serial link to a second desktop computer with a voice 
synthesizer or digitizer card. 
onscreen work f oad rating scales resented to the subject. The MAT Battery requires a 
TASK BATTERY DESCRIPTION 
The MAT Battery primary display, depicted in Figure 1, is composed of four sepa- 
rate task areas, or windows, comprising the monitoring, tracking, communication, and 
resource management tasks. A scheduling window is also presented to the subject. These 
are described individually in the sections to follow. 
The experimenter has control of many task parameters through a setup program. 
Details about setup and operation of the MAT Battery are resented in the section on 
"Installing and Running the Battery." Events presented to t K e sub'ect are controlled by a 
script file which can be 
script files are covered 
formance and rating 
task loading. betails about making 
t Files." Information and examples of per- 
battery are presented in the section 
the task battery may be found in entitled "MAT Data 
Arnegard (1991) and Arnegard and Comstock (1991). 
Monitoring 
The system monitoring tasks are presented in the upper left window of the display. 
The demands of monitoring gauges and warning lights are simulated here. The subject 
responds to the absence of the Green light, the presence of the Red light, and monitors 
the four moving pointer dials for deviation from midpoint. 
The two boxes in the upper portion of this window represent the warning lights. 
The light on the left is normally "on," as indicated by a lighted green area. The subject is 
required to detect the absence of this light by ressing the "F5" key when the light goes 
out. The light on the right is normally "off." #hen the red light comes on, the subject's 
task is to respond by pressing the "F6' key when he or she detects the presence of that red 
light. If using the mouse, correct responses to the warning light task requires pointing to 
the proper boxed area and pressing a mouse button. If the subject does not detect either 
abnormality, the situation reverts to normal status after a selected timeout period (set by 
the experimenter). 
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Task Battery Description 
The moving pointer monitorin task consists of four vertical scales with moving 
indicators. In the normal condition, t E e pointers fluctuate around the center of the scale 
within one unit in each direction from center. If cued by the script, a scale's pointer shifts 
its "center" osition away from the middle of the vertical display to a position either one 
deviation a ! ove or one deviation below the center. The subject is responsible for detect- 
ing this shift, re ardless of direction, and responding by pressing the corresponding func- 
tion key (F1 to k 4). The appropriate response key IS identified below each vertical dis- 
play. 
When this out-of-range status is correctly identified by the subject, feedback is 
iven in two ways. First, the pointer of the correctly identified scale moves immediately 
lack to the center point and remains there without fluctuating for a period of 1.5 seconds. 
Additionally, a bar at the bottom of the dial is illuminated in yellow. If the subject fails to 
detect an abnormality in the probability monitoring task, the fault disappears after a preset 
time interval (selected by the experimenter). 
If using the mouse version, the subject responds by placing the mouse cursor on the 
appropriate moving pointer scale area which is out of range and pressing a mouse button. 
Tracking 
The demands of manual control are simulated by the tracking task. This task is 
located in the upper middle window. Using the Joystick, the subject keeps the target at 
the center of the window. This task can be automated to simulate the reduced manual 
demands of autopilot. 
This task is a compensatory tracking task and the subject's task is to keep the target 
in the center of the window, within the dotted lines which form a rectangle. This task can 
be operated in either manual or automatic mode with the current mode shown by 
"MANUAL," or "AUTO displa ed in the lower right corner of the window. In the AUTO 
mode no action is required oft K e subject. 
Scheduling Window 
The scheduling window lets the subject "look ahead" for up to eight minutes in the 
future at activity of the Tracking and Communication tasks. The scheduling window dis- 
plays the beginning and/or ending (and duration) of these two tasks. The timelines are 
identified by 'T for the tracking task, and "Ct for the communication task. The scheduling 
window allows the subject to "see" from 0.0 (present time) to 8.0 minutes into the future. 
The bold bars indicate times when one of these tasks can be expected to be erformed by 
of the subject. 
the subject. The thin lines indicate times during which these tasks are usual P y not required 
Communications 
The communications task simulates receiving audio messages from Air Traffic 
Control. The subject must pay attention to messages for his or her own callsign "NGT504" 
and make frequency changes on the roper Navigation or Communication radio. The task 
six-digit call sign, repeated once, and a comman to change the frequency of one of the 
radios listed on the screen. The subject must discriminate his or her callsign, "NGT504," 
B messages are presented to subjects t R rough head hones. These messages begin with the 
3 
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from other three-letter, three-number combinations. The subject's callsign is displayed at 
the top of the Communications window. Subjects change navlgation and communication 
frequencies by using the keyboard arrow keys. The up and down arrow keys are used to 
select the ap ropriate navi ation or communication radio and the left/ri ht arrow keys 
appro riate frequency selection is made, pressing the "Enter" key acknowledges the 
If using the mouse, the appro riate navigation or communication radio is selected 
by lacin8 the mouse cursor on the &sired radio or its frequency (such as TOM2 120.9) 
an s pressing a mouse button. Frequency changes are made by placing the mouse cursor 
over the left or right arrow and pressing a mouse button. Positioning the mouse cursor 
over the "Enter" box and pressing a mouse button acknowledges the completed change. 
increase or c f  ecrease the se f ected radio frequency in increments of 0.2 M z. Once the 
comp P eted change. 
Resource Management 
The goal is to maintain tanks A and B at 2500 units each. This is done by turning On or 
Off any of the eight pumps. Pump failures can occur and are shown by a red area on the 
failed pump. 
Both the Resource Management and Pump Status windows are utilized for the 
resource management task. The Resource Management window provides a dia am of 
The green levels within the tanks represent the amount of fuel in each tank, and these 
levels increase and decrease as the amount of fuel in a tank changes. 
The demands of fuel management are simulated by the resource management task. 
the fuel management system. The six large rectangular regions are tanks which f old fuel. 
Along the lines which connect the tanks are pumps which can transfer fuel from 
one tank to another in the direction indicated by the corresponding arrow. The numbers 
underneath four of the tanks (Tanks A, B, C, and D) represent the amount of fuel in units 
for each of the tanks. This number is updated every 2 seconds as the amount of fuel in the 
tanks increases or decreases. The maximum capacity for either Tank A or B is 4000 units. 
Tanks C and D can contain a maximum of 2000 units each. Finally, the remaining two 
supply tanks have an unlimited capacity. 
Subjects are instructed to maintain the level of fuel in both Tanks A and B at 2500 
units each. This desired level is indicated gra hicall by a tick mark in the shaded bar on 
means of feedback for the subject. The shaded region surrounding t e tick mark repre- 
sents acce table performance. Tanks A and B are depleted of fuel at a selected rate 
subjects must transfer fuel from the lower supply tanks. 
{hese pumps are turned on when the corresponding number key is pressed by the subject. 
Pressin the key a second time turns that particular pump off and so on. If the mouse is 
toggles the ump from "off" to "on" or from ''on'' to "off." The pump status is indicated by 
A green light in this area indicates that the pump is actively transferring fuel. 
R the side of these two tanks. The numbers un ( P i  er eac of these tanks rovide another 
(default o F 800 units per minute). Therefore, in order to maintain the task objective, 
ump can only transfer fuel in one direction, as indicate J by the corresponding arrow. 
used, p k acing the mouse cursor on the appropriate pump and pressing a mouse button 
the color o P the square area on each pump. When that area is not lighted, the pump is off. 
The process of transferring fuel is accomplished b activating the pumps. Each 
4 
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? 
The flow rates for each pump are presented in the "Pump Status" window. The first 
column of numbers represents the pump number, one through ei ht. When a ump is 
activated, its flow rate is presented next to the pump number in t E is window. h e n  a 
pump is off, its flow rate is zero. 
At the discretion of the pump failures (faults) may be presented to 
the subject. These are 
pump. When this 
transferred 
the fault correction. The duration of the fault is written into the script that directs the 
!llE'$Fmode, regardless of its status before the fault condition. 
Likewise, when a tank becomes full to capacity, all incoming pumps are automati- 
cally turned "off." For example, if all of the pumps were activated and Tank A reached its 
capacity of 4000 units, Pumps 1,2, and 8 would automatically turn "off." Furthermore, if a 
tank were to become totally depleted of fuel, all outgoing pumps would be deactivated. 
At the onset of each ex eriment, Tanks A and B contain approximately 2500 units 
are off at the beginning of the task, leaving all strategic action to the operator's discretion. 
The resource management task can be automated. In the automatic mode switch- 
ing on and off of the pumps is accomplished without subject intervention. To indicate 
automatic mode, all numeric uantities are no longer displayed and the label "AUTO 
appears beneath tanks " A  an! "B." When switched back to Manual mode, pumps remain 
on or off depending on their last status during "AUTO." 
of a red light in the square on the 
mode is inactive. Fuel cannot be 
The subject has no control over 
When the fault is corrected, the status of that pump is automatically returned to 
of fuel each and Tanks C and L contain approximately lo00 units of fuel each. All pumps 
Workload Rating Scale 
In order to obtain a self reported assessment of the subject's workload during task 
performance, the task display may be "frozen" and a workload rating screen presented. 
The rating scale used is the NASA Task Load Index (NASA TLX), developed by the 
Human Performance Research Group at the NASA Ames Research Center (Hart and 
Staveland, 1988), and is a multi-dimensional rating scale. A weighted average of ratings 
on six subscales provides an overall workload rating. These subscales are: Mental 
Demand, Physical Demand, Temporal Demand, Own Performance, Effort, and Frustra- 
tion. Subjects are required to rate their perceived exertion on five of these subscales 
(except Own Performance) on a raded scale from "Low" to "High." The Own Perform- 
ance subscale ranges from "Goo$' to "Poor." For further information about the NASA- 
TLX and scoring of the scale, refer to the NASA Task Load Index users manual available 
from the Human Performance Research Group, NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett 
Field, California. 
The TLX rating scale can be presented to the subject at any time durin the opera- 
tion of the battery. A code for the onset of rating scare presentation can be a d ded to the 
script which generates events for the MAT Battery. At the time of TLX resentation, 
screen is depicted in Figure 2. During the presentation of the second screen, all MAT 
Battery activity is paused and elapsed time frozen until the subject either exits from the 
TLX screen or the maximum time for that screen is reached (Prepro rammed at 60 sec- 
specified by the script, a second screen will appear in place of the MAT 8 attery. This 
onds). Upon return to the MAT Battery screen, normal operation o B the battery resumes. 
5 
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RATING SCALES 
MENTAL DEMAND 
L o w 1  I I I I I I I I I 
FRUSTRATION 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  High Low I I I I I I I I I I 
-b to Move 4 for Next Scale 
Figure 2. Workload Rating Screen Showing Initial Instructions 
I RATING SCALES 
TEMPORAL DEMAND 
L o w '  I I I I I I I I ' I I I I I I High 
PERFORMANCE 
Good1 I I ' I I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  I Poor 
FRUSTRATION 
I I I 1 1 1  I High Low 1 I I I I I I 
forchanges RETURN or ESC to Exit 
Figure 3. Workload Rating Screen Showing Exit Instructions 
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When the TLX screen is first presented, a pointer appears in the middle of the first 
subscale (i.e., 50). Each gradation re resents 5 points; thus, potential scores on each 
the mouse or the right and left arrow keys to select a rating value. After making a rating 
on the first subscale, the subject can press the left mouse button, the space bar, or the 
down arrow key to progress to the next scale. After doing this, the pointer of the second 
subscale range from 0 to 100. The su g ject will begin with the first subscale and use either 
which is active will be slightly lar er and i P luminated in 
coloring of the other pointers. A i s  process continues 
subscale will become yellow and the first ointer will turn 
responded to 
all six subscales. 
After the subject has entered a res onse for the sixth subscale, the command op- 
tions shown at the bottom of the screen c an e, as shown in Figure 3. At this point, the 
subject can press the right mouse button, "e ES ape key, or Return key to exit to the MAT 
Battery primary display. However, if the subject wishes to change any of the responses 
that have already been made, this can be done by Pressing the left mouse button, the down 
arrow key, or the space bar. For instance, the subject can press the down arrow key three 
times to return to the third subscale without changing any of the scores on the first two 
subscales. The pointer will turn yellow when a particular rating scale is active and can be 
changed. Changes are made the same way that initial ratings were made, by mouse 
movement or left /ri ht arrow keys. After the subject is satisfied with all responses, the 
right mouse button, &Cape key, or Return key will return him or her to the MAT Battery 
primary display. 
Rating Scale Weightings 
tained, the program &ERMAT may be used to obtain scale weightings from the sub- 
ject. These weightin s are required to calculate the NASA TLX weighted workload 
of scale titles 
(total of 1 4 is presented individually on the computer screen. The subject uses the mouse 
or up/down arrow keys to select the variable that he or she felt was more im rtant to the 
the screen, until all comparisons are made. 
After completin the experimental session in which workload ratings were ob- 
scores. AFTERMA # requires the subject to make factor 
experience of workload. After each choice is made, the next pair of scale tit p" es appears on 
rating scale weightings o E tained through AFTERMAT to the 
rating data file like the original with t \ e addition of mean ratings of the six subscales and 
each pair of 
scale titles (i.e., Effort vs. Performance). This 
ing the sub'ect to utilize the NASA-TLX Workload 
session requir- 
Another support rogram, APPLYWT, is used by the experimenter to apply the 
or files. APPLYWT prompts the experimenter for the 
appropriate data file to apply the wei hts to. The 
the weighted combination of the six subscales. Sample data files generated by these two 
programs appear later in the annotated data file section. 
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Installation 
The MAT Battery was written using Microsoft QuickBASIC 4.", using Screen mode 
9 (EGA mode). Hardware requirements are a PC or compatible with EGA or VGA color 
graphics. An 80286/386/486 processor machine is highly recommended. 
ate the voice messages for the Communications task. h e  recommended procedure is a 
serial link between the COMl ort of the task computer through a null modem adapter 
and support files were designed to work with the Heat Voice Card (Model H -2000). 
(This Voice Card is available throu h the Heath Compan , Benton Harbor, Michi an 
Leading Ed e Model D, and a generic 8088 machine. The MAT Battery task computer 
may be use f independent o f  the voice computer if no computer synthesized voice mes- 
sages are desired or if some other method of presenting auditory messages is devised. 
The MAT Battery was designed to use a serial1 linked second computer to gener- 
and cable to the COMZ ort o P the voice computer. While most any voice synthesizer or 
voice digitizer card may E e employed in the voice com uter, the MATREMX rogram 
49022). The voice hardware and so f tware has been teste J on a Heath (Zenith) 15 ! , a 
that it be insta 'i led on a hard drive. This is recommended in order to minimize the time 
K e 
Althou h the MAT Battery may be run from floppy disks, it is highly recommended 
required for program loading and data file writing and also to insure that sufficient disk 
storage space is available for the data files generated. 
A suggested installation method is to create a Subdirectory entitled "MAT' and 
then to copy all of the MAT Battery program and support files into that Subdirectory. 
Data files generated will also appear in the Subdirectory. 
The second computer with the Voice Card installed and serial link to the Battery 
corn uter should have the pro ram MATREMX.EXE, and voice message files 
hardware are required, as well as an addition to the computer boot drive CONFIG.SYS 
file as specified in the Voice Card manual. 
MS 8 57.VOI and MSG58.VO B installed. In addition, files supplied with the Voice Card 
Starting the MAT Battery 
voice com uter. No other input is re uired as subsequent control of this program is from 
If the Voice computer is being used, first start the program "MATREMX on the 
the MAT l?3 attery computer. The ES z ape key exits from this program. 
To start the MAT Battery enter "MAT' or "MATSET4." Either command starts the 
program MATSET4 which permits (1) setting up the serial port, (2) selecting, reading, 
checking, and converting the script file, (3) settin of tracking task gain, (4) changing task 
timeouts and tracking task data recordin interva f , and ( 5 )  selection of MAT task to run 
(Normal or Alternate version). MATSE % 4 creates two files required b the MAT Battery 
AL and then starts the main program. MATSET4 should WAYS be used to 
8 
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Subject Controls and Commands 
forming the tasks on the battery. The section entitled "Instructions to Subjects," presented 
later, provides examples of how each task may be introduced to a subject. 
Table 1 shows the controls and commands that are used by the subject when per- 
c 
c 
Table 1: MAT Battery Controls and Commands for Subject Use 
Key/Device Task Control Function (Subject Use) * 
F1 toF4 
F5, F6 
t I  
c - +  
Enter 
1 to 8 
Joystick 
Mouse 
Responses to Monitoring Task Moving Pointers 
Responses to Monitoring Task Warning Lights 
Communication Task Radio Selection 
Communication Task Frequency Change 
Acknowledge Communications Task frequency change 
completed 
Resource Management Pump Controls 
Used to control position of Tracking Target during 
"MANUAL" tracking 
(If implemented) Positioning mouse cursor and "Clicking" on 
a screen area may be used to control monitorin , communica- 
or "MANUAL" tracking when permitted 
tions, and resource management tasks and to se H ect "AUTO 
~~ ~ ~ 
* Active keys for the Workload Rating Screen are displayed on the Workload Rating 
Screen. 
Experimenter Controls and Commands 
Table 2 presents the controls and commands that the experimenter may use to 
control operation of the task while it is running. Table 1 and Table 2 commands may also 
be entered from the keyboard of the serially linked Voice computer, except for Rating 
screen inputs and Unpausing the task. 
may be selected at the initial screen showing the task 
options are RETURN to begin or ESC to exit, the "X" or 
to vary screen background color. Color number is shown in lower 
window. Background of zero is the default, but color 8 may be used 
The range is 0-63 but obviously some combinations are not so 
visually pleasing. 
9 
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Table 2: MAT Battery Commands for Experimenter Use 
KeY(s) Functions Available for Experimenter Use * 
Ah-F1 to Alt-F4 
At-FS 
AI t-F6 














C t r I-F9 
Ctrl-F10 
~~ 
Begin offset or bias on Scale 1 to 4 
Present green light trial (Green off) 
Present red light trial (Red on) 
Fail Pump 1 to 8 (Red pump area) 
Fix Pump 1 to 8 (Pump off) 
Switch Resource Mgmt to AUTO 
Switch Resource Mgmt to MANUAL 
Increase Automation (Fewer Tasks, Tasks Easier) 
Decrease Automation (More Tasks, Tasks Harder) 
Each Shift-F3 or F4 changes Task Level one step, 
the range is 1 to 6 
Send Ownship Code to Voice Computer 
Send Other Ship Code to Voice Computer 
Present Workload Rating Screen (Task is paused 
during ratings; automatically exits rating screen 
after 1 minute) 
Switch Tracking Task to LOW difficulty 
Switch Tracking Task to MEDIUM difficulty 
Switch Tracking Task to HIGH difficulty 
Trackin difficulty changes ma be made 
Switch Trackin Task to "MANUAL" Mode 
display tracking gain value 
Switch Tracking Task to "AUTO Mode 
Also disables use of F7 and F8 to make tracking gain 
changes 
Pause / Unpause All Tasks 
Exit MAT and Save Data 
with tas E in "MANUAL" or "A t; TO8 mode 
Also permits F 9 and F8 to change tracking gain and 
* The Experimenter can alro control the tusk from the keyboard of the seridly linked 
Voice computer using the Tuble I and Tuble 2 key commands (Exceptions: Rating 
screen inputs and Unpausing the task). 
10 
CONTROL OF TASK EVENTS 
Minutes 
Seconds (Control Time of Event) 




ASCII files and ma be edited or created using wordprocessors in a NON-Document, 
that purpose. In order to be displayed in the directory of script files of the task setup 
program, script files must have a .DTB extension. 
A script file co trols the sequence and timing of events in the ask. Script files are 
DOS-Text, or ASC ! I mode. They may also be created by computer programs designed for 
The format of the script file is illustrated below. Each line contains 3 sets of 
numbers corresponding to the time of the event and also the event type in the following 
order: (1) Hours, (2 Minutes, (3) Seconds, and (4) Event Script code. The event script 
correspondin event descri tions are presented in Table 3. The numbers and event script 
codes should % e separated rl y spaces. Event times should be in ascending chronological 
order from the beginning to the ending of the task, as illustrated below. 
code can be written b y the use of numerical or text code. The acceptable codes and the 
* (OR) 
Event Script Code (Text Codes, See Table 3) 
02031 k ED 
021 0 MANUAL 
0 22 19 SCALE 3 UP 
0 22 30 FAIL PUMP 1 
02245 RED 
0 22 46 SCALE 2 UP 
0 23 17 SCALE 3 DOWN 
0 23 29 FIX PUMP 1 
02340 RED 
0 23 59 END 
11 
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SCALE 1 UP 
SCALE 1 DOWN 
SCALE 2 UP 
SCALE 2 DOWN 
SCALE 3 UP 
SCALE 3 DOWN 
SCALE 4 UP 
SCALE 4 DOWN 
GREEN 
COMM TASK START 
COMM TASK END 
COMM TASK O W N  










FAIL PUMP 1 
FAIL PUMP 2 
FAIL PUMP 3 





























Present Rating Scale (NASA-TLX) 
Monitoring: Scale 1 
Monitoring: Scale 2 F2 Up 
Monitoring: Scale 3 F3 Up 
Scale2 I !  F2 Down 
Scale3 I !  F3 Down 
Monitoring: Scale4 
Monitoring: GREEN Light Off (F5) 
Comm. Scheduling Window: 
Comm. Scheduling Window: 
Start Task Indicator 
Stop Task Indicator 
(Controls Scheduling Window Only, 
Not Task) 
Comm. Task: Own Callsign Message 
Comm. Task: Other Callsign Message 
Monitoring: RED Light On (F6) 
Tracking: Start MANUAL Mode 
Tracking: Start AUTO Mode 
Tracking: Display AUTO END Message 
Switch tracking to LOW difficulty 
Switch tracking to MEDIUM difficulty 
Switch tracking to HIGH difficulty 
Tracking difficulty chan es may be 
mode. 
Switch Resource Mgmt to "AUTO" 
Switch Resource Mgmt to "MANUAL" 
Fail Pump 1 on Resource Management 
Fail Pump 2 
Fail Pump 3 
Fail Pump 4 
(until code 71 or MANUAL) 
made with task in "M Arf UAL" or "AUTO 
12 
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FAIL PUMP 5 
FAIL PUMP 6 
FAIL PUMP 7 
FAIL PUMP 8 
FIX PUMP 1 
FIX PUMP 2 
FIX PUMP 3 
FIX PUMP 4 
FIX PUMP 5 
FIX PUMP 6 
FIX PUMP 7 



























Fail Pump 5 on Resource Management 
Fail Pump 6 
Fail Pump 7 
Fail Pump 8 
Fix Pump 1 
Fix Pump 2 
Fix Pump 3 
Fix Pump 4 
Fix Pump 5 
Fix Pump 6 
Fix Pump 7 
Fix Pump 8 
Turn off Pump 1 
Turn off Pump 2 
Turn off Pump 3 
Turn off Pump 4 
Turn off Pump 5 
Turn off Pump 6 
Turn off Pump 7 
Turn off Pump 8 
End of Script, Terminate Task 
Set Level to Lowest Automation, Tasks Hardest 
Set Leiel to Highest Automation, Tasks Easiest 
Note: The script codes written in text are the minimum letter comhinatiom necessary or 
or Text) for annotative purposes. A script jile may contain both Numerical and Text event 
codes. Either UPPERCASE or lowercase text may be used. 
interpretation. However, additionul text may he added beyond the minimum code ( Nf umerical ' 
Keyboard Control 
As noted previous1 , Table 2 presents the controls and commands that the experi- 
menter may use to contro r operation of the task while it is running. Table 1 and Table 2 
commands may be entered from the keyboard of the serially linked Voice computer, 
except for Rating screen inputs and Unpausing the task. 
events in a script file. Optional "L k L  VE 'I change codes or commands can cause events in 
the script to be ignored or overruled. For example, at LEVEL 6, several tasks would be 
set to "AUTO and the script events for the remaining tasks may ignored. Likewise, 
scheduling window information would not reflect task LEVEL changes. Although LEVEL 
changes may be made in the script, normal use of LEVEL changes would be reserved for 
unique experimental situations in which real-time task loadin changes are desired. The 
Control of task events and acin usually depends on the type and frequency of 
combination of tasks active at the six task levels may be modi f ied in the program. 
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General Introduction 
The overall purpose of this research is to understand human performance during 
varying levels of "busyness." The task which is displayed before you is a com uterized 
represents a different kind of task, as indicated by each headin system monitoring, track- 
be asked to perform all of these tasks at the same time, to become familiar wit the differ- 
ent tasks you will be introduced to each task one at a time. 
simulation of some of the kinds of tasks that pilots perform. Each window o P the screen 
ing, communications and resource management, for example. b hile eventual1 you will h 
System Monitoring 
All of the information required to erform the monitoring task is displa ed in the 
be monitoring the two lights at the top of this window for any changes. You will also be 
monitoring the four dials beneath them for any directional changes in the fluctuation of 
the pointer. Let me demonstrate how this task will appear in the "normal condition." 
upper left window of the screen. This tas P consists of two parts: lights and dia r s. You will 
Let me first explain the changes that can occur with the lights. As you can see, 
during normal conditions, the left light is on in green. But occasionally, this green light 
will go out. When this happens you must ress the "F5" key as indicated next to that light. 
light area and press a mouse button. You will receive feedback in that the light will 
immediately turn back on. Any questions? 
With the mouse version, you must move t R e mouse cursor within the rectangular green 
The second li h t  is normally off, but occasionally, a red light will turn on in this 
position. To respon 8 to this, you must press the "F6" key, also indicated next to that light 
or move the mouse cursor to the red light area and press a mouse button. Again, as soon 
ond correctly, the red light will disappear. To summarize, you will be monitor- 
ts for the absence of the green light, and for the presence of the red light on the 
these events occur, you must respond to them. Now, I'll let you practice for a 
few seconds. (One occurrence of each light condition is presented to the subject). Any 
questions? 
The second part of this task consists of monitorin the four dials below the lights. 
line. Is t at obvious to you? Your task is to monitor these four dials and detect an change 
from the normal fluctuation of the pointer. In other words, if the pointer of one o these 
dials fluctuates either above or below the normal range, you must respond. The correct 
response is the key that is indicated below the dial which is out of ran e. If sub'ect is using 
either mouse button. (One example each of below and above range fluctuations is pre- 
sen ted). 
Normall , the yellow pointers fluctuate from one unit be f ow to one unit above the center r 
the mouse, simply move the mouse cursor within the out-of-range dia P d  area an press 
You'll notice that feedback to a correct res onse is given by the presence of a 
dial pointer. Again, t h e  abnormal fluctuation can occur in either direction - above or 
below - but there is only one response per dial. Any questions? Now, I'll let you ractice 
with the dials for one minute. (Subject is presented with two signals to respond toy* 
yellow bar at the bottom of the dial that was out o i? range and a return to center of that 
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During the experimental task, you will be monitoring both lights and dials and 
looking for changes in any of them. Respond as quickly and as accurately as possible. 
Tracking 
v ouse and pad are placed on the side of handedness). 
Have you ever used a mouse (or joystick) before? 
All of the information that you need to perform the tracking task is displayed in the 
er middle section of the screen in the section titled 'Tracking." Are you right-handed? 
IF YES ... 
What have you used the mouse/joystick for? (This is noted in log). 
Go to ( ***  below). 
IF NO ... 
The mouse is one way of controlling your position on the screen. Typically, you 
would use the arrow keys to move up and down and right and left. The mouse is another 
way to move around. The mouse pad correlates roughly to the area of the screen so that if 
you move the mouse up on the ad, your position on the screen is moved u accordingly. 
different area of the screen, you must move your mouse in that identical direction on the 
mouse pad. 
One im ortant point to remember about the mouse is that you may have to move 
The same is true for moving rig rl t, left, diagonally, etc. Basically, if you wis 1 to move to a 
the mouse fart E er with your hand than the distance on the screen indicates (experimenter 
mouse and set it back down to continue your movement. As long as t B e mouse is not demonstrates this). Since there is not much room on the pad, you ma have to pick up the 
touching the pad or any other surface, you will not affect your position on the screen. If 
the joystick is to be used with the tracking task, similar instructions are given. 
green circle, within the dotted rectangular area in the center of this task. 
* * *  
The overall purpose of this task is to keep the airplane symbol, represented by the 
If ou do not control the plane with the mouse, the plane will drift away from the 
center. Jou must control the plane with movements of the mouse/joystick. Basically, you 
must compensate for this random drifting by pulling the plane back to center with corre- 
sponding movements with the mouse jo stick. For example, if the plane is driftin to the 
time, however, you will be working in two dimensions: horizontal and vertical; so ou will 
mouse/joystick). Watch both the screen and the mouse. You'll notice that, if the plane is 
away from the center, you must make rather large movements to return it. If the plane is 
already in the center, smaller movements will be required. Now, you practice for a few 
minutes before we start the experiment. 
right, moving the mouse/joystick to t d r  e eft will return the ship to center. Most o P the 
be making many diagonal movements. Let me demonstrate (experimenter contro 1 s
Remember, the overall purpose of this task is to keep the plane in the center rec- 
tangular area. Try to maintain this at all times. If the plane leaves the rectangular area, 
try to return the plane to center as quickly as possible. 
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Communications 
All of the information that ou need for the communications task is displayed in the 
'K lower left corner of the screen un (Y er the title "Communications." The overall pu ose of 
remain on t i e screen at all times as a reminder to you. Any other call sign is not meaning- 
this task is to discriminate between audio signals which will be presented through ead- 
phones and to respond as indicated. 
The messages that you will hear begin with a six-digit call sign followed by a 
command. These call signs consist of three letters followed by three numbers. You must 
respond on1 when you hear your personal call sign which is NGT504. This number will 
ful to you. Your call sign will sound like this. Please listen to the first part of the following 
mesa e: (Ctl Fl). The call sign will be resented twice so that you can identify it precise- 
1 . Ot a er call signs will be presented in t f: e same way. The following is an example of a 
Jfferent call sign: (Ctl €2). Do you feel comfortable discriminating between your call sign 
and other call signs? (If no, repeat other examples). 
The second art of the message involves a command and you must respond to those 
that follow your cal P sign only. Do not respond if the message begins with a different call 
First Radio and Second Radio. Notice that COM1 and CO hf 2 are referred to as radio 
sign. The second part of the message is a command requiring you to change one of the 
frequency numbers listed on the screen. Let me explain this part of the task. There are 
four channels listed in the left column on the screen: NAV1, NAV2, COM1, COM2. 
These will be referred to in the audio message as: First Navi ation, Second Navigation, 
channels. In the right column are the frequency numbers that correspond to each channel. 
The following is another example of one of these messages: In this message, you 
were directed to change second navigation to 11 1.6. That channel is the second channel 
listed on the screen, or NAV2. You must change the frequency of this channel from what 
it is now to 111.6. In order to do this, you must use the arrow keys on the right part of the 
keyboard. The up and down arrow keys change radios for you. Try using these keys. 
If using the mouse, move the mouse cursor to the desired radio and press the 
mouse button to select that radio. After the correct channel has been selected, move the 
pointer to the left/right arrows located next to the frequency and ress the mouse button 
attained. 
once for each increment or decrement that you wish to select unti P the correct frequency is 
You can see that you are moving up and down through the different radios. Now 
go to second navigation. 
In order to change the frequency numbers, you must use the left and right arrow 
keys (click on these areas with the mouse). The right arrow key increases the number by 
intervals of 0.2 and the left arrow key decreases the number by intervals of 0.2. Now 
change this fre uency to 11 1.6. Let's try a few more examples. Notice that the range of 
the navi ation 9 requencies is 108.1 to 117.9. The radio channels range from 118.1 to 135.9. 
on and let me know if the volume level is adequate. 
acknowledge that the change is complete (or click the mouse on the "Enter" area). 
Do you B eel ready to begin? Let's first adjust the headphones for you. Put the headphones 
When you have completed the requested frequency change, press the "Enter" key to 
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Remember, the overall goal of this task is to distin ish correctly messages begin- 
ning with your call sign and respond to those commands. #ease respond as quickly and 
accurately as you can. 
Resource Management 
All of the information that you will need to do the resource management task is 
contained within the two lower right windows with the headings "Resource Management" 
and "Pump Status." 
hold fuel, the green levels within the tanks that increase and decrease are fuel, and along 
the lines which connect the tanks are pumps which transfer fuel from one tank to another 
in the direction that is indicated by the arrow. The numbers underneath four of the tanks 
represent the amount of fuel in units for each of these tanks. This number will be increas- 
change. The capacity for the main tanks, A and B, is 
C and D, contain a maximum of 2000 units each. The 
This task is considered a fuel management task. The rectangles are tanks which 
system have an unlimited capacity - they never 
run out. 
Your overall goal with this task is to maintain the levels of fuel in tanks A and B at 
2500 units. This critical level is indicated by the tick mark in the shaded area on the side 
of each of these tanks. This level is also indicated b the numbers underneath each tank. 
units. However, optimum performance is obtained when Tanks A and B are at 2500 units. 
meet this criteria because tanks A and B lose fuel at the rate of 800 units per minute 
(default; select at setup). So you can see that with their resent levels of approximately 
the transfer of additional fuel. Tanks C and D only lose fuel if they are transferring fuel to 
another tank. 
It is acceptable to keep the level of fuel within the s t aded area between 2000 and 3000 
2400 units each, these tanks would become empty in slig rl tly more than 3 minutes without 
In order to meet this criterion, you must transfer fuel to tanks A and B in order to 
Let me now demonstrate the process of transferring fuel. Notice that everypump 
has a number, a s uare box and an arrow next to it. The arrow indicates the direction 
in one direction. The pumps are activated by pressing the key corres onding to the pump 
those on the right hand side of the keyboard. If the subject is using the mouse, they are 
instructed to move the mouse cursor to the square box on the pump that they wish to 
activate and press the mouse button. A second press of the mouse button in the same area 
will turn the pump off. I'll demonstrate by turning all of the pumps on. 
through which fue 3 can be transferred with that pump. Each pump can only transfer fuel 
that you wish to activate. Use the number keys across the top of the E eyboard rather than 
c When I turned the pumps on, two things occurred. First, the square on each pump 
turned green. That means that the ump is actively transferring fuel. When the pump is 
off, the square is black. The secon 8 change on the screen is the numbers that appeared in 
the "Pump Status" window. Let's focus on that now. 
Under "Pump Status," two columns of numbers are present. The first column, 
numbers one through eight, indicate the pump numbers and these correspond directly to 
the pumps in the diagram. The second column of numbers indicates the flow rates in units 
per minute of each pum when that pump is on. For exam le, Pump 1 transfers 800 units 
of fuel per minute from rank C to Tank A. The flow rate P or any given pump is only 
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presented if that pump is on and actively transferring fuel. Are the flow rates clear to you? 
number key once turns the ump on; pressing the key a ain turns that ump off, and so on. 
So far, you've seen two conditions for the pumps: on and off. Pressing the pump 
A third condition is the fau f t condition, over which you fl ave no controf At various times 
out. However, you must be aware that when the fault is correcte B 
if you ha B turned that ump on before the fault occurred, the 
see the status indicator on a pump turn red. This means the 
red light is present. You will not be able to use this pum 
that pum will automatically be returned to the "off' status 
ou will have to turn it on again if that is 
and the red 
r; to an "on@' condition. 
what you wish. A n y  questions? 
Along the same line, if a tank fills up to its capacity, all incoming pump lines will be 
turned off automatically. This is because a full tank cannot receive any more fuel. You 
will have to turn those pum s back on at a later time, if that is what you wish. Conversely, 
because an empty tank can no longer transfer fuel. Again, you will have to turn these 
pumps on again I f  that is what you wish to do. Any  questions? 
if a tank becomes empty, a1 P outgoing pumps will automatically be turned off. This is 
Your overall goal is to keep the fuel level in Tanks A and B at 2500 units each. 
You may use an strategy that you wish to do so. If the fuel level in these tanks should go 
outside the sha cr ed region, however, please return the fuel level back to the target level as 
soon as possible. 
Scheduling Window 
The scheduling window is found in the upper right corner of the display. The 
Purpose of the scheduling window is to resent the start and duration of the manual track- 
ing task and the communication task. &e scheduling window requires no response on 
your part but is designed to provide you with information about the scheduling of tasks in 
the near future. The two indicators are identified by I T '  for the tracking task, and "C' for 
the communication task. The scheduling window allows ou to "look ahead from the 
during which these two tasks, tracking and communication, will be operating. The thin 
lines indicate times at which either tracking or communication are not required. 
present (0 minutes) to 8 minutes into the future. The bo r d lines, or bars, indicate times 
Workload Rating Scale 
One of our interests today is in assessing your perceptions of your own performance 
with the task battery in terms of difficulty level and workload. Now, we would like to 
describe the technique that will be used to examine your experiences. Our objective is to 
capture your perceived "workload" level. The conce t of workload is hard to define specif- 
ically and is composed of many different aspects. d rk load  may refer, in art, to the 
resulting stress or frustration levels. 
physical demands of the task, the time pressure involved, your expended e F fort, or your 
We hope to understand workload on this battery by asking individuals who perform 
the tasks to describe the various feelings and perceptions that they experienced while 
o erating the battery. Since many factors may be involved, we would like you to tell US 
rating scales that you now see before you was developed at the NASA Ames Research 
a E out several individual factors rather than one overall workload score. The set of six 
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Center and has been used in a wide variety of tasks. 
As you can see, there are six scales on which you will be asked to provide a rating 
score: mental demand, physical demand, temporal demand, performance, effort, and 
frustration. Let me take a minute to explain each of these scales. The first, mental 
demand, refers to the level of mental activity like thinking, deciding and looking that was 
re uired by the task. You will rate this scale from low (on the left side to high (on the 
rig 91 t side). The second scale, physical demand, involves the amount o f!rhysical activity 
required of you, such as controlling or activatin . Temporal demand re ers to the time 
Lisurely or rapid and frantic? 
The fourth scale involves your perceptions about your own performance level. 
Your ratin here should reflect your satisfaction with your performance in accomplishing 
the right side). All of the other scales ran e from low to hi h. The fifth scale, effort, 
inquires as to how hard you had to work ( 0th mentally an % physically) in order to achieve 
your level of performance. Finally, the sixth scale, frustration level, is an index of how 
secure and relaxed (low frustration) versus stressed and discouraged (high frustration) you 
felt during the task. Do you have any questions? 
Now, I will explain the method you will use to rate our ex eriences with these six 
scales. When this screen first appears, the pointer on the r P  irst sca e will be illuminated in 
ellow. You must select the score that best suits your perceptions about that scale from 
row to high with either the mouse (left to right movement) or the right and left arrow keys. 
After you have decided upon your score, use either the left mouse button key, the space 
bar, or the down arrow key to move to the next scale. You will notice that the pointer 
from the first scale will turn to a gray color, while the pointer on the active second scale is 
now ellow. The yellow pointer always indicates the scale which is active or is available 
ressure that you experienced during the task. 'i n other words, was the pace slow and 
the goals o f the task. Notice that this scale ranges from good (on the left side) to poor (on 
forc i ange. 
the right mouse % utton, or by using the I! Scape or Return keys. However, if ou wish to 
After you have entered the sixth score, the instructions at the bottom portion of the 
screen will chan e. You now have the o tion of returning to the task battery by pressing 
change one of your scores, you may do so by pressing the left mouse button, t e down 
arrow key or the space bar. Continue to press that key until the pointer for the scale that 
you wish to change is yellow. At that point, you may use the mouse or the left and right 
arrow ke s to adjust your rating. When you are finished, press the right mouse button or 
use the Scape or Return keys to return to the battery. Please ractice this procedure, 
using your experience on the practice section of this task as the asis for your ratings. Feel 
free to ask any questions that you would like. 
Now that you are familiar with both the task battery and the workload rating sys- 
tem, let me explain the presentation of the rating s stem. Several times during your per- 
scale. The first time that this happens, I would like you to rate your experiences with the 
task battery to that point. The second time the rating scale appears, you will rate your 
experiences with the task since the last rating process and so on. Any questions? 
i
B E! 
formance with the battery, the computer screen wi Y 1 change from the battery to the rating 
While you are rating your perceptions, the task battery will be paused and time 
frozen until you finish the rating process. In other words, you will not be missing anything 
while you complete the rating scale. Once you finish and return to the battery, ou will 
resume where you left off in terms of elapsed time. Therefore, there is no nee J to rush 
through the rating scale; however, after 45 seconds, the rating scale screen will automati- 
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cally end and the task battery screen will reappear. Please give your res onses thoughtful 
sponses will probably accurately reflect your feelings and experiences. 
consideration, but do not spend too much time deliberating over them. pr our first re- 
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c 
Each time the Multi-Attribute Task Battery is run, five data files are created. 
Separate data files exist for each of the four task com onents: monitoring, tracking, 
communications and resource management. A fifth c f  ata file contains responses to the 
NASA Task Load Index Rating Scales. If the AFTERMAT and APPLYWT programs are 
run, these data files are generated as well. Data filenames are automatically assigned and 
all begin with the letters "MD followed by the month (2 numerical digits), date (two di- 
gits) and hour (two digits) on which the run was begun. The one exception to this is the 
AFTERMAT weighting data file, which begins with WT. The filename extension consists 
of the run start time in minutes (two digits) and one of the following letters: M, T, C, R, or 
X. These letters identify the type of data contained in the file: Monitoring (M , Tracking 
(T), Communications (C), Resource management (R) or NASA TLX ratings ( fc ). An 
example of the data file names which are generated from one run of the battery are listed 
below. 
Data files created by the task battery: 
MD101413.25M (Monitoring) 
MD 101 4 13.25T Tracking) 
MD 1 0 14 13.25C I Communications) 
MDl014 13.25R Resource Management) 
MD1014 13.25X Subjective Ratings) 
Data files created by support programs: 
WT101414.10X (AFTERMAT program subscale weightings) 
MD101413.25W (APPLYWT program adds the mean and weighted average 
to the Subjective Ratings file, creating a new file 
ending in " W )  
The data filenames illustrated above would have been created by a run which began 
October 14, at 1:25 pm. 
tion. The first line of each data file is a header containing the date (month-day-year), 
be inning time (hour:minute: seconds) and the full name of the data file (Le., 
M%101413.25M). 
The following pages contain examples of each of the types of data files with annota- 
L 
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MONITORING DATA FILE 
10-14-1991 13:25:29 MD101413.25M - header identification line 
Elapsed time at beginning of monitoring event (seconds) 
I 
I I Negative event codes indicate a change in task Automation / 
I I  
I 
Event Code (1 to 4 - scales, 5 - Green light, 6 - Red light) 
Manual mix (range -1 to -6 reflecting levels 1 to 6 )  
Response Time (seconds) 
I I  
I I  
I I  I 
57.01 6 1.43 
83.15 2 -20.10 * A negative sign here indicates that the 
81.01 3 3.68 described event timed out before the 
102.05 5 1.97 subject responded (i.e., a miss). 
152.03 5 1.43 The 4 scales time out after 20 seconds; 
163.01 3 5.50 the lights time out after 15 seconds. 
81.01 3 3.68 (These values can be changed in the 
102.05 5 1.97 Setup program) 
152.03 5 1.43 
163.01 3 5.50 
178.01 5 9.39 
194.05 1 0.00 * A response time of 0.00 indicates a 
218.21 3 0.00 false alarm on the subject’s part. 
224.15 2 -20.11 The function key that was pressed 
248.04 6 1.43 is recorded in the second column. 
288.90 3 0.00 
336.08 2 0.00 
339.05 -3 0.00 * Negative event codes show changes in 
354.81 3 0.00 task automation / manual mix. 
367.06 1 -20.05 
360.04 -4 0.00 
362.01 6 5.16 
423.03 3 0.00 
425.01 2 3.90 
396.06 2 -20.05 
MAT Data Files 
TRACKING DATA FILE 
10-14-1991 13:25:29 MD101413.25T - header identification line 










































Sum of Squares (SS) 
































































Interval will vary depending on Setup selected 
data recording interval (10 * seconds) 

































RMS is deviation from center 
of tracking target in pixel units. 
(Vertical pixels converted to 
Horizontal pixel units before 
computing resultant total 
deviation) 
Switch to highest difficulty level 
tracking 
Switch to medium difficulty level 
tracking 
Switch to lowest difficulty level 
tracking (These tracking level changes 
can be made whether tracking task is 
on "Manual" or off "Auto") 
*Switch to auto at about 10 sec. 
*Switch from manual to auto. 
*Manual mode resumes. 
*Switch to auto 
0.00 *End of run 
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COMMUNICATIONS DATA FILE 
10-14-1991 13:25:29 MD101413.25C - header iden t i f i ca t ion  l i n e  
T ime  from beginning of task ( i n  seconds) 
I Either Event Code (57, 58), Channel (1 t o  4), or  Enter (13) 
I I Event codes 59 and 60 are  recodes (+2) of a s igna l  t h a t  w a s  
I I i n  the s c r i p t  but due t o  task leve l  changes was recoded t o  
I I  
I I  
I I  
I 
prevent i t  from being presented t o  the subject  
Change of frequency (0.00 = no change) 














































































Event (own message) occurs a t  139.01 sec.  
Subject changes frequency of Channel 1 
t o  108.70, e t c .  and stops responding a t  
148.79 seconds in to  the task when Channel 
1 i s  a t  Frequency 109.70. 
"Enter" key pressed by the subject  
Other message is  presented - No response. 
Event (own message) occurs a t  246.01 sec.  
Subject f i r s t  changes channel t o  2 and 
then t o  3 (Frequency changes - 0.00) .  
Once channel i s  s e t ,  subject  begins t o  
change frequency. 
*Other message is presented - No response. 
*Event (own message) occurs. 
*Subject begins t o  change channels and 
ends a t  525.69 seconds. 
*Subject begins t o  change frequency of 
Channel 2. 
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RESOURCE MANAGEMENT DATA FILE 
10-14-1991 13:25:29 MD101413.25R - header identification line 
30.04 0 2158 2089 
30.26 3 2158 2089 
43.94 2 2158 2089 
44.32 4 2178 2089 
60.03 0 2338 2249 
90.02 0 2638 2549 
100.01 10 2738 2649 
106.00 30 2717 2709 
120.01 0 2668 2660 
150.00 0 2563 2555 
180.04 0 2458 2450 
191.03 85 2423 2415 
203.66 3 2381 2373 
204.04 30 2374 2393 
207.01 4 2367 2366 
208.44 3 2360 2359 
210.03 30 2353 2379 
210.03 0 2353 2379 
210.03 8 2353 2379 
227.39 6 2409 2219 
240.02 0 2416 2118 
270.01 0 2311 2013 
270.01 86 2311 2013 
277.81 4 2290 1992 
278.03 3 2283 1985 
300.00 0 2206 2205 
311.04 95 2171 2305 
312.03 30 2164 2325 
324.71 5 2122 2283 
330.04 0 2101 2262 
360.03 0 1996 2157 
362.04 78 1990 2151 
376.12 3 1940 2101 
378.05 79 1933 2121 
380.02 1 1926 2114 
390.02 0 2026 2079 
204.48 -4 2374 2393 
235.19 -8 2437 2139 
276.54 -4 2290 1992 
Time into task from beginning of run (in seconds) 
I 
I I Amount of fuel present in Tank A 
I 
I I  
I I  
I I  1 
I I  I I 
I I  I I I I 
Pump Activity or Event Codes 
1 Amount of fuel present in Tank B 
I Amount of fuel present in Tank C 
I Amount of fuel present in Tank D 
*Pump 1 turned on by subject 24.60 1 2158 2170 1005 1010 
924 1010 *Tank status is automatically 











































































by a "0" in Column 2. 
*Multiples of 10 in Column 2 
show that a pump was turned off 
by system (10-Pump 1, 20=Pump 
2 ,  etc.) and occurs when a tank 
becomes either empty or full. 
*Codes 81, 82, etc. in Column 
2 represent pump failures 
(See Table 1). 
*Neg numbers in Column 2 occur 
whenever the S turns a pump 
-2 - Pump 2 off, etc.) off (-1 - Pump 1 off, 
*Event Codes 91, 92, etc. in 
Column 2 represent the repair 
of pump failures (See Table 1) 
*Code 78 indicates switch to "AUTO" mode 
pumps switch by themselves in this mode 
*Code 79 indicates switch to "MANUAL" 
390.02 96 2026 2079 525 54 
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WORKLOAD RATING SCALE DATA FILES 
Filename: MDmmddhh.nnX Where "X" indicates TLX Rating Data File, 
mm is month, dd is day, hh is hour, and nn is minute 
of beginning of data run. 
10-14-1991 13:25:29 MD101413.25X - header identification line 
















Duration of Rating screen presentation (seconds) 
I Mental Demand rating 
I I Physical Demand rating (0 to 100) 
I I I Temporal Demand rating (0 to 100) 
I I I I Performance rating (0 to 100) 
I I I I I Effort rating (0 to 100) 
I I I I I I Frustration rating (0 to 100) 
(0 to 100) 
I 
I I I I I I I  
I I I I I I I  
7.53 40 7 4  24 76 31 74 
4.45 14 81 26 7 4  25 72 
9.37 30 76 24 74 30 74 
APPLYWT GENERATED RATING DATA FILES 
MDmmddhh.nnW Where "W" suffix indicates Weighted Rating 
Data File 
APPLYWT applies the weights established during AFTERMAT to the ratings 
given by the subject that are contained in the rating data file or files. 
data file created by APPLWT is a new data file with a "W" ending. 
The 
Example showing two new data 
and APPLYWT: I Weighted Rating Score 
Mean of Subscales 
columns created after AFTERMAT I 
I I 
header identification line I I 
I I I 
10-14-1991 13:25:29 MD101413.25X I I 
7.79 7.53 40 7 4  24 76 31 74 53.167 55.250 
29.38 4.45 14 81 26 74 25 72 48.667 46.430 
3548.12 9.37 30 76 24 74 30 74 51.333 52.150 
MAT Data Files 
AFTERMAT DATA FILE 
10-14-1991 14:10:20 WT101414.10X RC - header identification line 
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1  
3 1 2 3 4 2  - Total number of times each scale was chosen 
1 1 1 1 1 1  
I I I I I Frustration 
I I I I Effort 
I I I Performance 
I I Temporal Demand 
I Physical Demand 
Mental Demand 
- subscale chosen of the pair 
as largest contributor to workload 
I I I I I I  
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SUMMARY 
The Multi-Attribute Task (MAT) Battery provides a benchmark set of tasks for use 
in a wide range of laboratory studies of operator performance and workload. The battery 
incorporates tasks analogous to activities that aircraft crewmembers perform in fli ht, while 
roviding a high degree of experimenter control, performance data on each subtas 1 ,and 
freedom to use non-pilot test subjects. Features not found in existing computer-based tasks 
include an auditory communications task (to simulate Air Traffic Control communication), 
a resource management task permitting many avenues or strategies of maintaining target 
performance, a scheduling window which gives the operator information about future task 
demands, and the option of manual or automated control of tasks. Performance data are 
generated for each subtask. In addition, the task battery ma be paused and onscreen 
computer (802 6/386/486 processor) with color graphics (at least 640 x 350 ixel). &e 
communications task requires a serial link to a second desktop computer wit a voice 
synthesizer or digitizer card. 
The precedin pa es include sections describing various aspects of the MAT Bat- 
tery. A section entit &d '&ask Battery Description" described each task. Details concerning 
setup, operation, and control of the MAT Battery are found in the sections "Runnin the 
Task Battery" and "Control of Task Events." The section entitled "Instructions to Su jects" 
provides descriptions of how each task may be introduced to test subjects. Examples of 
performance and ratinE data files generated by the task battery are presented in the section 
entitled "MAT Data Files." Research conducted using the task battery may be found in 
Arnegard (1991) and Arnegard and Comstock (1991). 
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MATSET4 Program Listing 
'Comtock: Mul t i -At t r ibute Task Battery Setup Progrrvn MTSET4 (Ver 4.0) 
Permits set t ing o r  modifying parmeters used by the M T .  
I parameters f ran f i l e  HATFILE4.NAH W o r  gemrates new f i l e .  Reds Alpha- 
# nmcr i c  sc r ip t  and translates Scr ipt  t o  a l l  n rncr ic  IIATWUI.SCR f o r  M T  me. 
8 Sets up Serial  por t  parameters for  MAT comection t o  Voice task conputcr. 
I Developed using Microsoft QuickEasic 4.5. 
8 J. R. Comstock, Jr. NASA Langley Research Center 804-664-6643 
I 03-27-91 Version 3.5 
* 09-30-91 Version 4.0 U/ res mgmt wto/man 8 task level control  
DEFINT I - N  
DECLARE SUE keepit (ltype) 
DECLARE SUB mairmnu 0 
DECLARE SUE r n s i n r c l r t  ( I se l )  
DECLARE SUB nmubox ( i x i ,  iy i ,  ix2, iy2, i tx tco l ,  ibckgnd) 
DECLARE SUE parantiox 0 
DECLARE SUB readscript 0 
DECLARE SUE ScriptGen 0 
DECLARE SUB taskperm 0 
DECLARE SUE trackgain 0 
DECLARE FUNCTIOW Pars& <it, j X )  
D I M  SHARED ippnew<8), ipnpotd(8), ippdef(8) 
C o m o l l  SHARED f i l s c r t ,  neuscrt, oldscrt, mtt, matvjt, m a t h  
CowoW SHARED l t rkgain,  lprobscr, ltrkgainold, lerrsect  
C o w o L l  SHARED tmgrmew, tmgrnold, tmgrndef 
COWClOW SHARED tnrechw, tmrcdold, tmrcddef 
C W "  SHARED tndisncw, tmdiaold, t d i a d e f  
CowrmW SHARED trkincneu, trkincold, trkincdef 
COMMON SHARED idropnneu, idropaold, idropadef 
COMMON SHARED idropbneu, idropbold, idropbdef 
ON ERROR COT0 errorhandler 
s tar t :  8 assign defaul t  values 




matt = UMATFILE4.NAnn 
matvjS = WHATV40JH 
matvms = "TV4W" 
tmgrdef = 1% 
tmreddef = 151 
tndiedef = 201 
trk incdef = 5! 
idropadef = 800 
idropkkf = 800 
ipnpdef(1) 800 
ippdef(2) = 600 
iprpdef(3) = 800 
ipnpdef(4) = 600 
iprpdef(5) = 600 
iprpdef(6) = 600 
ipnpdef(7) = 400 
iprpdef(8) = 400 
read ex is t ing m t f i t e s  f i l e  
ler rsect  = 1 'index t h i s  section for errorhandler 
WEN 88188, #I ,  mats 
LINE INPUT #I, oldscr t  
FOR i = 1 T O 5  
LINE INPUT # I ,  dult  
NEXT i 
INPUT #1, l trkgainold, tmgrnold, tmredold, tndiaold, t rk incold 
INWT #l, idropaold, idropbold 
FOR i = 1 T O 8  
NEXT i 
INPUT #1, iprpoldti) 
LINE INPUT # I ,  mntvjs 
A -  1 
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L I N E  I N W T  #I, l M t d  
CLOSE #1 
begin: 
tmgrmew = tmgrnold 
trnrednew = tmredold 
tmdianeu = t d i a o l d  
trkincneu = trkincold 
idropsneu = idropaold 
idropbnew = idropbold 
FOR i = 1 T O 8  
ipnpnew(i) = ipmpold(i) 
NEXT i 
f i l sc rS = UCASES(o1dscrt): l t r kga in  = l t rkgainold 
l se l  = 1 
mairmenu 
rnenul  : 
mainselect lee1 
SELECT CASE l s e l  
CASE 1 ' I n i t i a l i z e  Serial Port 
lerrsect = 2 
OPEN 80CW1:19200,N,8,1" FOR RANDOCI AS #S LEN = 256: CLOSE #5 
COLOR 15, 3: LOCATE 5, 4: PRINT CHRS(251); 
l se l  = 2 
CASE 2 'Select Script F i l e  
lerrsect = 3 
readscript 
COLOR 15, 3: LOCATE 6, 4: PRINT CHRS(251); 
l se l  = 4 
CASE 4 'Begin Task (Normal) 
l type = 1 
COLOR 15, 3: LOCATE 8, 4: PRINT CHRS(251); 
keepit ltype 
I F  l type = 27 THEN M T O  begin 
RUN metvjt 
END 
CASE 5 'Begin Task (Alternate) 
(type = 1 
COLOR 15, 3: LOCATE 9 ,  4: PRINT CHRS(251); 
keepit ltype 
I F  l type = 27 THEN M T O  begin 
RUN m e t d  
END 
CASE 7 'Test R u n  Norme l  
l type = 2 
COLOR 15, 3: LOCATE 11, 4: PRINT CHRS(251); 
keepit Ltype 
I F  l type = 27 THEN M T O  begin 
RUN matvjt  
END 
CASE 8 'Test R u n  Alternate 
l type = 2 
COLOR 15, 3: LOCATE 12, 4: PRINT CHRS(251); 
keepi t 1 type 
I F  Ltype = 27 THEN GOT0 begin 
RUN mat* 
END 
CASE 11 'Change Tracking Gain 
t reckga i n 
SCREEN 0, , 0 
COLOR 0 , 3  
MATSET4 Program L i s t i n g  
LOCATE 15, 28: PRINT USING "(#)"; Ltrkgain; 
COLOR 15, 3: LOCATE 15, 4: PRINT CHRS(251); 
t a s k p n r a m  
SCREEN 0,  , 0 
COLOR 15, 3: LOCATE 16, 4: PRINT CHRS(251); 
CASE 12 'Change Task P a r a m e t e r s  
CASE 14 ' E x i t ,  S a v i n g  S e t u p  
Ltype = 1 
COLOR 15, 3: LOCATE 18, 4: PRINT CHRS(251); 
keepit ltype 
I F  l type = 27 THEN GOT0 begin 
SCREEN 0,  , 0 :  CLS : END 
SCREEN 0, , 0: CLS : END 





I E R R 0 R H A N D L E R -------___------I___--------------------------- 
errorhandler: 
lerrnun = ERR 
COLOR 7, 0: CLS 
PRINT l a M u l t i - A t t r i b u t c  Task S e t u p  Program": PRINT 
PRINT "ERROR NUMBER: "; lerrnun: PRINT 
SOUND 1000, 2 
COLOR 15, 4 
I F  lerrsect = 1 THEN 
CLOSE #1 
PRINT Io C r e a t i n g  DEFAULT Io; mat% 
OPEN "O", #l, M t S  
PRINT #1, "SCR26.DTB" 
PRINT #1, "NOTEST00.0011" 
PRINT #1, uMDTESTOO.OOT* 
PRINT #1, "IOTESTOO.OOR" 
PRINT #l, "NOTESTOO.OOC" 
PRINT #1, "NOTESTW.OOX" 
PRINT #l, "34 15.0 15.0 20.0 5.0" 
PRINT #I, 'I 800 800 800 600 800 600 600 600 400 400" 
PRINT #I, n w r t v j t  
PRINT #l, mat- 
CLOSE #1 
EN0 I F  
I F  lerrsect = 2 THEN 
CLOSE #5 
PRINT '' PROBLEM I N l T l A L l Z l N G  SERIAL PORT " 
END I F  
I F  lerrsect = 3 THEN 
CLOSE #3 
PRINT " PROBLEM UITH SCRIPT F I L E  or D i r e c t o r y  (*.DTB) Io 
END I F  
I F  lerrsect = 4 THEN 
END I F  
I F  lerrsect  = 5 THEN 
END I F  
PRINT " PROBLEM RUNNING MAT TASK E x e c u t a b l e  f i l e  I' 
PRINT PROBLEM U r i t i n g  S e t u p  F i l e  
COLOR 7, 0 
PRINT : PRINT 10 E n t e r  RETURN t o  R e s t a r t  SETUP, ESC to  Quit" 
DO 
A - 3  
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a$ = INKEYS 
I F  a t  = CHRS(27) THEN END 




A - 4  
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I 
I K E E p I T . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I Carrtock 
SUB keepit (ltype) STATIC 
lerrsect = 5 
I F  [type = 1 THEN 
dS = DATES: T t  = TIMES 
f i ldat t  = llw)ln + LEFTWdS, 2) + MlDt(dS, 4, 2) + LEFTS(Tt, 2) + "." + MIDS(Tt, 4, 2) 
f i l da t l t  = f i tda t t  + IW 
f i l d a t 2 t  = f i ldat t  + o@T" 
f i l d a t 3 t  = f i ldat t  + 1*R8' 
f i l d a t 4 S  = f i ldat t  + "C" 
f i L d a t 5 S  = f i ldatt + "x* 
f i l d e t l t  = V"STOO.OOWnn 
f i ldat2S = %)TESTOO.OOT" 
f i l d a t 3 S  = nw)TESTOO.OORY 
f i ldat4t = HWDTESTOO.OOCW 
f i LdatSS = "IY)TESTOO.OOX1o 
ELSE 
END IF 
I display s u n n a r y  box 
menubox 40, 5, 66, 18, 0, 7 
COLOR 0, 7 
LOCATE 6, 43: PRINT "SW*URY lNFORllATIOW:41; 
LOCATE 8, 43: PRINT Inscript: *; f i l s c r t ;  
LOCATE 10, 43: PRINT WATA filenancs:"; 
LOCATE 12, 45: PRINT f i ldat l t ;  
LOCATE 13, 45: PRINT f i l d a t 2 S ;  
LOCATE 14, 45: PRINT fildat3f; 
LOCATE 15, 45: PRINT f i l d e t 4 f ;  
LOCATE 16, 45: PRINT f i L d a t 5 3 ;  
COLOR 0 ,  7: LOCATE 21, 40: PRINT SPC(5); *Press RETURN to  Continue, 
LOCATE 22, 40: PRINT SPC(5); Y S C  to RESTART Setup"; SPC(7); 
DO 
'1; 
at = INKEYS 
I F  8% = CHRt(27) THEN Ltype = 27: EXIT SUB 
IF as = CHRL(13) THEN EXIT DO 
Loop 
I s a v e  n e w  HATFILE4.NM 
OPEN "O", #2, m a t t  
PRINT #2, f i l s c r t  
PRINT #2, f i l da t l t  
PRINT #2, f i l d a t 2 S  
PRINT #2, f i l d a t 3 S  
PRINT #2, f i L d n t 4 L  
PRINT #2, f i l d a t S S  
PRINT #2, USlNG 'WU; Ltrkgain; 
PRINT #2, USING *###.#ll; tmgrmeu; tlmedncw; tmdianeu; t r k i n c n e w  
PRINT 12, USING ll#U###lB; idropeneu; idropbncw; 
FOR i = 1 T O 8  
NEXT i 
PRINT #2, n e t v j S  
PRINT #2, USING ll#####@o; iplpncw(i); 
PRINT #2, 
PRINT #2, I M t d  
CLOSE #2 
SCREEN 0 ,  , 0 
lerrsect = 4 
END SUB 
A - 5  
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8 M A 1 N n E N u . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I Cornstock 
SUB m a i m  
COLOR 15, 1: CLS 
LOCATE 2, 20: PRINT 18Multi-Attribute Task Battery Setup Progrern" 
PRINT STRINCS(80, 205); 
PRINT : COLOR 7, 1 
LOCATE 24, 6: PRlNT "J. R. Cornstock, Jr., 
PRINT 88Hampton, Virginiaoo; 
LOCATE 1, 65: PRINT 88(SETUP Ver 4.0)18; : LOCATE 5, 1 
menubox 2, 4, 35, 21, 0, 3 
COLOR 0, 3 
NASA Langley Research Center, Io; 
LOCATE 5, 6: PRINT * * I n i t i a l i z e  Serial Port"; 
LOCATE 6, 6: PRINT I1Select Script Fileo8; 
LOCATE 8, 6: PRINT Wegin Task (Normal Version)88; 
LOCATE 9, 6: PRINT Wegin Task (Alternate Ver.)08; 
LOCATE 11, 6: PRINT V e s t  R u n  (Norlnel 
LOCATE 12, 6: PRINT omlest R u n  (Alternete Ver.lo8; 
LOCATE 15, 6: PRINT llChange Tracking Caino8; 
PRINT USING (##)lo; l trkgain; 
LOCATE 16, 6: PRINT 8IChange Task Parameters**; 
LOCATE 18, 6: PRINT 81Exit, Saving Setup"; 
LOCATE 19, 6: PRINT *8Exi t ,  Cancel Setupo1; 
LOCATE 7, 2: PRINT CHRS(195); : PRINT STRINGS(32, 196); : PRINT CHRS(180); 
LOCATE 14, 2: PRlNT CHRS(195); : PRINT STRINGS(32, 196); : PRINT CHRS(180); 
LOCATE 17, 2: PRlNT CHRS(195); : PRINT STRINGS(32, 196); : PRINT CHRS(180); 
COLOR 7, 1 
PCOPY 1, 0 
SCREEN 0,  , 0 
END SUB 
A - 6  
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0 
I M A  I N S E L E C T S& _-____-------_----_------.------------- 
9 Constock 
SUB mainselect (ita) STATIC 
PCOPY 0, 1 
SCREEN 0, , 1 
itemold = i t em 
i x l  = 2: i x2  = 35 
i y l  = 4: i y2 = 21 
i t x t c o l  = 0: i k k g n d  = 3 
neui tem: 
FOR i c o l  = i x l  + 1 TO ix2 - 1 
ip l  = SCREEN(iy1 + itemold, icol ,  0) 
COLOR i tx tco l ,  ibckgnd 
LOCATE i y l  + itsmold, k o l :  PRINT CHRS(ip1); 
i p l  = SCREEN(iy1 + ita, icol, 0) 
COLOR 15, 0 
LOCATE i y l  + item, ico l :  PRINT CHRS(ip1); 
NEXT i c o l  
itemold = item 
COLOR 7, 1 
FOR i = 5 TO 20 
NEXT i 
LOCATE i, 42: PRINT SPC(35); 
. 
SELECT CASE item 
CASE 1 
LOCATE 5, 43: PRINT "Sets COH1 s e r i a l  port parameters"; 
LOCATE 6, 43: PRINT "for l i n k  t o  voice conputer."; 
LOCATE 7, 43: PRINT "I f  second computer i s  not used,"; 
LOCATE 8, 43: PRINT "then sk ip  t h i s  selection."; 
LOCATE 6, 43: PRINT "Displays the Directory of  ASCII"; 
LOCATE 7, 43: PRINT "scr ipt  f i l e s  (u i th  .DTB extension)"; 
LOCATE 8, 43: PRINT "and permits selection of desired"; 
LOCATE 9, 43: PRINT "script."; 
LOCATE 8, 43: PRINT "Begin task u i t h  DATA filenamesg1; 
LOCATE 9, 43: PRINT "based on present date and time."; 
LOCATE 10, 43: PRINT YNormal Task Start)"; 
LOCATE 11, 43: PRINT "Begin tes t  or demo rim with DATA"; 
LOCATE 12, 43: PRINT 81filenames assigned MDTEST00.00*,"; 
LOCATE 13, 43: PRINT "Overwrite exist ing MDTEST files."; 
LOCATE 15, 43: PRINT "Permits adjusting Tracking task" 
LOCATE 16, 43: PRINT "control sensi t iv i ty.  Values"; 
LOCATE 17, 43: PRINT "range from 1 t o  48, higher values"; 
LOCATE 18, 43: PRINT "mean higher gain. Typical valuesw; 
LOCATE 19, 43: PRINT "Joystick: 34, House: 2Sw; 
LOCATE 16, 43: PRINT "Permits modifying task timeouts,"; 
LOCATE 17, 43: PRINT "Tracking RMS data interval ,  and"; 
LOCATE 18, 43: PRINT "Resource Mgmt task f lou rates."; 
LOCATE 18, 43: PRINT "Exit Setup, Save present values"; 
LOCATE 19, 43: PRINT " for  use in  next rm of Setup."; 
LOCATE 19, 43: PRINT "Exit Setup, Ignore any valuesw; 
LOCATE 20, 43: PRINT "changed during th is  setup."; 
CASE 2 
CASE 4, 5 








aS = INKEYS 
I F  a$ 1080 THEN 
keyasc = ASC(aS) 
I F  keyasc = 0 THEN keyfunct = ASC(RIGHT$(aS, 1)) ELSE k e y f m t  = 0 
A - 7  
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I F  k e y f u n e t  = 72 THEN 
i t e m =  i t e m -  1 
SELECT CASE i t e m  
CASE IS < 1 
i t e m  = 15 
CASE 3, 6, 13 
i t e m  = i t e m  - 1 
CASE 10 




END I F  
I F  k e y f v v t  = 80 OR keyasc = 32 THEN 
i t a  = i t e m  + 1 
SELECT CASE i t e m  
CASE IS > 15 
i t e m  = 1 
CASE 3, 6, 13 
i t e m  = i t e m  + 1 
CASE 9 
iten = i t e m  + 2 
CASE ELSE 
END SELECT 
M T O  n e u i t e m  
END I F  
IF keyasc  = 13 THEN SCREEN 0, , 0: EXIT  SUB 
I F  keyesc  = 27 THEN CLS : SCREEN 0, , 0: CLS : END 
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I 
I n E N u 0 X . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I C-tock 
SUB mernbox ( i x l ,  i y l ,  ix2, iy2, i t x tco l ,  ibckgndl STATIC 
P W Y  0 , l  
SCREEN 0, , 1 
COLOR i t x tco l ,  ibckgnd 
iwidthml = ( i x2  - i x l )  - 1 
FOR irou = i y l  + 1 TO iy2 - 1 
NEXT irou 
LOCATE iyl, i x l  + 1: PRINT STRINcS(iwidthm1, 1%); 
LOCATE iy2, i x l  + 1: PRINT STRIYGS(iuidthm1, 1%); 
LOCATE i y l ,  i x l :  PRINT CHRS(218); 
LOCATE iyl, ix2: PRINT CHRS(191); 
LOCATE iy2, i x l :  PRINT CHRS(192); 
LOCATE iy2, 1x2: PRINT CHRS(217); 
FOR i r o u  = i y l  + 1 TO iy2 + 1 
' f i l l  box with backgroud 
LOCATE irw, i x l :  PRINT CHRS(179); SPC(iwidthm1); CHRS(179); 
COLOR 8, 0 
i p l  = SCREENCirou, i x2  + 1, 0) 
ip2 = SCREEN(irou, ix2 + 2, 0) 
LOCATE irou, ix2 + 1: PRINT CHRS(ip1); CHRS(ip2); 
NEXT irou 
FOR i c o l  = i x l  + 2 TO ix2 + 1 
ipl  = SCREEN(iy2 + 1, icol ,  0) 
LOCATE iy2 + 1, ico l :  PRINT CHRS(ip1); 
NEXT i c o l  
END SUB 
A - 9  
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COLOR 0, 7 
i y l  = 19: iy2 = 24: i x l  = 43: i x2  = 70 
iwidthml = ( i x2  - irl) - 1 
FOR irow = i y l  + 1 TO iy2 - 1 
NEXT irow 
LOCATE i y l ,  i x l  + 1: PRINT STRINGS(iwidthm1, 196); 
LOCATE iy2, i x l  + 1: PRINT STRINGS(iwidthm1, 196); 
LOCATE i y l ,  i x l :  PRINT CHRS(218); 
LOCATE i y l ,  1x2: PRINT CHRS(191); 
LOCATE iy2, i x l :  PRINT CHRS(192); 
LOCATE iy2, ix2: PRINT CHRS(217); 
LOCATE irow, i x l :  PRINT CHRS(179); SPC(iwidthm1); CHRS(179); 
END SUB 
A - 10 
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I 
I p A R S E S& . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I R. L. Harris, Sr. 
FUNCTION Parset (it, j )  
ct = 
FOR k = j TO LEN(it) 
NEXT k 
FOR I = k TO LEN(it1 
IF ASC(MlDt<it, k, 1)) > 32 THEN EXlT FOR 
IF ASC(WID$(is, I, 1)) < 33 THEN EXIT FOR 
ct = c t  + MIDt(it, I, 1) 
NEXT l 
j = l  
Parset = c t  
END FUNCTION 
. 
A - 11 
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I 
I R E A D S C R I p T Sub --------------------____________________- 
1 Conrstock 
SUB reedscript 
SCREEN 0, , 1 
COLOR 7, 1: CLS 
lprobscr = 1 
PRINT *I Directory of Script Files:11 
PRINT : FILES I1*.DTBII: PRINT 
1 obtain script f i l e  name 
PRINT Io Enter nnme of Script F i le  <RETURN for: Io; f i lscr t ;  > Io; 
LINE INPUT neuscrt 
I F  LEN(new8crt) > 0 THEN f i l s c r t  = UCASEt(newscrt) 
lprobscr x 2 
OPEN yI1l, #3, f i l scr t  orcad the script f i l e  
CALL ScriptGen 
CLOSE #3 
SCREEN 0, , D 
END SUB 
A - 12 
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1 S C R I p T G E N S& ----------------.----------------------. 
R. L. H a r r i s ,  Sr. 
SUB S c r i p t G e n  
OPEN "IUTNUI.SCR" FOR OUTPUT AS #4 
N = O  
Told 5 0 
PRINT R e a d i n g  Line N u h e r " ;  
V L i n e  = CSRLIN 
DO UNTIL EOF(3) 
L INE INPUT #3, I d  
N = N + l  
LWATE VLine, 25 
PRINT USING W##W; N 
it = UCASEt(1nS) 
I F  it = 11" THEN it = " 
i = ASC(MIDt( i t ,  1, 1)) 
I F  i = 9 OR i = 32 OR (i > 47 AND i < 58) THEN 'No t  a cOmnent l ine 
Check for tab, space, or nunber 
j = 1  
h = V A L ( P a r s e t ( i t ,  j ) )  
m = VAL(ParseS( i t ,  j)) 
s = VAL(ParseS( i t ,  j))  
c t  = P a r s e S ( i t ,  j )  
code = VAL(&) 
I F  code = 0 THEN 
SELECT CASE c t  
CASE "RATING", "RATINGS", WORKLOAD", VLX14 
code = 10 
CASE "SCALE" 
code = VAL(PerseS(iS, j))  10 
I F  ParseS( iS,  j )  = WP" THEN 
ELSE 
EN0 I F  
'Codes 10, 20, 30, or 40 
code = code + 1 
code = code + 2 
CASE "GREEN" 
code = 51 
CASE "CO)I", "COMHI.JNICATIOW", "COIIMINICATIO)(Sn 
c t  = P a r s e t ( i t ,  j )  
IF cS = "TASK" THEN c t  = P a r s e t ( i t ,  j )  
SELECT CASE cS 
CASE "BEGIN", "BEGINS", "START", "STARTSao 
code = 55 
CASE "END", "FINISH" 
code = 56 
CASE " O U N I ~  
code = 57 
CASE "01 HER" 
code = 58 
CASE ELSE 
code = -9 
EN0 SELECT 
CASE "RED" 
code = 61 
CASE WANUAL" 
code = 71 
CASE "AUTO" 
c t  = P a r s e t ( i t ,  j )  
A - 13 
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I F  cS = "END" THEN 
code = 73 
ELSE 
code = 72 
END I F  
CASE "TRACK", "TRACKING" 
c t  = ParseS(iS, j )  
SELECT CASE c t  
CASE 'oLO", "LOU" 
CASE 'WED" "MEDII" 
CASE "HI", "HIGH" 
CASE ELSE 
code = 74 
code = 7; 
code = 76 
code = -9 
END SELECT 
CASE "FAIL" 
c t  = Parset( it, j ) 
I F  cS = 01w)IP88 THEN c S  = ParseS(iS, j )  
code = VAL(c t )  
I F  code > 0 AND code K 9 THEN 
ELSE 
END I F  
CASE 8@FIX88 
code = code + 80 
code = -9 
c t  = Parset( i t ,  j )  
I F  cS = mowIIPo~ THEN c S  = ParseS(iS, j )  
code = VAL(c t )  
I F  Code > 0 AND C o d e  9 THEN 
ELSE 
END I F  
code = code + 90 
code = -9 
CASE "RESOURCE", "RES" 
c t  = Perset(i0, j )  
SELECT CASE c t  
CASE "AUTO" 
code = 78 
CASE "MANUAL", "MAN" 
code = 79 
CASE ELSE 
code = -9 
END SELECT 
CASE "LEVEL", "LEV" 
cS = Parset( i t ,  j )  
code = VAL(cS) 
I F  C o d e  > 0 AND Code < 7 THEN 
ELSE 
END I F  
code = code + 100 
code = -9 
CASE "END" 
code = 99 
CASE ELSE 
cadc = -9 
END SELECT 
END I F  
I F  C o d c  > 0 THEN 
T = h M O O  + m * 60 + s 
I F  T >g Told THEN 
A - 14 
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PRINT 114, USING "##n; h; q s; 
PRINT 114, USING "##*; code 
Told = T 
ELSE 
Sam 1o00, 3 
PRINT ' T i r i n g  scqucncc ERROR in Liney; N 
PRINT I n c  
SLEEP 3 
EWO I F  
ELSEIF Code < 0 THEN 
Sam 1000,3 
PRtWT 'Syntax ERROR in Lineu; N 
PRINT I &  
SLEEP 3 
Ell) I F  
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p a r d  : 
SCREEN 0, , 1 
COLOR 7, 1: CLS 
LOCATE 2, 1: PRINT STRINGS(80, 205); 
LOCATE 2, 27: PRINT 
LOCATE 4, 4: PRINT " F l  - Select A l l  Timing Defaultsa8; 
LOCATE 6, 4: PRINT I1F2 - Select A l l  F l o w  Defaultso1; 
Task Parameter Modif icat ion In; 
LOCATE 10, 4: 
PRINT USING 
LOCATE 12, 4: 
PRINT USING 
LOCATE 14, 4: 
PRINT USING 
LOCATE 16, 4: 
PRINT USING 
LOCATE 18, 2: 
LOCATE 20, 4: 
LOCATE 22, 4: 
LOCATE 8, 2 
PRINT STRINGS(7, 1%); TASK TIMING (default) nobd I@; STRINGS(2, 1%); 
PRINT USING #IF3 - T imeout  Green (I#yAI.#) *: tmardef: . -  
Ilnrwn#.Fl; tmgrmeu; 
PRINT USING "F4 - Timeout R e d  (##.#) tmreddef; 
"M. F' ; tmrcdmw; 
PRINT USING #IF5 - T i n c o u t  Dials (###.#) la; tmdiadef; 
*#yyy.F1; tmdieneu; 
PRINT USING I1F6 - RMS Interval  (##.#) *; trkincdef; 
Ilnrwn#. #I*; t r k  i ncneu; 
PRINT STRINGS(7, 1%); EXECUTABLE PROGRAM la; STRINGS(l1, 196); 
PRINT #IF7 - Normal Program: matvjs; 
PRINT #IF8 - Alternate Pgm: I@; mtM; 
FOR j = 4 TO 24 
NEXT j 
LOCATE 4, 43 
LOCATE 5, 59: PRINT ll(default) 
LOCATE 6, 45: PRINT USING @*A - Tank A D r o p  (####)ll; idropadef; 
LOCATE 8, 45: PRINT USING IIB - Tank B D r o p  (###)ll; idropkkf; 
FOR i = 1 T O 8  
LOCATE j ,  41: PRINT CHRS(l79); 
PRINT STRINGS(5, 196); II RESOURCE MGMT RATES /min STRINGS(5, 196); 
PRINT USING ll#####ll; idropenew; 
PRINT USING e####11; idropbneu; 
LOCATE 9 + f ,  44: PRINT i; PUnpn; i; I8Rate I#; 
PRINT USING " (M)"; ipnpdcf(i); 
PRINT USING 1a1###lyc8; iprpnew(i); 
NEXT i 
parslnbox 
COLOR 0, 7 
LOCATE 20, 46: PRINT "Select changes by F v K t i o n  key,"; 
LOCATE 21, 46: PRINT 'A, E, or  N u n k r  key, o r  pressll; 
LOCATE 23, 46: PRINT I1F10 (or Esc) t o  Exit1@; 
DO 
a t  = INKEYS 
I F  a$ 1111 THEN 
keyasc = ASCCaS) 
I F  keyasc = 0 THEN keyfunct = ASC(RtGHTS(aS, 1)) ELSE keyfunct = 0 
SELECT CASE keyasc 
CASE 27 lest 
E X I T  SUB 
CASE 49 TO 56 I nunk rs  
paranbox 
ipu = keyasc - 48 
LOCATE 20, 46: PRINT "Enter Punpol; ipu; 81FLow Rete8@; 
LOCATE 21, 46: PRINT IIRangc o f  0 t o  200011; 
LOCATE 22, 48: PRINT @ I - - >  I@; 
LINE INPUT vS 
I F  6 = 1111 THEN E X I T  DO 
MATSET4 Program Listing 
. 
. 
ippnawtipu) = i v  
ELSE 
SOUND l O O 0 , t  
LOCATE 23, 46: PRINT nRe-Enter Value"; 
SLEEP 1 
END I F  
EXIT DO 
CASE 65, 97 'A or a 
psr- 
LOCATE 20, 46: PRINT " E n t e r  T m k  A D r o p  Rate"; 
LOCATE 21, 46: PRINT "R- of 0 t o  2000"; 
LOCATE 22, 48: PRINT *--* *; 
LINE INPUT vS 
I F  vS = ny THEN E X I T  00 
6 LEFTS(6 ,  4 )  
i v  = VAL(vS) 
I F  i V  >= 0 AN0 i V  <= 2000 THEN 
idropaneu = i v  
ELSE 
SOUND 1000. 2 
LOCATE 23, 46: PRINT "Re-Enter  Valueni; 
SLEEP 1 
END I F  
EXIT 00 
CASE 66, 98 'B or b 
paranbox 
LOCATE 20, 46: PRINT " E n t e r  Tank B D r o p  Rate*; 
LOCATE 21, 46: PRINT "Range of 0 t o  2O00"; 
LOCATE 22, 48: PRINT "--> *; 
L INE INPUT 6 
I F  vS = ** THEN EXIT DO 
vS = LEFTYvS,  4) 
i v  = VAL(*) 
I F  i V  >= 0 AN0 i v  <= 2000 THEN 
idropbnew = i v  
ELSE 
sousu) 1000. 2 
LOCATE 23,'46: PRINT "Re-Enter  Valuen; 
SLEEP 1 




SELECT CASE keyfunct 
USE 59 ' f l  
tlllprmeu = tAprndef 
tmrldncw = treddef 
tadimw = tndiadef 
trkincnaw = trkincdef 
EXIT DO 
USE 60 I f 2  
idropsneu = idropedcf 
idropkww = idropbdef 
FOR i = 1 T o 8  
ippnaw(i) = ipnpdefti) 
NEXT i 
EXIT DO 
CASE 61 I f 3  
perarrbox 
LOCATE 20, 46: PRINT n E n t e r  G r e e n  L i g h t  T i m w t D ' ;  
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LOCATE 21, 46: PRINT "Range of 2.0 t o  30.0 set''; 
LOCATE 22, 48: PRINT *--> "; 
LINE INPUT Vt 
I F  vS = ** THEN EXIT DO 
vS = LEFTS(vS, 4) 
t v  = VAL(VL) 
I F  t v  >= 21 AND t v  *= 301 THEN 
tmgrnneu = t v  
ELSE 
SOUND 1000, 2 
LOCATE 23, 46: PRINT "Re-Enter  Value"; 
SLEEP 1 
END I F  
EXIT DO 
CASE 62 If4 
parambox 
LOCATE 20, 46: PRINT " E n t e r  R e d  L i g h t  Timeout"; 
LOCATE 21, 46: PRINT "Range of 2.0 t o  30.0 sec"; 
LOCATE 22, 48: PRINT * - -> 'I; 
LINE INPUT V% 
I F  vS = uu THEN EXIT DO 
vS = LEFTS(vS, 4) 
t v  = VAL(*) 
I F  t v  >= 21 AND t v  *= 301 THEN 
ELSE 
t m r e d n e u  = t v  
SOUND 1000, 2 
LOCATE 23, 46: PRINT "Re-Enter  Value"; 
SLEEP 1 
END I F  
EXIT DO 
CASE 63 'f5 
parahox 
LOCATE 20, 46: PRINT " E n t e r  D i a l  S i g n a l  Timeout*; 
LOCATE 21, 46: PRINT "Range of 5.0 t o  60.0 sa*; 
LOCATE 22, 48: PRINT *--> "; 
LINE INPUT Vt 
I F  vS = )*I1 THEN EXIT DO 
vS = LEFTS(*, 4) 
t v  = VAL(*) 
I F  t v  >= 51 AND t v  *= 60! THEN 
tndiamu = t v  
ELSE 
SOUND 1000, 2 
LOCATE 23, 46: PRINT "Re-Enter  Value"; 
SLEEP 1 
END I F  
EXIT DO 
CASE 64 If6 
paranbox 
LOCATE 20, 46: PRINT " E n t e r  RMS C a l c u l a t i o n  Intervalg~; 
LOCATE 21, 46: PRINT "Range of 1.0 t o  15.0 saH; 
LOCATE 22, 48: PRINT ' I - - >  1'; 
LINE INPUT Vt 
I F  vS = 9111 THEN EXIT 00 
vS = LEFTS(vS, 4) 
t v  = VAL(VL) 
I F  t v  *= 11 AND t v  e= 151 THEN 
trkincnew = t v  
ELSE 
SWND 1000, 2 
LOCATE 23, 46: PRINT ooRe-Enter  Value8@; 
SLEEP 1 
EN0 I F  
E X I T  DO 
A - 18 
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CASE 65 I f 7  
par- 
LOCATE 20, 46: PRINT " E n t e r  N o r m t  Program Nameu; 
LOCATE 21, 46: PRINT "(uithout C.) and extension)" ;  
LOCATE 22, 48: PRINT I--> *; 
LINE INPUT VL 
I F  VL = 
vs = ucAsEt(vs) 
netvjt  = LEFTICVL, 8 )  
E X I T  DO 
CASE 66 'f8 
paradox 
LOCATE 20, 46: PRINT I E n t e r  A t t e r n a t e  Program NameH; 
LOCATE 21, 46: PRINT Without C.) and extension)H;  
THEN E X I T  DO 
LOCATE 22, 48: PRINT I--> "; 
L I N E  INPUT 6 
1F VL = ** THEN E X I T  DO 
VL = UCASES(VS) 
m a t 6  = LEFTS(VL, 8 )  
E X I T  DO 
CASE 68 'f10 e x i t  
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I 
I T R A C K G A 1 S& -----------------_-_____________________--- 
I Comstock: Select tracking gain value 
SUB trackgain 
startgain: 
lnenlbx 45, 15, 75, 20, 0, 7 
COLOR 0, 7 
LOCATE 16, 48: PRINT IIEnter Tracking Gain"; 
LOCATE 17, 48: PRINT l l R q e  of 1 to 48II; 
LOCATE 18, 48: PRINT " 
LINE INPUT d 
I F  nU = @I1@ THEN E X I T  SUB 
16 = LEFTS(&, 2) 
newtrack = VAL(d)  
I F  neutrack > 0 AND newtrack < 49 THEN 
ELSE 
END I F  
- -> *; 
ltrkgain = neutreck 
GOT0 startgain 
END SUB 
MATVBOJ Program Listing 
c 
I Cunatock: Mul t i -At t r ibute Task WATV4OJ.BAS 
I Version 6.0 09-30-91 
I J. R.  Canstock, J r . ,  Ph.D. (804) 866-6643; FTS 928-6643 




I Ur i t t en  using Microsoft QuicksASIC 4.5 ,  using Screen mode 9 ( E a )  
I Harduare Requirements: PC or canpetible with EGA graphics; 
I 80286/80386/80486 machine recor#ndcd. Has been tested on 
I IW PC AT, IBW PS-2, L C m  386/20 
I Contains CALLS t o  Library routines foud in SJ.QLE and/or SJ.L IE  
I fo r  handling joyst ick input and ser ia l  port I/O. May be a l tered 
I t o  use mouse input f o r  task control (see cannents i n  FKWS1NPUT sub). 
I 
I 
DEFlNT I - N  
DECLARE SUE automessage (msgleft, msgrt) 
DECLARE SUB blend (1 
DECLARE SUE conmnicate (dfreq, nrad) 
DECLARE SUB keypressed (keyasc, keyf tnc t ) 
DECLARE SUE monitgrid ( ig r idco l )  
DECLARE SUB monitoring (1awKlaff) 
DECLARE SUE mousinprt (1 
DECLARE SUB progexit ( ter ror )  
DECLARE SUE ratesetup (1 
DECLARE SUB ra t ings 0 
DECLARE SUE resource (keyhit, i f a u l t )  
DECLARE SUE resourceauto ( t rmode) 
DECLARE SUB resourcegrid ( i rescotor)  
DECLARE SUE savecom (nactiv, freq) 
DECLARE SUB savedata (istim, rtl, r t 2 )  
DECLARE SUE savefwt  (npunp) 
DECLARE SUE savetrack ( t rs ta r t ,  ssqtr, xntr)  
DECLARE SUE schedulcoin (i) 
DECLARE SUE schedultrk (i) 
DECLARE SUE scriptcode ( tevmt )  
DECLARE SUB scrngets 0 
DECLARE SUE scrnstuf f  (1 
DECLARE SUE tracking (jetcode) 
DECLARE SUE t rackgr id ( i g r i dco l )  
DECLARE SUE uarnl  ights (Lcode) 
D I M  SHARED labl(290), Lab2(146), lah3(178), lab4(242), LaM(3221, laM(146) 
DIM SHARED Lab7(210), luedg(80), jetl(500), levtype(000), etime(000) 
D I M  SHARED monlvec(63), d v e c ( 4 2 ) ,  m o n 3 V c C ( ~ ) ,  M V e c ( 3 5 )  
D I M  SHARED mauto(50), momtsk(50), cursor(l5, 1 ), mcursor(60) 
D I M  SHARED ndPnp(900), tmfuet(KIo), xntrv(900), tmcora(w0) 
DIM SHARED icomact(900), freqv(900), Lfa(900), lfb(900), lfc(!W), lfd(900) 
D I M  SHARED l ratel( l20),  lrate2(100), lxpos(6), lxold(6), lypos(6) 
C O ~ O W  SHARED maxyscr, tnou, pi2, iqa, iqb, iqaf f ,  iqbff, joyx in i t ,  joyy in i t  
Conm3)1 SHARED maxmauto, maxmcm, indcan, indcomax, i t r k t o g  
C O "  SHARED mctl ,  mb, mx, my, i n i t x ,  ini ty, Lfx, indrt, mantrksel, ibckgnd 
CowoW SHARED indrtmax, i x t r ,  i x t r m x ,  indfwl, i n d f w h x ,  itrksens, i t rcode 
ComoW SHARED c l k t i cs ,  ticpause, totlpause, trkincsav, trkxinc, t rky inc 
COHMOU SHARED f i I d a t l S ,  f i ldat2S. f i ldat3S, f i tdat4t, f i LdetSS 
CowoW SHARED idrope, idropb, ip f lou l ,  ipflow2, ipflou3, i p f l d ,  ipf loufi  
CowoW SHARED i p f l d ,  i p f l o d ,  ipflow8, d e f t ,  msgrt, i c t t f 7  
CowoW SHARED Levtask, levtaskold, lresdisp, lpurpfai  1, lcarntask, 1 ighttask 
CowoW SHARED k l ,  k2, k3. k4, k5, k6, k7, k8, lmontask, monCode, AvrkinO 
C0pVK)w SHARED ltogred, ltoggrn, Ltogml, l t o g d ,  L t e ,  ltm 
CowoW SHARED rtred, rtgrn,  rtmonl, rtmd, rtInon3, r t 6  
CCWON SHARED lye1 101, l y e l  102, l y e l  103, lye1 104 
COMMON SHARED lmonpl, LmonpZ. lmonp3, t n m @  
CoHwou SHARED r t y e l l ,  rtyel2, rtyel3, r t y e M  
RANDOMIZE TIMER 
p i 2  = 6.28318 
t rkx inc = -03: t rky inc = .0225 
ticpause = 01: totlpause = D! 
i n i t x  = 340: i n i t y  = 80 ' i n i t i a l  trk pos i t ion 
D I M  SHARED tmlog(wo), Ltyp(%O), rt(wo), tmtrV(900), SSqV(900) 
'medim tracking d i f f i c u l t y  defaul t  
'keep pause time 
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imx = 210: imy = 188 
indrt = 0: i x t r  = 0: indcom = 0: indfucl = 0 
tmoutyello = 1.5 
ibckgnd = 0 
~IMX length of  d a t a  arrays before disk u r i t e  
indrtmax = 900 
i x t m x  = 900 
indcomax = 900 'communications 
indfuelmnx = 900 'resource mgmt 
maxscript = 900 'MIX length of  scr iDt 
' i n i t i a l  muse cursor pos i t ion 
' indices fo r  data arrays 
'tinrwt for  monitoring response c o n f i m t i o n  
'screen bckgnd color defaul t  
'monitoring data array 
I t racki ng 
maxyscr = 349 
CLS : SCREEN 9: 
r a t  eset up 
scrngets 




uarnl ights 2 
monitoring 99 
lmnx Y icreen in  mke 9 
UIDTH 80, 43 
'setup ra t ing  form 
'setup screen gets 
'draw s t a t i c  screen s t u f f  
'draw mon g r i d  
'dram res g r i d  
99 ' init camrnications task 
' tu rn  on green light 
'setup mon wedges 
COLOR 14, ibckgnd: LOCATE 21, 14: PRINT DATES; 
obtain sc r ip t  and output filenames from setup generated MATFILE4.NM 
f i lsupS ~ a C U T F I L E 4 . N M ~ ~  
OPEN o o I o ~ ,  #1, f i l s *  
L I N E  INPUT #l, f i l s c r t  
L I N E  INPUT #I, f i l d a t l t  
L I N E  INPUT #I, f i l d a t 2 t  
L I N E  INPUT #1, f i l d a t 3 t  
LINE INPUT #1, f i l d a t 4 t  
LINE INPUT #l, f i l d e t 5 t  
INPUT #1, itrksens, tmwtgrn, tmoutred, tmoutmon, trkincsav 
INPUT #1, idropn, idropb, i p f l w l ,  i p f l w 2 ,  i p f l w 3 ,  ipflow4 
INPUT #l, ipflou5, i p f l d ,  ipflwl, i p f l d  
CLOSE # l  
itrksens = 51 - itrksens 
I display version, scr ipt ,  and data filenames 
COLOR 15: LOCATE 4, 37: PRINT "CUT Version 4.OJl ' ;  
LOCATE 6, 28: PRINT loASCII f i l e  la; f i ls@; indicates:"; 
LOCATE 8, 28: PRINT aoSCRIPT f i l e  is:'' 
LOCATE 9; 30: PRINT f i l s c r t  
LOCATE 11, 28: PRINT "Data f i les:"  
LOCATE 12, 30: PRINT f i l d a t l t  
LOCATE 13, 30: PRINT f i ldat2S 
LOCATE 14, 30: PRINT f i ldet3S 
LOCATE 15, 30: PRINT f i l d a t b t  
LOCATE 16, 30: PRINT f i ldat5t  
LOCATE 19, 28: PRINT "Enter RETURN 
DO 'wait f o r  CR or ESC 
UCASEt(lNKEYS) 
I F  a t  = aoC1l THEN 'permit 
ibckgnd = ibckgnd + 1 
I F  ibckgnd > 63 THEN ibckgnd = 
COLOR 15. ibckond 
t o  begin, ESC t o  
background color 
0 
L O U T E  2i, 58:-PRINT USING W#"; ibckgnd; 
END I F  
ex i t :an; 
adjust v i a  X 6 C keys 
I F  a t  = aoX88 THEN 
ibckgnd = ibckgnd - 1 
I F  ibckgnd < 0 THEN ibckgnd = 63 
COLOR 15, ibckgnd 
LOCATE 21, 58: PRINT USING la##"; ibckgnd; 
END I F  
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I F  a t  = CHRS(27) THEN CLS : SCREEN 0: END 
LOOP UNTIL * CHRS(13) 
CALL qjoy( joyxini t ,  joyy in i t )  
LINE (201, 12)-(519, 151), 0, BF 
I set up mouse 
nurking = 1: mx = 0 
'mtl = 0: CALL mouse(mctl, mb, mc, my) 
'mctl = 4: CALL mouse(mct1, I&, imu, imy) 
'mtl = 3: CALL mouse(mctl, nb, nu, my) 
I F  mx = 0 THEN murking = 0 
I read s c r i p t  f i l e  
OPEN "IS', #l, WATNUW.SCR'o 
i = 0: j = O :  k = O  
DO UNTIL EOF(1) 
'obtain i n i t i a l  joyst ick values 
'erase text  area i n  tracking window 
i = i + 1: I f  i > mexscript THEN progexit 2 
INPUT 11, nhrs, runins, nsec, levtype(i) 
etime(i) = nhrs 3600 + rmins 60 + nsec 
I F  levtypeci) = 71 OR levtype(i) = 72 THEN j = j + 1: mauto(j) = i 
I F  levtype(i) = 55 OR levtype(i) = 56 THEN k = k + 1: mcmtsk(k) = i 
I F  j > 49 OR k > 49 THEN progexit 2 
1 LOOP 
CLOSE #1 
maxevents = i 
maxmauto = j 
maxmcom = k 
date and time stenp output data f i l e s  
PRINT #1, DATES; "; TIMES; In; f i l d a t l t  
OPEN f i l d a t l s  FOR OUTPUT AS %1 
CLOSE #1 
OPEN f i t d a t a  FOR OUTPUT AS #2 
CLOSE #2 
PRINT I2, DATES; "; TIMES; "; fi ldat2S 
OPEN f i ldat3S FOR OUTPUT AS At3 
CLOSE #3 
PRINT K5, DATES; 'I; TIMES; "; fi ldat3S 
OPEN f i ldat4S FOR OUTPUT AS #4 
CLOSE #4 
PRINT #4, DATES; 'I; TIMES; Io 'I; f i ldat4S 
OPEN f i ldat5S FOR OUTPUT AS #5 
CLOSE #5 
CALL rsout(255) 
c l k t i c s  = TIMER 
TlMES = NOO:OO:OOn~ 'set clock t o  zero 
tbegin = TIMER 
o l d t  = tbegin: tnow = tbegin 
I i n i t i a l i z e  p r i o r  t o  realtime 
PRINT 6, DATES; 'I; TIMES; 'I; f i ldat5S 
's ta r t  signal t o  RS-232 port  
'hold time of day t i c s  t i l  e x i t  
t rackgr id  8 
tracking 99 
i t rcode = 2: itrcodeb = 2 
msgleft = 1: m g r t  = 2 
automessage msgleft, msgrt 
lscrpindx = 1 
mantrksel = 1: i t r k t o g  = 0 
l toggrn = 0: l togred = 0 
i c t l f 7  = 0 
'put up gray gr id  
'setup tracking 
' in i t  tracking to  auto 
'select msg 
'display tracking msg 
' in i t  sc r i p t  index 
'subj control  trking, t r k  toggle 
'toggles fo r  l ight  task (o f f )  
' c t l - f 7  toggle ( o f f )  
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ltogml = 0: lt@ t 0: [to@ = 0: ltog4 = 0 'd ia l  toggles 
secm2 = -21: seclast = -11  ' t iming cornters 
l y e l l o l  = 0: l y e l l d  = 0: lye l lo3 = 0: lye1104 = 0 'resp confirm tog 
r t y e l l  = 01: r tye l2  = 01: r tye l3  = 01: r tye l4  = 01 'resp confirm t imer  
levtask = 2: levtaskold = 2 ' in i t  task level 
thy2 = 1: nresby2 = 1 
I task toggles O=Off 1- 
lcomtask = 1: lrnontask = 1: l ight task = 1: lplrnlifai: = t t  ircddisp = 1 
schedultrk 99: schedulcm 99 ' in i t  scheduling 
resource 99, 0 
'PUT (m, my), mcursor 'put nunme cursor on screen 
la l ternat ion toggles 
' in i t  resource mgmt 
I R E A L T I cf E L 0 0 p . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I i c t r  = 0 
rea 1 t ime : 
' can te r  t o  check for  spare time in  loop 
i c t r  = i c t r  + 1 ' i nc r  c m t e r  t o  check fo r  spare t i m e  i n  loop 
'mwSinprt 
I detect remote inprts v ia  Ser ia l  l i n k  
CALL rs in( i rcv1 'get char frw RS-232 por t  
'check for  mouse inputs and + a t e  mouse cursor 
I F  i r c v  > 100 THEN keyfunct = i r c v  - 100: keypressed 0, keyfunct 
I F  i r c v  > 0 THEN keyasc = i rcv:  keypressed keyasc, 0 
I detect keypresses 
a t  = INKEYS 
I F  a t  o 1080 THEN 
keyasc = ASC(aS) 
I F  keyasc * 0 THEN k e y f a t  = ASC(RIGHTL(aS, 1))  ELSE keyfunct = 0 
'display codes fo r  key pressed 
keypressed keyasc, keyfunct 
LOCATE 41, 5: PRINT keyasc; keyfunct; 
END I F  
I obtain present time B do 1 L 2 sec updates 
tnou = TIMER 
secnou = F I X ( t m )  
I F  secrw o seclast THEN 
LOCATE 21, 3: COLOR 14: PRINT TIMES; 'shou elapsed t i m e  each second 
seclast = s e c m  
I F  nresby2 = 1 THEN 
nresby2 = 0 
I F  l resdisp = 0 THEN resourceauto 1 
resource 0, 1 
ELSE 
nresby2 = 1 
END I F  
' p u p  on AUTO 
END I F  
I check elapsed t i m e  f o r  neu scr ip t  events 
I F  tnou >= etime(1scrpindx) THEN 
levent = levtype(lscrpindx) 
scriptcock levent 
lscrpindx = lscrpindx + 1 
I F  lscrpindx > mxevents THEN progexit 1 
'act on scr ip t  i t e m  
lincranent index 
END I F  
begin approx 1/10 sec updates 
I F  tnou - o ld t  < .1 THEN GOT0 skiptenth 
o ld t  = o ld t  + .1 
I F  levtask levtaskold THEN blend 'change task mix based on neu task level  
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monitoring noncode ' q d a t e  monitoring task 
I F  i t r k t o g  = 1 THEN 
i t r k t o g  = 0 
I F  mantrksel > 0 AND i t rcode = 1 THEN 
ELSEIF mantrksel > 0 AND i t rcodc = 2 THEN 
END I F  
i t rcode = 2: msgleft = 1: msgrt = 2: automessage msgleft, m g r t  
i t rcode = 1: nsglef t  = 2: mart = 1: automessage m g l e f t ,  m g r t  
END I F  
I F  i t rcode itrcodeb THEN 
I F  i t rcode = 1 THEN tracking 3 ELSE tracking 4 
i trcodeb = i t rcode 
END I F  
tracking i t rcode 'update t racking 
LOCATE 42, 3: PRINT ic t r ;  : i c t r  = 0 'diag chk o f  prog spare t i m e  
I check f o r  tinrout on monitoring tasks 
I F  l toggrn > 0 AND tnou - r t g r n  > tmoutgrn THEN 
uarnl ights 2: l toggrn = 0 
savedata 5, tnou, r t g r n  
I F  l togred > 0 AND tnou - rtred > tmoutred THEN 
uarnl ights 3: l togred = 0 
savedata 6, tnou, rtred 
END I F  
END I F  
IF ltogml > 0 AND tnou - rtmonl > tmoutmon THEN 
m o d e  = 1: l t ogml=  0 
savedata 1, tm, rtmonl 
EN0 I F  
I F  ltogm2 > 0 AN0 tnou - r t m n 2  > tmoutmon THEN 
m o d e  = 2: ltogm2 = 0 
savedata 2, tnou, rtmon2 
I F  It@ > 0 AND tnou - rtmon3 > tmoutmon THEN 
nwnrcode = 3: l t o g d  = 0 
savedata 3, tnou, rtmon3 
END I F  
END I F  
I F  It- > 0 AND tnou - rtnon4 > tmoutmon THEN 
m0ncode = 4: ltogncr = 0 
savedata 4, tnou, rtmon4 
END I F  
I check f o r  tinrout of prob yellow 
l y e l t o t  = l y e l l o l  + l y e l l d  + L y e l l B  + lyel lo4 
I F  l y e l t o t  = 0 THEN COT0 skiptenth 
I F  l y e l l o l  > 0 AND tnou - r t y e l l  > tmoutyello THEN 
'see i f  we can sk ip  a l l  checks 
'PUT (m, my), mcursor 
'PUT (nuc, my), mursor  
l y e l l o l  0: LINE (28, 135)-(47, 138), 0, BF 
ELSEIF l y e l l o l  > 0 THEN 
EN0 I F  
I F  l ye l l02  > 0 AND tnou - r t ye l2  > tmoutyello THEN 
lm0npl= 0 
'PUT (nuc, my), mcursor 
'PUT (nuc, my), mcursor 
lye1102 = 0: LINE (68, 135)-(87, 138). 0. BF 
ELSEIF lye1102 0 THEN 
lnwpz = 0 
END I F  
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I F  lye1103 > 0 AND tnou - rtyel3 > tnoutyelto THEN 
'PUT (mx, ny), Rcursor 
lyello3 = 0: LINE (108, 135)-(127, 1381, 0, BF 
'PUT (m, my), mursor 
ELSEIF l y e l l d  > 0 THEN 
END I F  
I F  lyello4 > 0 AND tnow - r tyel4 > tmctutyelLo THEN 
lnmp3 = 0 
'PUT (mx, my), mcursor 
lyeiioi, = 0: LINE (148, 135)-(167, 138), 0, BF 
'PUT (nut, my), mcursor 
lmoflp4 = 0 
ELSEIF l y e l l d  > 0 THEN 
END I F  
skiptenth: I S  K I P T E N T H end of approx l/ lOth interval section 
keyasc = 0: keyfuwt = 0 
GOT0 realtime 
END 
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I 
I A U T 0 H E S S A  G E s& ---------------.----____________________----- 
I J. R. C m t o c k ,  Jr. 
SUB automessage ( m s g t c f t ,  m g r t )  
'PUT (nu, my),  l l t u r s o r  
L INE (202,  158)-(290, 168). 0, BF 
SELECT CASE m s g l c f t  '1 blank, 2 AUTO AVAIL, 3 [AUTO END] 
CASE 2 
COLUt 10: LOCATE 21, 27: PRINT WJTO AVAILaB; 
CASE 3 
LINE (202,  158)-(290, la), 14, BF 




SELECT CASE msgr t  
CASE 1 
LOCATE 21, 57: PRlNT MANUALBB; 
CASE 2 
LOCATE 21, 57: PRINT W J T O  ON1a; 
CASE ELSE 
END SELECT 
'PUT (mx, y), mcursor 
END SUB 
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COLOR 8: LOCATE 43, 76: PRINT levtask; 'show level  lowcr rt corner 
i = 0 - levtask: sevedata i, tmu, tnou 'save level  in mon f i l e  (neg vats) 
I F  levtask <= 5 THEN 'monitoring tasks 
l ight task - 1 
lmontask = 1 
l ight task = 0 
lmontask = 0 
'new prcblems TRUE 
l n e w  problems FALSE 
ELSE 
END I F  
SELECT CASE levtask 
CASE 1 
t rkxinc = .04: t rkyinc = -03 'high 
savetrack tnow, t rkxinc,  O! 
i t rcode = 1 'tracking MANUAL 
lcomtask = 1 'comn task ON 
l p n p f a i l  = 1 
l resdisp = 1 
'possible punp f a  
'res rngmt MANUAL 
CASE 2 
t r k  d i f f i c u l t y  
1s TRUE 
t rkx inc = .01: t rkyinc = -0075 ' l o w  t r k  d i f  
savetrack tnow, trkxinc, O! 
i t rcode = 1 'tracking MANUAL 
lcomtask = 1 'cam task ON 
lpunpfai l  = 1 'possible punp f a i l s  TRUE 
lresdisp = 1 'res mgmt MANUAL 
CASE 3 
i t rcode = 2 
lcmtask = 0 
lpunpfai l  = 1 
l resdisp = 1 
i t rcode = 2 
lcmtask = 0 
l resdisp = 1 
i t rcode = 2 
lcomtask = 0 
CASE 4 
Lpunpfril = 0 
CASE 5 
' t racking AUTO 
'comn task OFF 
'possible pmp fa  
'res nrgrnt MANUAL 
'tracking AUTO 
'comn task OFF 
'possible punp fa  
'res mgmt MANUAL 
' tracking AUTO 
'comn task OFF 
1s TRUE 
Ls FALSE 
lpunpfai l  = 0 'possible punp f a i l s  FALSE 
l resdisp = 0 'res lngrnt AUTO 
i t rcode = 2 'tracking AUTO 
lcmtask = 0 'corn task OFF 
lpunpfai l  = 0 'possible punp f a i l s  FALSE 




I F  levtask >= 5 AND levtaskold <= 4 THEW 
END I F  
'shou auto display 
resourceauto 2 
I F  levtask <= 4 AND levtaskold >= 5 THEN 'switch t o  MANUAL 
resource 0, 1 
savefuel 79 
END I F  
m g l e f t  = 1: automessage msgleft, i t rcode 
levtaskold = levtask 
END SUB 
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1 
I C 0 H H U N I C A T E ---____----_.------_____________________---- 
I J. R. Constock, Jr. 
SUB colmuricatc (dfreq, nrad) STATIC 
I sct rp 
I F  nrad = 99 THEN 
freql = 108.5: freq2 = 110.3: frcq3 = 119.7: f r q 4  = 120.9 
COLOR 14 
LOCATE 29, 12: PRINT USING ll###.P; freql; 
LOCATE 31, 12: PRINT USING ll###.P1; fie; 
LOCATE 33, 12: PRINT USING W##.P1; freq3; 
LOCATE 35, 12: PRINT USING ll###.P; f rq4;  
COLOR 11: LOCATE 29, 19: PRINT "(*; CHRS(27); 
LOCATE 29, 4: PRINT CHRS(25); CHRS(24); 
i r ad io  = 1 
CHRS(26); ")"; 
COLOR 9: LOCATE 25, 5: PRINT "Callsign II; : COLOR 14: PRINT 11NGTS0411; 
COLOR 3 
LOCATE 29, 7: PRINT "NAV1"; 
LOCATE 31, 7: PRINT 11NAV211; 
LOCATE 33, 7: PRINT llCo)(lll; 
LINE (63, 292)-(120, 306). 11, B 
LOCATE 38, 10: PRINT "ENTERa1; 
E X I T  SUB 
LOCATE 35, 7: PRINT ~ ~ ~ 0 ~ 2 1 9 ;  
END I F  
I change radio 8 up/- arrow 
I F  nrad <* 0 THEN 
'PUT (mx, my), mcursor 
LOCATE 27 + i rad io  2, 4: PRINT 
I F  nrad > 10 THEN 
ELSE 
LOCATE 27 + i rad io  * 2, 19: PRINT * W. 
"; 
i rad io  = nrad - 10 
i rad io  = i rad io  + nrad 
I F  i r ad io  > 4 THEN i rad io  = 1 
I F  i rad io  < 1 THEN i rad io  = 4 
END I F  
COLOR 11: LOCATE 27 + i rad io  2, 19: PRINT ll(ll; CHRS(27); CHRS(26); I1)l1; 
LOCATE 27 + i rad io  2, 4: PRINT CHRS(25); CHRS(24); 
savecom iradio, 01 
IPUT (mu, my), mcursor 
E X I T  SUB 
END I F  
COLOR 14 
SELECT CASE i rad io  
CASE 1 Inavl 
f req l  = freql + df req 
I F  f req l  > 118! THEN f req l  = 108.1 
I F  freql 1081 THEN freql = 117.9 
LOCATE 29, 12: PRINT USING ll###.P1; freql; 
savecomn iradio, freql 
CASE 2 Inav2 
freq2 = freq2 + dfreq 
I F  freq2 > 1181 THEN freq2 = 108.1 
I F  fr@ < 1081 THEN freq2 = 117.9 
LOCATE 31, 12: PRINT USING "###.P; f r e ;  
savecomn iradio, freq2 
CASE 3 lcoml 
freq3 = freq3 + df req 
I F  freq3 > 134 THEN frq3 = 118.1 
I F  freq3 1181 THEN freq3 = 135.9 
LOCATE 33, 12: PRINT USING lW##.#ll; freq3; 
savecomn iradio, freq3 
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CASE 4 'corn2 
freq4 = freq4 dfreq 
IF frq4 > 1361 THEN fr@ = 118.1 
IF frq4 < 1181 THEN fr@ = 135.9 
LOCATE 35, 12: PRINT USING W##.W; freq4; 
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0 
0 K E y p R E S S E D sub . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I J. R. Cornstock, Jr. 
SUB keypressed (keyasc, keyfurct) STATIC 
SELECT CASE keyasc non- f urct ion keya 
CASE 0 
CASE 13 
savecom 13, 01 
j j  = keyasc + 48: resource 1, jj:  EXIT SUB 
resource 1, 82: E X I T  SUB 
CASE 33, 35, 36, 37 ' sh i f t  1 3 4 5 t o  f a i l  punps 
CASE 64 ' s h i f t  2 f a i l  p2 
CASE 94 ' s h i f t  6 f a i l  pb 
CASE 38 ' s h i f t  7 f a i l  p7 
CASE 42 ' s h i f t  8 f a i l  p8 
resource 1, 86: E X I T  SUB 
resource 1, 87: E X I T  SUB 
resource 1, 88: E X I T  SUB 
resource keyasc, 0: EXIT  SUB 
CASE 49 TO 56 '1 t o  8 toggle punps 
CASE ELSE 
END SELECT 
SELECT CASE keyfunct I function keys 
CASE 0 
E X I T  SUB 
CASE 59 ' f l  
moncode = 1 
I F  ltogml = 0 THEN 
ELSE 
savedata 1, tnow, tnou! 
ltogml = 0: savedata 1, rtmonl, tnow 
'PUT (m, my), mcursor 
'PUT (mx, m y ) ,  mcursor 
l y e l l o l  = 1: r t y e l l  = tnou: 1-1 = 0 
LINE (28, 135)-(47, 1381, 14, BF 
END I F  
CASE 60 I f 2  
lnoncode = 2 
I F  lt- = 0 THEN 
ELSE 
savedata 2, tm, tm! 
[tom2 = 0: savedata 2, rtmon2, tnow 
'PUT (m, my), mursor 
'PUT (m, m y ) ,  mcursor 
l ye l l o2  = 1: r t ye l2  = tnou: lmonp2 = 0 
LINE (68, 135)-(87, 138), 14, BF 
END I F  
CASE 61 Of3 
m o d e  = 3 
I F  [ t o w  = 0 THEN 
ELSE 
savedata 3, tnow, tnou! 
It& = 0: savedata 3, rtmon3, tnow 
'PUT (m, m y ) ,  mcursor 
LINE (108, 135)-(127, 138), 14, B f  
'PUT (m, my), mcursor 
lye1103 = 1: r t ye l3  = tnou: lmonp3 = 0 
END I F  
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CASE 62 ' f 4  
nwwK0de = 4 
I F  L t &  = 0 THEN 
ELSE 
savedata 4, tnow, tnow! 
lt& = 0: savedata 4, rtmon4, tnoY 
@PUT (nut, my), mcursor 
'PUT (mx, my), mcursor 
l ye l lo4  = 1: r tye l4  = tnou: LmOnpG = 0 
LINE (148, 135)-(167, 1381, 14, BF 
END I F  
CASE 63 I f 5  
I F  l toggrn = 0 THEN 
savedata 5, tnou, tnou 
uarnl ights 2: l toggrn = 0: savedata 5, rtgrn, tnou 
ELSE 
END I F  
CASE 64 I f 6  
I F  l togred = 0 THEN 
ELSE 
END I F  
savedata 6, tnow, tnou 
uarnl ights 3: Ltogred = 0: savedata 6, rtred, tnou 
CASE 65 I f 7  decr tracking sens i f  - f 7  invoked f i r s t  
I F  i c t l f 7  > 0 THEN 
i t rksens = itrksens + 1 
I F  i trksens > 50 THEN i t rksens = 50 
LOCATE 42, 2: PRINT USING r###aa; 51 - itrksens; 
END I F  
CASE 66 I f 8  incr tracking sens i f  - f 7  invoked f i r s t  
I F  i c t l f 7  > 0 THEN 
i t rksens = itrksens - 1 
I F  i t rksens < 3 THEN i t rksens = 3 
LOCATE 42, 2: PRINT USING WWo; 51 - itrksens; 
END I F  
CASE 72 'up arrow Comn task 
comnunicate 01, -1 
camunicate -.2, 0 
CASE 77 ' r i gh t  arrou 
comrunicate .2, 0 
CASE 80 Idoun arrou 
comnunicate 01, 1 
I F  l resdisp = 1 THEN 
CASE 75 ' l e f t  arrow 
CASE 84 ' s h i f t - f l  res mgmt AUTO 
l resdisp = 0 
resourceauto 2 
END I F  
CASE 85 I s h i f t - f 2  res mgmt MNUAL 
I F  l resdisp = 0 THEN 
l resdisp = 1 
resource 0, 1 
savefw l  79 
END I F  
CASE 86 ' sh i f t - f 3  
levtask = levtask + 1 
I F  levtask > 6 THEN levtask = 6 
CASE 87 ' sh i f t - f b  
levtask = Levtask - 1 
I F  Levtask < 1 THEN Levtask = 1 
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CASE 94 O C t l - f l  
CALL rsout(57) 'send omship code t o  voice carputer 
'send other ship msg 
CASE 95 ' C t l - f Z  
CALL rsout(58) 
CASE 96 'C t l - f3  present ra t i ng  screen 
CALL rsout(l0) 
r a t  i nga 
CALL rsout(250) 
CASE 97 'C t l - f4  low t r k  d i f f i c u l t y  
1 t rkx inc = -02: t rky inc = .015 
t rkx inc = -01: t rky inc = .OOE 
savetrack tnow, trkxinc, 01 
CASE 98 I C t l - f S  med t r k  d i f f i c u l t y  
t rkxinc = -03: t rky inc = .0225 
savetrack tnow, trkxinc, O! 
CASE 99 'C t l - f6  h i  t r k  d i f f i c u l t y  
t rkx inc = -04: t rky inc = .03 
savetrack tnow, trkxinc, 01 
CASE 100 'C t l - fT  
I I F  i t rcode = 2 THEN 
i t rcode = 1 
mentrksel = 0: i c t l f 7  = 1 
msgleft = 1: msgrt = 1 
automessage msgleft, msgrt 
I LOCATE 42, 2: PRINT USING ll##ll; 51 - itrksens; 
I END I F  
CASE 101 ' C t l - f 8  
I I F  i c t l f 7  > 0 THEN 
i c t l f l  = 0: i t rcode = 2: mnntrksel = 1 
nsglef t  = 1: nsgrt  = 2 
automessage msgleft, nsgrt  
LOCATE 42, 2: PRINT N ;  
' END I F  
CASE 102 ' C t l - f 9  t o  pause 
ticpause = TIMER: tpauseS = TIMES 
LOCATE 42, 6: PRINT I@*** PAUSED ***I1; 
DO 
BS = INKEYS 
I F  BL <> 1118 THEN 
EN0 I F  
I F  ASC(6S) = 0 AN0 ASC(RIGHTS(BS, 1)) = 102 THEN E X I T  DO 
LOOP 
LOCATE 42, 6: PRINT SPC(15); 
t icpawe = TIMER - ticpause 
TIMES = tpauseS 
to t l pawe  = totlpause + ticpause 
CASE 103 ' C t l - f l O  program e x i t  
CALL rsout(254) 
progexi t 4 
I F  ltogml = 0 THEN 
I F  INT(RND 2!) = 0 THEN moncode = 5 ELSE m o d e  = 9 
r tm l  = tnou 
l togrn l= 1 
'send end signal t o  RS-232 port  
CASE 104 ' A l t - f l  scale 1 bias 
END I f  
CASE 105 ' A l t - f Z  scale 2 bias 
I F  ltogm2 = 0 THEN 
I F  INT(RND 2!) = 0 THEN m o d e  = 6 ELSE m a d e  = 10 
rtlnant = tnou 
ltogm2 = 1 
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END I F  
CASE 106 IAlt - f3  scale 3 bias 
I F  ltogm3 - D THEN 
I F  INT(RND * 21) = 0 THEN mom& = 7 ELSE m o d e  = 11 
r t m d  = tnow 
ltogIls= 1 
END I F  
CASE 107 ' A l t - f 4  scale 4 bias 
I F  ltogm4 3 0 THEN 
I F  INT(RND * 2!) = 0 THEN mowode = 8 ELSE nmncode = 12 
rtmon4 = tnou 
ltOgm4 = 1 
END I F  
CASE 108 'Alt-fS green o f f  
I F  ltoggrn = 0 THEN 
uarnlights 1 
rtgrn = tnou 
ltoggrn = 1 
END I F  
CASE 109 'Alt - f6  red on 
I F  ltogred = 0 THEN 
uarnlights 4 
r tred = tnow 
Ltogred = 1 
END I F  
CASE 120 TO 127 ' A l t  1 to A l t  8 f i x  punp failures 
j j  = keyfmct - 29: resource 1, j j  
CASE ELSE 
savedata 0, tnou, tnou 
END SELECT 
END SUB 
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I 
@ w 0 N 1 G R 1 D s& . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
@ J. R.  Comstock, Jr. 
SUB w i t g r i d  (igridcol) STATIC 
L INE (25, 22)-(75, 441, 11, 8 
LINE (27, 24)-(TJ, 421, 11, B 
LINE (115, 22)-(165, 441, 11, B 
L INE (117, 24)-(163, 421, 11, B 
@probability 
FOR l x  = 40 TO 160 STEP 40 
LINE ( l x  - 15, 64) - ( lx  + 10, 1401, igridcol, E 
LINE ( l x ,  102)-(1x + 9, 102), igridcol 
LINE ( l x  + 5, 110)-(lx + 9, 1101, igridcol 
LINE ( l x  + 5, 118)-(lx + 9, 118), igridcol 
LINE ( t x  + 5, %)-( lx  + 9, %), igridcol 
LINE (Lx + 5, 8 6 ) - ( l x  + 9, 861, igridcol 
LINE ( l x  + 5, 126)-(Ix + 9, 1261, igridcol 
LINE ( t x  + 5, 78) - ( lx  + 9, 781, igridcol 
COLOR igridcol 
I F  igridcol = 11 THEN COLOR 3 
LOCATE 5, 11: PRINT @@F5I@; 
LOCATE 5, 22: PRINT @IF6@@; 
LOCATE 19, 5: PRINT @IF1 F2 F3 F4"; 
NEXT l x  
END SUB 
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I 
I M 0 N I T 0 R I N s& _-- -_-_________-________________________-- - -  
I J. R. Cornstock, Jr. 
SUB monitoring (inonoffset) STATIC 
SELECT CASE m f f s e t  
CASE 99 I setup i n i t i a l l y  
FOR Lx = 28 TO 148 STEP 40 
NEXT Lx 
l m i d  = 96: lup = 85: ldom = 107 'posi t ion fo r  o f fse ts  
l o f f l  = 96: Loff2 = 96: (Off3 = %: Loff4 = 96 'current posit ions 
monlb = 96: lnonZb = W: mon3b = 96: mon4b = 96 
xs in l  = 0: xsin2 = 0: xsin3 = 0: xsin4 = 0 
'put wedges i n  i n i t i a l  position 
PUT ( lx, %I, luedg 
'previous posit ions 
lmonpl= 0: lmOnp2 = 0: lmO@ = 0: Lmonpcc = 0 
1 calculate sine uave arrays o f  d i f f e ren t  frequencies fo r  each gauge 
DO UNTIL xsinl  > p i 2  
hKKlpl= Llaonpl+ 1 'increment array index 
xs in l  = xsinl + .1 'increment fo r  s ine function 
mlvec(lmonp1) = lNT(SlN(xsin1) 8 ! )  
LOOP 
Lmonplmex = lmonpl 
DO UNTIL xsin2 > p i 2  
lmonpz = llnonpz + 1 'increment array index 
xsin2 = xsin2 + .15 'increment fo r  sine function 
non2vec(LmonpZ) = INT(SIN(xsin2) 81) 
LOOP 
lmonpzmex = lmonp2 
DO UNTIL x s i d  > p i 2  
Lmonp3 = lmonp3 + 1 'increment array index 
xsin3 s xsin3 + -08 'increment fo r  sine function 
&vec( L-) = INT(SIN(xsin3) 81 
LOOP 
Lmonp3max = Lmonp3 
DO UNTIL xsin4 > p i 2  
Lmoclp/c = Lmonp4 + 1 'increment array index 
xsin4 = xsin4 + .18 'increment fo r  sine function 
mon4vec(Lmonp4) = INT(SIN(xsin4) 81) 
LOOP 
Imonpbmax = Llllonprc 
lmonpl = 0: lRonp2 = 0: Lmonp3 = 0: lmonpb = 0 
'Length of  sine wave arrays 
'LOCATE 41, 2: PRINT Lmonplmax; lmonp2max; h0np3maX;  ~ ~ m a x  
monoffset indicates required of fse t  
CASE 1 'normal case 
l o f f l  = l m i d  
CASE 2 
Loff2 = Lmid  
CASE 3 
[ o f f 3  = l m i d  
CASE 4 
(o f f4  = lmid 
CASE 5 'up case 
CASE 6 
CASE 7 
l o f f 3  = lup 
CASE 8 
Loff4 = lup 
L o f f l  = lup 
l o f f 2  = L y ,  
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CASE 9 'doH1 case 
l o f f l  = Ldon 
CASE 10 
lof f2  = ldown 
CASE 11 
Loff3 = b b m  
CASE 12 
loff4 = ldoun 
CASE ELSE 
END SELECT 
I increment indices for sine wave arrays and start  over i f  a t  end of array 
1-1 = 1-1 + 1: I F  lmonpl > Lmonphnx THEN Llnonpl = 1 
Lmonp2 = lmonp2 + 1: I F  LrnonpZ > 1-x THEN LmoqQ = 1 
LrnOnlJ = 1- + 1: I F  lmonp3 > l e x  THEN lmofp3 = 1 
Lmonp4 = lmonp4 + 1: I F  lmonp4 1-x THEN h o f @  = 1 
I graphic position i s  sine wave - offset 
monl = l o f f l  - monlvec(Lmonp1) 
mor12 = lo f f2  - Wvec(LmonpZ) 
mon3 = Loff3 - d V e C ( l n I O n p 3 )  
mon4 = Loff4 - mon4vec(lmonp4) 
I erase old position, put up n e w  position 
I F  monlb monl THEN 
PUT (28, m l b ) ,  Luedg: WT (28, monl), Lwdg 
monlb = monl 
END I F  
I F  W b  <> W THEN 
PUT (68, W b ) ,  Lwedg: PUT (68, m o d ) ,  luedg 
W b = n o n 2  
END I F  
I F  mon3b mon3 THEN 
WT (108, d b ) ,  Luedg: WT (108, lweds 
mon3b = mon3 
END I F  
I F  d b  mon4 THEN 
WT (148, d b ) ,  luedg: WT (148, d), lweds 
IllonGb=lnonb 
END I F  
END SUB 
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1 
I M 0 U S 1 N p u T sub . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I J. R. Comstock, Jr. 
SUB musinput STATIC 
T o  use mouse input f o r  task control and ra t ing  scales, mke  the following 
I changes: 1. Unccrnnent a l l  l ines containing CALL mouse. 2. Uncomnent a l l  
I l ines containing W T  (mx, my), mcursor. 3. Uncomnent mousinput statement 
I near beginning of realtime Loop i n  main program. 4. Switch t o  al ternate 
I locate 8 print statements i n  rat ings sub ( two places, both camneoted). 
5. Use OiiickBasic Libraries incorporating Mouse calis <see SJ.DOC). 
h o l d  = nb: m o l d  = m: myold = my 
'CALL mouse(mct1, nb, mx, my) 
I LOCATE 39, 2: PRINT mct l ;  mb; mx; my Idiag chk for mouse values 
I F  IIU( > 632 THEN mx = 632 
I F  my > 338 THEN my = 338 
I F  mold mx OR wold my THEN 
END I F  
I detect mouse button and location, mx=x position, my=y posi t ion 
'keep PUT image on screen 
PUT (mold, myold), mcursor: PUT (mx, my), mcursor 
I F  nb - h o l d  > 0 THEN 
IF my < 154 THEN 
I F  my > 22 AND my < 45 THEN 
I F  mx > 26 AND mx < 94 THEN keypressed 0, 63 
I F  mx > 115 AND mx < 164 THEN keypressed 0, 64 
END I F  
IF my > 65 THEN 
I F  m > 26 AND m < 50 THEN keypressed 0, 59 
I F  mx > 66 AND mx < 90 THEN keypressed 0, 60 
I F  mx > 106 AND mx < 130 THEN keypressed 0, 61 
I F  mx > 146 AND mx < 170 THEN keypressed 0, 62 
END I F  
I F  m > 224 THEN 
ELSE 
I F  my > 157 AND my < 171 THEN 
END I F  
I F  my > 255 AND my < 274 THEN 
IF mx > 431 AND mx < 519 THEN i t r k t o g  = 1 
I F  mx > 226 AND mx < 256 THEN resource 49, 0 
I F  mx > 296 AND mx < 328 THEN resource 50, 0 
I F  mx > 376 AND nw < 409 THEN resource 51, 0 
I F  mx > 448 AND mx < 482 THEN resource 52, 0 
END I F  
I F  mx > 339 AND mx < 359 THEN 
I F  my > 190 AND my < 217 THEN resource 55, 0 
I F  my > 218 AND my < 242 THEN resource 56, 0 
I F  mx > 264 AND mx < 283 THEN resource 53, 0 
I F  mx > 415 AND mx < 435 THEN resource 54, 0 
END I F  
I F  my > 294 AND my < 319 THEN 
END I F  
ELSE 







'mn/auto t r k  
'punp 7 
'pmp 8 
I F  my > 223 AND my < 233 THEN conmnicate 0, 11 'NAV 1 
I F  my > 239 AND my 249 THEN conmnicate 0, 12 'NAV 2 
I F  my > 255 AND my < 265 THEN conmnicate 0, 13 'COW 1 
I F  my > 271 AND my < 281 THEN conmnicate 0, 14 ICOW 2 
I F  my > 286 AND my 
'enter 
END I F  
310 THEN 
I F  mx > 60 AND mx < 124 THEN keypressed 13, 0 
END I F  
I F  my > 223 AND my < 281 THEN 
I F  mx > 145 AND mx < 165 THEN conmnicate -.2, 0 
I F  mx > 169 AND mx < 189 THEN conmnicate .2, 0 
'freq dun 
'freq q 2  
END I F  
END I F  
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END I F  
E N 0  I F  
END SUB 
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I 
I p R 0 G E X 1 T . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I J. R. Cornstock, Jr. 
su8 progexit ( l c r ro r )  
CLS : SCREEN 0: UIDTH 80, 25 
PRINT "End o f  Run1@: PRINT 
I wr i te  monitoring data f i l e  
i i  indrt = 0 THEN GOTO secondfi le 
OPEN f i l d a t l t  FOR APPEND AS #1 
FOR i = 1 TO indrt 
PRINT #1, USING lW###.#ol; tmlog(i); 
PRINT #1, USING I* #'W; Ltyp(i); 
PRINT #l,  USING II ##.#W; rt(i) 
NEXT i 
CLOSE # l  
I wr i te  t racking data f i l e  
secondf i le: 
tracking 4 
I F  i x t r  = 0 THEN COT0 t h i r d f i l e  
OPEN f i lda t2S FOR APPEND AS #2 
FOR i = 1 TO i x t r  
I F  xn t rv ( i )  > O! THEN 
ELSE 
END I F  
PRINT #2, USING 81#####.##01; tmtrv(i); 
PRINT #2, USING I' AIIy#lr###AI.#"; ssqv(i); 
PRINT #2, USING I( ##'I; xntrv(i); 
PRINT #2, USING Io ##.#*@; rm 
rms = SPR(ssqv(i) / xntrv( i ) )  
rms = O! 
NEXT i 
CLOSE #2 
wr i te  resource mgmt data f i l e  
t h i rd f i l e :  
I F  indfwl = 0 THEN GOTO f o u r t h f i l e  
OPEN f i lda t3S FOR APPEND AS #3 
FOR i = 1 TO i n d f w l  
PRINT #3, USING ll####.##y"; tmfwl(i); 
PRINT #3, USING #W- , ndpnp(i); 
PRINT #3, USING ####lo; l fa( i ) ;  
PRINT a, USING lfb(i); 
PRINT #3, USING Io l f c ( i ) ;  
PRINT K5, USING I1 W1I; l fd( i )  
NEXT i 
CLOSE #3 
I wr i te  comrrnications data f i l e  
four th f i le :  
I F  indcom = 0 THEN GOTO prtmsg 
OPEN f i lda t4S FOR APPEND AS #4 
FOR i = 1 TO indcom 
PRINT W, USING ll#####.#ll; tmcom(i); 
PRINT W, USING @I #I1; icocnect(i); 




SELECT CASE terror 
CASE 1 
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PRINT "Exceeded lnaximun nunber of events in scriptoa 
CASE 2 
PRINT "Exceeded scr ip t  array bouKbryW 
CASE 3 
PRINT "Normal e x i t  a t  end of scr ipt"  
CASE 4 
PRINT "User ternineted" 
CASE ELSE 
END SELECT 
I f  i x  clock 
PRINT : PRINT "Task run time: 'I; TIMES 
c l k t i c s  = c l k t i c s  + TIMER + totlpause 
zhrs = INT(c1ktics / M O O ! )  
zmin = INT((c1ktics - zhrs * WO!) / 601) 
zsec = INT(c1ktics - (zhrs WO! + min 601)) 
I F  zhrs > 23 THEN zhrs = zhrs - 24 
z lS = RIGHTS(STRS(zhrs), 2): I F  LEFTS(zlS, 1) = la la THEN zlS = Wa + RICHTS(zlS, 1) 
22s = RIGHTS(STRS(zmin), 2): I F  LEFTS(zZS, 1) = In THEN z2S = "0" + RIGHTS(z2$, 1) 
2% = RIGHTS(STRS(zsec), 2): I F  LEfTS(z3S, 1) = THEN z3S = aaO" + RICHTS(z3S, 1) 
c l k s e t t  = zlS + w:18 + z2S + a9:00 + 23s 
TIMES = c l k s e t t  
PRINT : PRINT aaTime set to: I*; TIMES 
END 
END SUB 
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I 
I R A T E s E T U p s& . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I J. R. Comstock, Jr. 
SUB ratesetup STATIC 
SCREEN 9 ,  , 1, 1 'suitch screen pages 
COLOR 15, 1 
LINE (15, 10)-(624, 339), 15, B 'screen border 
LINE (16, 309)-(623, 309), 15 
LOCATE 4, 35: PRlNT I IRATING S C A L W I ;  
FOR iypos = 70 TO 275 STEP 41 
LINE (170, iypos)-(470, iypos), 15 
FOR ixpos = 170 TO 470 STEP 30 
NEXT ixpos 
FOR ixpos = 185 TO 455 STEP 30 
NEXT ixpos 
'drau scales 
LINE (ixpos, iyp0s)-(ixpos, iypos - 14), 15 
LINE (ixpos, iyp0s)-(ixpos, iypos - 71, 15 
LINE (320, iypos - 15)-(320, iypos - 181, 15 
NEXT iypos 
FOR i r o u  = 10 TO 35 STEP 5 
LOCATE irou, 18: PRINT llLoul'; 
LOCATE irou, 61: PRINT 11High18; 
NEXT i r o u  
LOCATE 25, 17: PRINT olCoodl*; 
LOCATE 25, 61: PRINT l1Poor4'; 
LOCATE 8, 7: PRINT WENTAL DEMANDo1; 
LOCATE 13, 6: PRINT llPHYSICAL DEMAND1'; 
LOCATE 18, 6: PRINT VEMPORAL DEMANDmo; 
LOCATE 23, 9 :  PRINT 11PERFORMANCE81; 
LOCATE 28, 13: PRINT olEFFORT1l; 
LOCATE 33, 9 :  PRINT VRUSTRATION1l; 
COLOR 7, ibckgnd 
SCREEN 9 ,  , 0, 0 'switch beck 
END SUB 
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I 
I R A T I N G S __---__-_-_____----_~.----------------------------- 
I J. R. Comstock, Jr. 
SUB rat ings STATIC 
ticpause = TIMER: tpeurret = TIMES 
'PUT (m, my), mursor 
mxhold = IRX: myhold = my 
SCREEN 9, , 1, 1 'switch t o  second screen page 
COLOR 15, 1 
'LOCATE 41, 6: PRINT 
'PRINT "LEFT Mouse Button or Io; CHRS(25); 
'hold t ime 
Mouse or "; CHRS(27); " In; CHRS(26); " t o  Move"; SPC(12); 
for  Next Scale IO; 
h e n  using CALL mouse then use above two l ines 8 conment out two belou 
LOCATE 41, 17: PRINT CHRS(27); Io la; CHRS(26); to  Move1'; SPC(21); 
PRINT CHRS(25); fo r  Next Scalea1; SPC(2); 
FOR i = 1 T O 6  I i n i t i a l  i ze 
l xo ld( i )  = 320 
lxpos(i) = -9 
lypos(i) = 31 + i 41 
NEXT i 
nscale = 0: lendf lg  = 0: mb = 0: t s l i m i t  = 60! 
sca l e 1 oop: 
nscale = nscale + 1 
I F  nscale > 6 THEN 
LOCATE 41, 6: COLOR 14, 1 
PRINT "LEFT Mouse Button or "; CHRS(25); Io f o r  Changes"; 
PRINT SPC(6); "RIGHT Button or RETURN t o  Exit"; 
Men using CALL mouse then use above three l ines L conment out two below 
LOCATE 41, 17: COLOR 14, 1 
PRINT CHRS(25); I9 for Changes"; SPC(18); 'IRETURN or ESC t o  Exif"; 
DO 'wait fo r  input following a l l  6 scales 
mbx = mb 
I F  TIMER - ticpause >= t s l i m i t  THEN GOT0 exi tscale 
I F  mb - mbx = 2 THEN GOTO exi tscale 
ryS = INKEYS 
CALL mouse(mct1, mb, m, my) 
I F  mb - &X = 1 THEN E X I T  DO 
I F  ryS <> "" THEN 
END I F  
I F  ryS = CHRS(27) OR ryS = CHRS(13) THEN GOTO exi tscale 
I F  ryS = CHRS(32) THEN EXIT  DO 
I F  ASC(ryS) = 0 AND ASC(RIGHT$(ryS, 1))  = 80 THEN E X I T  DO 
Loop 
lendf lg  f 1 
nscale = 1 
END I F  
WT (lxold(nsca1e) - 12, lypos(nscale)), l ra te l  
mtl  = 4: CALL mouse(mt1, mb, lxold(nscele), my): mctl = 3 
lxpos(nsca1e) = 320 
END I F  
DO 
ryS INKEYS 
lchr  = 0: keyfct  = 0 
I F  ryS = "I) THEN GOTO chkmouse 
lchr  = ASC(ryS): I F  lchr  = 0 THEN keyfct = ASC(RIGHTS(ryS, 1)) ELSE keyfct  = 0 
I F  keyfct = 75 THEN 
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Lxpos(nsca1e) = lxpos(nscele) - 10 
mctl = 4: CALL nmuse(mct1, &I, Lxold(nsce1e) - 10, my): mctl = 3 
lxpos(nsca1e) = Lxpos(nsce1e) + 10 
mctl = 4: CALL nwnrse(mct1, nb, lxold(nsca1e) + 10, my): mctl = 3 
I 
ELSEIF keyfct * 77 THEN 
I 
END I F  
chknwxrse: 
I 
l n b x = m b  
I F  nb - fhx  = 1 THEN E X I T  60 
CALL IIy)(Ise(mctl, mb, nu, my) 
I F  murking = 1 THEN lxpos(nsca1e) = mx 
I F  lxpos(nsce1c) < 170 THEN txpos(nsce1c) = 170 
I F  lxpos(nsca1e) > 470 THEN txpos(nsca1e) = 470 
I F  lxold(nsca1e) lxpos(nsca1e) THEN 
PUT (txold(nsce1e) - 12, Lypos(nsce1e)). Lratel 
PUT (lxpos(nsce1e) - 12, Lypos(nscele)), lretel 
lxold( nsca Le) = lxpos(nsce Le) 
END I F  
I F  Lchr = 32 OR keyfct = 80 THEN E X I T  DO 
I F  Lendflg > 0 THEN 
I F  lchr = 27 OR lchr = 13 OR nb - nbx = 2 THEN 
PUT (lxold(nsca1e) - 12, Lypos(nscsle)), lratel 
PUT (lxold(nsce1e) - 9, Lypos(nscele)), LreteZ 
COT0 exitscale 
END I F  
END I F  
I F  TIMER - ticpause >= tslimit THEN E X I T  DO 
Loop 
PUT (lxold(nsca1e) - 12, lypos(nscele)), Lretel 
PUT (Lxold(nsca1e) - 9 ,  lypos(nscale)), LrateZ 
GOT0 scaleloop 
exitscale: 
OPEN fiLdat5S FOR APPEND AS #5 
PRINT #5, USING I1#####.W1; ticpause; TIMER - ticpause; 
FOR nscele = 1 TO 6 
PUT (Lxold(nsca1e) - 9, lypos(nscele)), lrate2 




COLOR 7, ibckgnd 
SCREEN 9, , 0, 0 
mx = nuthold: my = myhold 
mctl = 4: CALL mouse(mct1, mb, m, my): mctl = 3 
'PUT (mx, my), mcursor 
ticpause = TIMER - ticpause 
TIMES = tpauseS 
totlpause = totlpause + ticpause 
END SUB 
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I 
I R E S 0 U R C E -------__-----------____________________-------- 
a J. R. Canstock, Jr. 
SUB resource (keyhit, i f a u l t )  STATIC 
COLOR 14 
8PUT (nw, my), mcursor 
I F  keyhit = 0 THEN GOT0 tanks 
I F  i f a u l t  > 80 THEN GOTO p u p f a i l  
SELECT CASE keyhit 
CASE 99 'setup 8 i n i t i a l i z e  
k l  = 0: k2 = 0: k3 0: k4 = 0 
k5 = 0: k6 = 0: k7 = 0: k8 = 0 
lp f l  = 0: Lpf2 = 0: lp f3  = 0: lp f4  = 0 'normal = 0, pmp fa i l u re  = 12 
lp f5  = 0: l p f 6  = 0: l p f 7  = 0: lp f8  = 0 
Ipul = 0: ipd = 0: i p d  = 0: ipd = 0 'pmp rates per minute 
iprd = 0: ipu6 = 0: ipu7 = 0: ipu8 = 0 
iqa = 2109: iqb = 2121 'tank quanti t ies fo r  A 8 B 
iqa f f  = 1005: iqbff = 1010 'tank quantity supply tanks 
i30sec = -1: ilOsec = -2 a i n i t i a l i z e  timer c m t e r s  
'purp of f  = 0, punp on = 2 
CASE 49 'punp 1 
I F  l p f l  = 0 THEN 
I F  k l  = 0 THEN 
k l  = 2: ipul = ipfloul: savefuel 1 
ELSE 
k l  = 0: ipul = 0: savefw l  -1 
END I F  
LINE (233, 261)-(243, 2681, kl,  BF 
LOCATE 27, 72: PRINT USING II####*; ipul; 
END I F  
CASE 50 2 
I F  l p f 2  = 0 THEN 
I F  k2 = 0 THEN 
k2 = 2: ipd = ipflou2: savefwl 2 
ELSE 
k2 = 0: ipu2 = 0: savefuel -2 
END I F  
LOCATE 29, 72: PRlNT USING 
LINE (306, 261)-(316, 268), k2, BF 
ipd;  
END I F  
CASE 51 'punp 3 
IF l p f3  = 0 THEN 
1F k3 = 0 THEN 
ELSE 
END I F  
LOCATE 31, 72: PRINT USING 
LINE (384, 261)-(394, 2681, k3, BF 
k3 = 2: ipu3 = ipflou3: savefwl 3 
k3 = 0: ipu3 = 0: savefuel -3 
ipd ;  
END I F  
CASE 52 'pmp 4 
I F  l p f4  = 0 THEN 
I F  k4 = 0 THEN 
k4 = 2: ipu4 = ipflow4: savefuel 4 
k4 = 0: ipu4 = 0: savefwl -4 
ELSE 
END I F  
LOCATE 33, 72: PRINT USING a a # # # # a l ;  ipd; 
LINE (457, 261)-(467, 268), k4, BF 
END I F  
CASE 53 'pmp 5 
I F  lp f5  = 0 THEN 
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I F  k5 = 0 THEN 
k5 = 2: ipu5 = i p f l d :  savefuel 5 
ELSE 
k5 = 0: i p d  = 0: sevefwl  -5 
END I F  
LOCATE 35, 72: PRINT USING "####I; 
LINE (269, 306)-(279, 3131, k5, BF 
END I F  
CASE 54 'pup 6 
I F  l p f 6  = 0 THEN 
I F  k6 = 0 THEN 
k6 = 2: ipu6 = ipflou6: sevefwl  
ELSE 
k6 = 0: ipu6 = 0: savefuel -6  
END I F  
LOCATE 37, 72: PRINT USING r##ll. 
LINE (420, 306)-(430, 3131, k6, B; 
END I F  
CASE 55 'pup 7 
I F  l p f 7  = 0 THEN 
I F  k7 = 0 THEN 
k7 = 2: ipr7 = ipflow7: savefuel 
ELSE 
k7 = 0: ipu7 = 0: savefuel -7 
END I F  
LOCATE 39, 72: PRINT USING 
LINE (342, 2061-052. 2131, k7, 6; 
END I F  
CASE 56 'pup 8 
I F  l p f 8  = 0 THEN 
I F  k8 = 0 THEN 
k8 = 2: ipu8 = ipfloull: sevefwl  
ELSE 
k8 = 0: ipuS = 0: savefuel -8 
END I F  
LOCATE 41, 72: PRINT USING rkm#filoo; 
LINE (342, 221)-(352, 2281, k8, BF 
END I F  
CASE ELSE 
END SELECT 
#PUT (mx, w ) ,  mcursor 
E X I T  SUB 
p u p f e i l :  
SELECT CASE i f e u l t  
CASE 81 ' f a i l  p l  
l p f l  = 12: k l  = 0 :  ipul = 0: savefuel 81 
LOCATE 27, 72: PRINT USING oo####ol; ipul; 
LINE (233, 261)-(243, 2681, lpf l ,  BF 
CASE 82 ' f a i l  p2 
LpfZ = 12: k2 = 0: ipu2 = 0: savc fw l  82 
LOCATE 29, 72: PRINT USING "mmkYg8- I iw; 
LINE (306, 261)-(316, 2681, Lpf2, BF 
CASE 83 ' f a i l  p3 
l p f 3  = 12: k3 = 0: ipu3 = 0: savefuel 83 
LOCATE 31, 72: PRINT USING "####"- I ipu3; 
LINE (384, 261)-(394, 2681, lpf3, BF 
CASE 84 ' f a i l  p4 
l p f4  = 12: kb = 0:  ipu4 = 0: savefuel 86 
LOCATE 33, 72: PRINT USING '###". # iw; 
LINE (457, 261)-(467, 2681, lpf4, BF 
CASE 85 ' f a i l  p5 
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lp f5  = 12: k5 = 0: ipuS = 0: savefw l  85 
LOCATE 35, 72: PRINT USING oa###*l- , ipd; 
LINE (269, 306)-(279, 3131, lpf5, BF 
CASE 86 ' f a i l  p6 
l p f6  = 12: k6 = 0: ipu6 = 0: savefw l  86 
LOCATE 37, 72: PRINT USING W#W0; iprb; 
LINE (420, 306)-(430, 3131, lpf6, BF 
CASE 87 ' f a i l  p7 
l p f 7  = 12: k7 = 0: ipu7 = 0: savefw l  87 
LOCATE 39, 72: PRINT USING W#P; ipu7; 
LINE (342, 2061-(352, 2131, lpf7, BF 
CASE 88 ' f a i l  p8 
l p f8  = 12: k8 = 0: ipuS = 0: savefw l  88 
LOCATE 41, 72: PRINT USING I'M; ipd;  
LINE (342, 221)-(352, 2281, lpf8, BF 
I f i x  f a i l e d  pnps 
CASE 91 ' f i x  p1 
l p f l  = 0: k l  = 0: ipul = 0: savefw l  91 
LOCATE 27, 72: PRINT USING W##W; ipul; 
LINE (233, 2611-(243, 2681, lpfl, BF 
CASE 92 ' f i x  p2 
l p f2  = 0: k2 = 0: ipu2 = 0: savefw l  92 
LOCATE 29, 72: PRINT USING 18###aa; ipu2; 
LINE (306, 261)-(316, 2681, Lpf2, BF 
CASE 93 ' f i x  p3 
l p f3  = 0: k3 = 0: ipu3 = 0: savefuel 93 
LOCATE 31, 72: PRINT USING oo###na- # iw; 
LINE (384, 261)-(394, 2681, lpf3, BF 
CASE 94 ' f i x  p4 
l p f4  = 0: k4 = 0: ipu4 = 0: savefw l  94 
LOCATE 33, 72: PRINT USING Bo####oa; ipu4; 
LINE (457, 261)-(467, 2681, lpf4, BF 
CASE 95 ' f i x  p5 
lp f5  = 0: k5 = 0: ipuS = 0: savefw l  95 
LOCATE 35, 72: PRINT USING W#W'- , ipr5; 
LINE (269, 306)-(279, 3131, lpf5, BF 
CASE W ' f i x  p6 
l p f 6  = 0: k6 = 0: ipub = 0: savefw l  96 
LOCATE 37, 72: PRINT USING "####u; ipb; 
LINE (420, 306)-(430, 3131, lpf6, BF 
CASE 97 I f  i x  p7 
l p f 7  = 0: k7 = 0: i p 7  = 0: savefw l  97 
LOCATE 39, 72: PRINT USING 08####u; ipuf; 
LINE (342, 2061-(352, 2131, lpf7, BF 
CASE 98 ' f i x  p8 
l p f 8  = 0: k8 = 0: ipls = 0: savefuel 98 
LOCATE 41, 72: PRINT USING WWol* , ipr8; 
LINE (342, 2211-(352, 2281, lpf8, BF 
CASE ELSE 
END SELECT 
'PUT (mx, my), mursor 
E X I T  SUB 
tanks: 
I calculate tank quant i t ies 
iqadev = ipul + ipu2 + ipuE - (idrope + ipu7) 
i w v  = ipu3 + ipA + ipu7 - ( id ropb+ ipu8) 
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iqa = iqa + iqadev / 30 
iqb = iqb + iqMcv / 30 
iqa f f  = i qa f f  + (tpu5 - ipul) / 30 
iqbff = iqbff + ( i p d  - ipu3) / 30 
I tank A enpty 
I F  iqa < 0 AND k7 = 2 THEN 
iqa = 0: ipu7 = 0: k7 = 0 
LOCATE 39, 72: PRINT USING 8a####oo; ipu7; 
LINE (342, 206)-(352, 213), lpf7, BF 
savefuel 70 
iqa = 0 
ELSEIF iqa < 0 THEN 
END I F  
a tank B enpty 
I F  iqb < 0 AND k8 = 2 THEN 
iqb = 0: ipu8 = 0: k8 = 0 
LOCATE 41, 72: PRINT USING aa;y#ryIy"- , iw; 
LINE (342, 221)-(352, 2281, lpf8, BF 
savefw l  80 
iqb = 0 
ELSEIF iqb < 0 THEN 
END I F  
supply tank A side enpty 
i qa f f  = 0: ipul = 0: k l  = 0 
LOCATE 27, 72: PRINT USING ai###oo; ipul; 
savefuel 10 
I F  i qa f f  < 0 THEN 
LINE (233, 261)-(243, 268), lpfl, BF 
END I F  
supply tank B side enpty 
I F  i qb f f  < 0 THEN 
i qb f f  = 0: ipu3 = 0: k3 = 0 
LOCATE 31, 72: PRINT USING *;y#ryIya. , ipu3; 
LINE (384, 261)-(394, 268), lpf3, BF 
savefuel 30 
END I F  
I supply tank A side f u l l  
I F  i qa f f  > 2000 THEN 
i qa f f  = 2000: ipu5 = 0: k5 = 0 
LOCATE 35, 72: PRINT USING 'o####oo- , iPu5; 
LINE (269, 306)-(279, 313), lpf5, BF 
savefw l  50 
END I F  
I supply tank B side f u l l  
I F  iqbff > 2000 THEN 
iqbff = 2000: ipb = 0: k6 = 0 
LOCATE 37, 72: PRINT USING 'I###*. # ipd; 
LINE (420, 306)-(430, 313). lpf6, BF 
savefuel 60 
END I F  
a tank A f u l l  
I F  iqa > 4000 THEN 
iqa = 4000: k8 = 0: k l  = 0: k2 = 0 
ipUe = 0: LOCATE 41, 72: PRINT USING V##"; ipU8; : LINE (362, 221)-(352, 228), Lpf8, BF 
ipul = 0: LOCATE 27, 72: PRINT USING "Woo; ipul  : LINE (233, 261)-(243, 268). Lpfl, BF 
ipll2 = 0: LOCATE 29, 72: PRINT USING " W ' l ;  ipd;  : LINE (306, 261)-(316, 268), Lpf2, BF 
savefuel 80: savefwl 10: savefwl 20 
END I F  
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I tank B f u l l  
I F  iqb > 4000 THEN 
iqb = 4000: k7 = 0: k3 = 0: k4 = 0 
ipu7 = 0: LOCATE 39, 72: PRINT USING wWa; ipu7; : LINE (342, 206)-(352, 2131, lpf7, BF 
ipu3 = 0: LOCATE 31, 72: PRINT USING nl###lu; i pd ;  : LINE (384, 261)-(394, 268), lpf3, BF 
ipd = 0: LOCATE 33, 72: PRINT USING "l###lu; ipd; : LINE (657, 261)-(467, 268), lpf4, BF 
savefuel 70: savefuel 30: savefuel 40 
END I F  
I display tank quant i t ies 
I F  l resdisp = 1 THEN 
LOCATE 32, 33: PRINT USING "###P; iqa; 
LOCATE 32, 52: PRINT USING W#W- 0 iqb; 
LOCATE 43, 29: PRINT USING "W'; iqaff; 
LOCATE 43, 48: PRINT USING "####I; iqbff; 
END I F  
I save resource data automatically a t  30 sec increments 
i30sec = i30sec + 1 
I F  i30sec >= 15 THEN i30sec = 0: savefuel 0 
I update scheduling uindou every 10 sec 
ilOsec = ilOsec + 1 
I F  ilOsec >= 5 THEN ilOsec = 0: schedultrk 0: schedulcm 0 
I calculate graphic coordinates 
mga = 198 + (42 - ig / 95) 
mgb = 198 + (42 - iqb / 95) 
mgeff = 283 + (45 - i g f f  / 441 
mgbff = 283 + (45 - i#f f  / 44) 
LINE (249, mga)-(296, 2401, 2, BF 
L I N E  (249, 198)-(296, ma), 0, BF 
L I N E  (398, &)-(445, 2401, 2, BF 
L I N E  (398, 198)-(445, mgb), 0, BF 
L I N E  (225, mgaff)-(252, 328). 2, BF 
L I N E  (225, 283)-(252, mgaff), 0, BF 
L I N E  (376, nrgbff)-(403, 3281, 2, BF 
L I N E  (376, 283)-(403, mgbff), 0, BF 
'PUT (mx, my), mcursor 
END SUB 
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I 
I R E S 0 U R C E A U T 0 s& -_- -_________-_-________________________-- - - -  
I J. R. Comstock, Jr. 
SUB rcsourcesuto (lrmode) STATIC 
SELECT CASE LrAlodC 
CASE 1 
I F  iqa > 2550 AND k2 > 0 THEN resource 50, 0 
I F  iqa < 2480 AND k2 = 0 THEN resource 50, 0 
I F  iqb > 2550 AND k4 > 0 THEN resource 52, 0 
IF iqb < 2480 AND k4 = 0 THEN resource 52, 0 
I F  i qa f f  > 1900 AND k5 > 0 THEN resource 53, 0 
I F  iqaff < 1700 AND k5 = 0 THEN resource 53, 0 
I F  iqbff > 1900 AND k6 > 0 THEN resource 54, 0 
I F  iqbff < 1700 AND k6 = 0 THEN resource 54, 0 
I F  iqa > 2520 AND k l  > 0 THEN resource 49, 0 
I F  iqa < 2450 AND k l  = 0 THEN resource 49, 0 
I F  iqb > 2520 AND k3 > 0 THEN resource 51, 0 
I F  iqb < 2450 AND k3 = 0 THEN resource 51, 0 
I F  iqa - iqb > 25 AND k7  = 0 THEN resource 55, 0 
I F  iqa - iqb <= 25 AND k7 > 0 THEN resource 55, 0 
IF iqb - iqa > 25 AND k8  = 0 THEN resource 56, 0 
I F  iqb - iqa <= 25 AND k8 > 0 THEN resource 56, 0 
'PUT (nu, my), mcursor 
COLOR 2 
LOCATE 32, 33: PRINT W I T O o o ;  
LOCATE 32, 52: PRINT @WJTOn8; 
LOCATE 43,  29: PRINT SPC(4); 
LOCATE 43, 48: PRINT SPC(4); 
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I 
I R E s 0 U R C E G R 1 D s& . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I J. R. Canstock, Jr. 
SUB resourcegrid ( i rescolor)  STATIC 
I f i l l  supply tanks 
LINE (297, 300)-(334, 3281, 2, BF 
LINE (448, 300)-(485, 3281, 2, BF 
COLOR 11: LOCATE 25, 69: PRINT "F low 
FOR i = 2 TO 16 STEP 2 
LOCATE 25 + i, 70: PRINT USING onPo; i / 2; 
NEXT i 
COLOR 14 
FOR i = 2 TO 16 STEP 2 
NEXT i 
COLOR i rescolor 
LOCATE 26, 30: PRINT 'W; : LOCATE 26, 58: PRINT "Ew; 
LOCATE 37, 27: PRINT "CUE; : LOCATE 37, 46: PRINT l'D1'; 
LOCATE 25, 44: PRINT '17b0; CHRS(26); 
LOCATE 30, 44: PRINT CHRS(27); l'8"; 
LOCATE 34, 32: PRINT "ll'; SPC(8); 'W; SPC(9); 113"; SPC(8); 'W; 
LOCATE 33, 29: PRINT CHRL(24); SPC(8); CHRL(24); SPC(9); CHRL(24); SPC(8); CHRS(24) 
LOCATE 38, 34: PRINT CHRS(27); 10500; SPC(17); CHRL(27); "6"; 
I tank A side 
LINE (247, 197)-(298, 2421, , B 'tank A 
LINE (223, 282)-(254, 3301, , B 'Supply Left 
LINE (295, 262)-(336, 3301, , 6 'supply right 
LINE (245, 209)-(246, 219), , B 'marker fo r  2000-3000 
LINE (245, 214)-(246, 2141, 0 
LINE (396, 197)-(447, 242), , B 'tank B 
LINE (374, 282)-(405, 330), , B 'Supply l e f t  
LINE (446, 282)-(487, 3301, , B Isupply r i g h t  
LINE (448, 209)-(449, 2191, , B 'mnrker fo r  2000-3000 
LINE (448, 214)-(449, 214), 0 
I F  i rescolor = 11 THEN COLOR 3 
LINE (341, 205)-(353, 2141, irescolor, B 'purp 7 
LINE (341, 220)-(353, 2291, irescolor, B 'purp 8 
LINE (299, 210)-(340, 210) 'Lef t  of 7 
LINE (354, 210)-(395, 210) 'risht of 7 
LINE (299, 225)-(340, 225) ' l e f t  of 8 
LINE (354, 225)-(395, 225) ' r igh t  of  8 
' pnps 1-6 
LINE (232, 260)-(244, 2691, irescolor, 6 'p1 
LINE (305, 260)-(317, 269), irescolor, B 'p2 
LINE (383, 260)-(395, 269), irescolor, B 'p3 
LINE (456, 260)-(468, 2691, irescolor, B u p 4  
LINE (268, 305)-(280, 3141, irescolor, B 
LINE (419, 305)-(431, 3141, irescolor, B lp6 
LINE (238, 270)-(238, 281) 
LINE (238, 259)-(238, 238) 
LINE -(246, 238) 
LINE (311. 270)-(311, 281) 
LINE (311, 259)-(311, 238) 
LINE -(299, 238) 
LINE (389, 270)-(389, 281) 
LINE (389, 259)-(389, 238) 
LINE -(395, 238) 
LINE (462, 270)-(462, 281) 
LINE (462, 259)-(462, 238) 
LINE -(448, 238) 
LINE (255, 310)-(267, 310) 
LINE (281, 310)-(294, 310) 
LINE (406, 310)-(418, 310) 
LINE (432, 310)-(445, 310) 
END SUB 
LOCATE 25 + i, 75: PRINT llO*l; 
tank B side 
' punps 7 8  
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I 
I S A V E C 0 H H s& . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I J. R. Comtock, Jr .  
SUB savecunn (nactiv, freq) 
indcan = indcan + 1 'data array index 
I F  indcom <= indconex THEN GOT0 stor i t3  
8 i f  data array i s  ful l  then write i t  and continue 
OPEN fiLdet4t FOR APPENG AS #4 
FOR i = 1 TO indcmx 
PRINT #4, USING lW###.#lo; tmcan(i); 
PRINT #4, USING lYlyr; icomact(i); 
PRINT #4, USING ####.I1; freqv(i) 
NEXT i 
CLOSE #4 
indcan = 1 
stori  t3: 
tmcom(indcm) = tnow 
iconrect(indcun) = nactiv 
freqv(indcun) = freq 
END SUB 
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I 
8 S A V E D A T A sub -___.--_-_-___-_________________________------- 
I J. R. Comstock, Jr. 
SUB savedata ( ist in,  rtbegin, rtend) STATIC 
indrt = indrt + 1 'data array index 
I F  indrt *= indrtmax THEN GOT0 s tor i t  
I i f  array i s  fu l l  then write i t  and continue 
OPEN fildatlt FOR APPEND AS #I 
FOR i = 1 TO indrtmax 
PRINT #1, USING H###.I#YnI; tmlog(i); 
PRINT #1, USING #Po; ltyp(i); 
PRINT Al l ,  USING ####.#y"; rt(i) 
NEXT i 
CLOSE 11 
indrt = 1 
stor i t : 
tmlog(indrt) = rtbegin 
Ltyptindrt) = ist im 
rt(indrt) = rtend - rtbegin 
END SUB 
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I 
I S A V E F U E s& . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
a J. R. Cornstock, Jr. 
SUB savefwl  (npnp) 
indfuel = i n d f w l  + 1 'data array index 
I F  i n d f w l  <= indfuclmx THEN GOT0 stor i t4  
I i f  data array i s  ful l  then write i t  and continue 
WEN fi:&t3S FOR APPENG AS #3 
FOR i = 1 TO indfuelrnex 
PRINT #3, USING 11###.#81; tmfue l ( i ) ;  
PRINT #3, USING II WI1@. , ndpnp(i); 
PRINT #3, USING I1 ###PI; lfa(i);  
PRINT #3, USING ###PI; lfb(i); 
PRINT #3, USING ##We; l fc ( i ) ;  
PRINT #3, USING Mal; lfd( i )  
NEXT i 
indfwl = 1 
stori  t4: 
CLOSE #3 
tmfuel(indfw1) = tnow 
nclCxnp(indfw1) = npunp 
l fa( indfw1) = iqe 
lfb(indfw1) = iqb 
l fc( indfw1) = iqeff 
Lfd(indfue1) = iqbff 
END SUB 
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I 
I s A V E T R A C K sub __--________.----_-_____________________------- 
I J. R. Constock, Jr. 
SUB savetrack ( t rs ta r t ,  ssqtr, xntr) STATIC 
i x t r  = i x t r  + 1 'data array index 
I F  i x t r  <= ixtrmax THEN GOT0 s tor in fo  
1 i f  data array i s  fu l l  then wr i te  i t  end continue 
OPEN f i ldat2S FOR APPEND AS #2 
FOR i = 1 TO ixtmmx 
I F  xntrv( i )  > 01 THEN 
ELSE 
END I F  
PRINT #2, USING r####.#lY.; tmtrv(i); 
PRINT #2, USING II #U#####.#P; ssqv(i); 
PRINT #2, USING xntrv(i) ;  
PRINT #2, USING W.#8a; rms 
rm6 = SQR(ssqv(i) / xntrv( i ) )  
rms = 01 
NEXT i 
CLOSE #2 
i x t r  = 1 
stor i nf 0: 
tmtrv( ixtr)  = t r s t a r t  
ssqv(ixtr) = ssqtr 
xn t rv ( ix t r )  = xntr  
END SUB 
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* 
I S C H E D U L C 0 M s& . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
a J. R. Comstock, Jr. 
SUB schedulcm (i) STATIC 
I F  i = 99 THEN is ta r t2  = 1 
LINE (608, 27)-(610, 155), 0, BF *erase wide Line 
LINE (613, 27)-(615, 1551, 0, BF 
*setup 
Co laLOop l  : 
I F  :start2 + 1 : maxmcm THEN E X I T  SUB 
indsched = i s t e r t 2  
cOmLOOp2: 
i = mcmtsk(indsched): t l  = e t i m ( i )  - tnow 
i = mcomtsk(indsched + 1): t 2  = etime(i) - tnow 
I F  t 2  <= 01 THEN i s ta r t2  = i s ta r t2  + 2: GOTO cmLoop1 
I F  t l  *= 4801 THEN E X I T  SUB 
Lbeg = 27 + INT(t1 / 3.75) 
I F  Lbeg < 27 THEN Lbeg = 27 
Lend = 27 + INT(t2 / 3.75) 
I F  tend > 155 THEN Lend = 155 
LINE (608, Lbeg)-(615, Lend), 14, BF * f i l l  man 
indsched = indsched + 2 
I F  indsched + 1 > mxmcom THEN E X I T  SUB 
GOTO comlOOp2 
END SUB 
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I 
I S C H E D U T R K s& ____----__-_____-_-_____________________------ 
I J. R. Cornstock, Jr. 
SUB schedultrk (i) STATIC 
I F  i = 99 THEN i s t e r t l  = 1 
LINE (583, 27)-(585, 1551, 0 ,  BF Ieresc wide Line 
LINE (588, 27)-(590, 1551, 0 ,  BF 
manloop1 : 
I F  i s t e r t l  + 1 > m m u t o  THEN E X I T  SUB 
indsched = i s t a r t l  
manloop2: 
i = mauto(indsched): t l  = etime(i) - tnou 
i = mauto(indsched + 1): t 2  = etimeci) - tnow 
I F  t 2  *= 01 THEN i s t e r t l  = i s t a r t l  + 2: GOT0 manloop1 
I F  t l  >= 4801 THEN EX11 SUB 
beg = 27 + lNT(t1 / 3.75) 
I F  lbeg < 27 THEN lbeg = 27 
lend = 27 + INT(t2 / 3.75) 
I F  lend > 155 THEN lend = 155 
'setup 
LINE (583, lbeg)-(590, Lend), 14, BF ' f i l l  mn 
indsched = indsched + 2 
I F  indsched + 1 > mamuto THEN E X I T  SUB 
GOT0 manloop2 
END SUB 
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I 
I S C R 1 p T C 0 E sub -------------------_____________________----- 
I J. R. Constock, Jr. 
SUB scriptcode (lcvent) STATIC 
I F  lcomtask = 0 THEN 'sk ip  com events (recode) i f  task OFF 
I F  Lcvent = 57 THEN Levent = 59: saveconbn Levent, 01 
I F  levent = 58 THEN levent = 60: saveconbn levent, 01 
END I F  
CALL rsout(1event) 'send event code t o  RS-232 pcrt 
SELECT CASE Levent ' sc r ip t  code actions 
CASE 10 'ratings 
rat ings 
CALL rswt(250) 
CASE 11, 12 'scale 1 
I F  lmontask = 1 THEN 
I F  l tagnl  = 0 THEN 
I F  Lcvent = 11 THEN m o d e  = 5 ELSE m o d e  = 9 
rtmonl = tnou 
ltogrnl = 1 
END I F  
END I F  
CASE 21, 22 'scale 2 
I F  lmontask = 1 THEN 
I F  ltogm2 = 0 THEN 
I F  Lcvent = 21 THEN m o d e  = 6 ELSE m o d e  = 10 
rtmon2 = tnou 
ltogm2 = 1 
END I F  
END I F  
CASE 31, 32 'scale 3 
I F  lmontask = 1 THEN 
I F  l t o g d  = 0 THEN 
I F  levent = 31 THEN m o d e  = 7 ELSE m o d e  = 11 
rtmon3 = tnou 
l t o g d  = 1 
END I F  
END I F  
CASE 41, 42 'scale 4 
I F  lmontask = 1 THEN 
I F  It& = 0 THEN 
I F  levent = 41 THEN mncode = 8 ELSE m o d e  = 12 
rtmon4 = tnou 
lt& = 1 
END I F  
END I F  
CASE 51 'green o f f  
I F  l ight task = 1 THEN 
I F  l toggrn = 0 THEN 
uarnlights 1 
r t g r n  = tnou 
l toggrn = 1 
END I F  
END I F  
CASE 57 'NGT 504 voice msg 
I F  lcmtask = 1 THEN savecanm 57, 01 
CASE 58 'other ca l ls ign msg 
I F  lcomtask = 1 THEN SaveCOlRn 58, 01 
CASE 61 'red on 
I F  l ight task = 1 THEN 
I F  ltogred = 0 THEN 
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uarnl ights 4 
r t r e d  = tnou 
l togred = 1 
END I F  
END I F  
CASE 71 '-1 
i t rcode = 1 
mn t rkse l  = 0 
m g l e f t  = 1: msgrt = 1 
automessage msgleft, msgrt 
CASE 72 'auto 
i t rcode = 2 
mantrksel = 1 
msgleft = 1: msgrt = 2 
automessage msgleft, lnsgrt 
CASE 73 'auto going o f f  message 
mnt rkse l  = 1 
msgleft = 3 
automessage msgleft, m g r t  
CASE 74 'Lou t r k  d i f f i c u l t y  
I t rkx inc = -02: t rky inc = .015 
t rkx inc = -01: t rky inc = ,0075 
savetrack tnou, trkxinc, 01 
t rkx inc = .03: t rkyinc = -0225 
savetrack tnou, trkxinc, O! 
t rkx inc = -04: t rkyinc = -03 
savetrack tnou, trkxinc, 01 
Lresdisp = 0 
resourceauto 2 
CASE 75 'med t r k  d i f f i c u l t y  
CASE 76 'hi  t r k  d i f f i c u l t y  
CASE 78 'AUTO Res Mgmt  
CASE 79 'MANUAL Res Mgmt 
l resdisp = 1 
resource 0, 1 
savefuel 79 
CASE 81 TO 98 
I F  lpunpfait = 1 THEN 
resource 1, levent 
ELSEIF levent > 90 THEN 
resource 1, levent 
END IF 
CASE 99 'end of scr ip t ,  terminate rvI 
progexit 3 
CASE 101 TO 106 
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I 
I S C R N G E T S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I J. R. Cornstock, Jr. 
SUB scrngets 
COLOR 3 
PRINT "SYSTEM !#MITORING" 
PRINT "TRACKING" 
PR I NT "SCHEDUL I NG" 
PRINT ~'COnrmNICATIOWS" 
PRINT "RESOURCE MANAGEMENT" 
COLOR 10: PRINT WJTO END" 
COLOR 3: PRINT o a w I I P  STATUS" 
GET (0, 0)-(136, 71, Lab1 
GET (0, a)-(&, 151, lab2 
GET (0, 16)-(80, 231, tab3 
GET (0, 24)-(112, 31), tab4 
GET (0, 32)-(152, 391, lab5 
GET (0, 40)-(64, 471, 1aM 
GET (0, 48)-(88, 55), Lab7 
CLS 
'monitoring wedge 
FOR i x  = 1 TO 6 
LINE ( i x ,  i x ) - ( ix ,  13 - ix), 14 
NEXT i x  
GET (1, 1)-(7, 151, 1- 
CLS 
'mcuse cursor 
L INE (1, 1)-(1, I O ) ,  15 
LINE (2, 2)-(2, 9), 15 
LINE (3, 3)-(3, a), 15 
LINE (4, 41-(4, I), 15 
LINE (5, 5 ) - (5 ,  7), 15 
LINE ( 6 ,  6)-(6, I), 15 
LINE (7, 7)-(7, 71, 15 
GET (1, 1)-(7, ll), mursor 
CLS 
rat ings a r r o w  
FOR i y  = 0 TO 11 
LINE (14 - iy, iy)-(14 + iy, iy), 14 
NEXT i y  
GET (2, 0)-(26, ll), l r a t e l  
CLS 
FOR i y  = 0 T o  8 
NEXT i y  
GET (3, 0)-(21, 81, l rate2 
CLS 
L I N E  (12 - iy, iy)-(12 + iy, iy), 7 
END SUB 
f 
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I 
I S c R N S T U F F s& -________________-.----------------------------- 
I J. R.  C m t W k ,  Jr. 
SUB scrnstuff 
I stat ic  screen Info 
LINE (1, 0)- (638,  lo), 3, BF 
LINE (1, 170)-(638, 1801, 3, BF 
LINE ( 0 ,  0)-(639, maxyscr), 15, B 
LINE (520, 11)-(520, 169). 15 
LINE (520, 181)-(520, maxyscr), 15 
LINE (520, 1)-(520, 101, 0 
LINE (520, 170)-(520, 1801, 0 
LINE (200, 11)-(200, I IY IXvCr) ,  15 
LINE (200, 1)-(200, lo),  0 
LINE (200, 110)-(200, 1801, 0 
LINE (1, 157)-(199, 1571, 3 
WT (40, 21, lab1 
WT (320, 2), lab2 
WT (540, 2), Lab3 
PUT (40, 1721, lab4 
PUT (270, lR), lab5 
PUT (535, 172), Lab7 
Ischeduling uindou gr id  
COLOR 11 
FOR i = O T O 8  
NEXT i 
FOR i = 1 TO 17 
NEXT i 
LOCATE 21, 74: PRINT "1 
LINE (574, 27)-(574, 155) 
LINE (586, 27)-(587, 155). 14, B 
LINE (611, 27)-(612, 155). 14, B 
END SUB 
LOCATE (i 2) + 4, 69: PRINT USING i; 
LOCATE i + 3, 72: PRINT I1-l1; 
C"; 
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I 
1 T R A C K G R I D s& . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I J. R. Comtock,  Jr. 
SUB trackgrid (igridcol) STATIC 
LINE (353, W)-(367,  W), igridcol 
LINE (360, 85)-(360, 951, igridcol 
FOR i x  = 240 TO 480 STEP 40 
LINE ( i x  - 3, 9O)-(ix + 3, 901, igridcol 
LINE ( ix ,  86)-(ix, 921, igridcol 
LINE (360, i y  - 2)-(360,  i y  + 21, igridcol 
LINE (357, iy)-(363, iy) ,  igridcol 
NEXT i x  
FOR i y  = 3610 144 STEP 18 
NEXT i y  
LINE (320, 72)-<323, 721, igridcol 
LINE (320, 72)-(320, 7 4 ) ,  igridcol 
LINE (320, 108)-(320, 1061, igridcol 
LINE (400, n ) - ( 3 9 7 ,  n), igridcol 
LINE (400, 72)-(400, 741, igridcol 
L INE (400, 108)-(397, 1081, igridcol 
LINE (400, 108)-(400, I&$), igridcol 
LINE (320, 108)-(323, 108), igrfdcol 
END SUB 
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I 
I R A C K 1 N G . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I J. R. C-twk, Jr. 
SUE tracking (jetcode) STATIC 
SELECT CASE jetcode 
CASE 1 I M A N U A L T R A C K 1 N G . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
xsin = xsin + trkxinc 
I F  xsin > p i2  THEN xsin = 0 
j e txo f f  = SIN(xsin) xgain 
ys in  = ys in  + trkyinc 
I F  ys in  > p i2  THEN ys in  = 0 
j e tyo f f  = SIN(ysin) * m a i n  
je tx  = ini t x  - ( je txo f f )  
j e t y  = i n i t y  - ( je tyo f f )  
CALL qjw( joyx,  j o w l  
m f f x  = m f f x  + ( j oyx in i t  - joyxl  \ itrksens 
m f f y  = m f f y  + ( j oyy in i t  - joyy) \ itrksens 
j e t x  = j e t x  - m f f x  
j e t y  = j e t y  - m f f y  
I F  j e t x  > 479 THEN je tx  = 479: m f f x  = -139 - j c t xo f f  
I F  je tx  < 201 THEN je tx  = 201: m f f x  = 139 - je txo f f  
I F  j e t y  > 138 THEN j e t y  = 138: m f f y  = -58 - je tyo f f  
I F  j e t y  < 11 THEN j e t y  = 11: m f f y  = 69 - je tyo f f  
I F  je tx  jetxb OR j e t y  jetyb THEN 
I LOCATE 39, 4: PRINT joyx; joyy; itrksens; 
PUT (jetxb, jetyb), j e t l :  PUT (jetx, jety), j e t l  
jetxb = jetx: jetyb = j e t y  
END I F  
I LINE ( j e t x  + 20, j e t y  + lo ) - ( je tx  + 21, j e t y  + lo), 14 'leaves t r a i l  
I save data a t  selected interval  
I F  tnou - t r s t a r t  >= trkincsav THEN 
savetrack t rs ta r t ,  ssqtr, xntr  
t r s t a r t  = tnou: ssqtr = 01: xntr  = 01 
END IF 
xdev = j e t x  - i n i t x  
ydev = (ini t y  - jety)  1.3714 
xntr  = xntr  + I! 
ssqtr = ssqtr + (xdev * xdev + ydev * ydev) 
'LOCATE 3, 48: PRINT USING W###.W*; xdev; ydev; 'shou x 8 y 
CASE 2 I A U T 0 R A C K 1 N G _ _ _ - - - - - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
lo f f se t  = 0 
I return track target t o  center 
I F  je tx  > 343 THEN je tx  = je tx  - 3: [offset = 1 
I F  je tx  < 337 THEN je tx  = je tx  + 3: lof fset  = 1 
I F  j e t y  > 83 THEN j e t y  = j e t y  - 2: Loffset = 1 
I F  j e t y  < 77 THEN j e t y  = je ty  + 2: [offset = 1 
I provide small randan of fsets when on auto 
I F  [o f fse t  = 0 THEN 
i su i tch  = 0 
WT (jetx, jety), j e t l  
I F  i su i tch  = 1 THEN 
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trackgrid 8 
PUT (jetx, jety), j e t l  
END I F  
nentrksel = 1 
I F  RND e .3 THEN 
j e tx  = 339 + INT(RND * 31) 
j e t y  = 79 + INT(RND 3!) 
END I F  
mmntrksel = 0 
ELSE 
END !F 
I i f  n e w  position, then put up target 
I F  j e tx  jetxb OR j e t y  <> jetyb THEN 
WT (jctxb, jetyb), j e t l :  PUT (jetx, jety), j e t l  
jetxb = jctx: jetyb = j e t y  
END I F  
U S E  3 Iswitch to  mml _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
moffx = 0: moffy = 0: xsin = 01: ys in  = O! 
ssqtr = 01: xntr = 01 
t r s t a r t  = tnou 
PUT ( jetx, jety), j e t l  
trackgrid 14 
PUT ( jetx, jety), j e t l  
CASE 4 Iswitch to  auto . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I F  xntr  > 01 THEN savetrack t rs ta r t ,  ssqtr, xntr: xntr = 01 
savetrack tnou, 01, 01 
iswitch = 1 
CASE 99 'setup . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
jetxb = i n i t x :  jetyb = i n i t y  
je tx  = i n i t x :  j e t y  = i n i t y  
PUT (jetxb, jetyb), j e t l  
xsin = 01: ysin = O! 
moffx = 0: m f f y  = 0 
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'PUT (m, w ) ,  Eursor 
CASE 1 lgreen off  
LINE (29, 26)-(71, 40) ,  0, BF 
CASE 2 'green on 
LINE (29, 26)-(71, 401, 2, BF 
CASE 3 Ired off 
LINE (119, 26)-(161, 4 0 ) .  0,  BF 
SELECT CASE IC& 
CASE 4 Ired on 
LINE (119, 26)-(161, 401, 12, BF 
CASE ELSE 
END SELECT 
1WT (mx, my), mcursor 
END SUB 
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'canstock HATREHX (Ver. 1.2) remote display, task control P speech generation 
















C m c t s  with task conputer v ia  COnl  serial port l ink.  
Harduare requirements: Any PC or  Compatible that w i l l  work 
with the Heath Voice Card (Model HV-2000). 
on a Heathkit 158 and a Leading Edge Model D. 
Even the slowest of  PCs should work fine with t h i s  program. 
The Voice Card ye used i s  avai lable through the Heath Company, 
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022. 
other synthesizers or d ig i t i zers .  
Developed using Microsoft OuickBasic 4.5. Requires invoking 
QuickBasic with comnend l i n e  QB /L SJ, i n  order t o  use the SJ.0LB 
and conpile time SJ.LIB l ibrar ies.  SJ.QLB and SJ.LIB are created 
from SER1AL.OBJ and 0JOY.OBJ. 
I t  has been tested 
May be modified fo r  use with 
DEFINT I - N  
s ta r t :  
iscrrou = 3: ikeyrou = 3: l r es ta r t  = 0: lneustart = 0: c l k t i c s  = O! 
totlpause = 01 
COLOR 15, 1: CLS 
I setup port  and close i t  
OPEN ~~CoW1:19200,N,8,111 FOR RANDOM AS #5 LEN = 256 
CLOSE Arg 
PRINT : PRINT SPC(15); llMAT remote display and speech generation 
PRINT STRINCS(80, 1%); 
COLOR 7, 1 
t a l k  99 
I wait t i l  255 t o  s t a r t  time 
VIEU PRINT 4 TO 25 
PRINT 
wa i t255 : 
(Ver l.2)l1 
'set up voice synthesizer messages and open device 
Iset  rq l ines 4-24 t o  sc ro l l  
Uai t ing fo r  s ta r t  signal from task canputer... (ESC t o  Ouit)ll: PRINT 
a t  = INKEYS 
I F  a$ = CHRS(27) THEN t a l k  100: VIEU PRINT: COLOR 7, 0: CLS : END 
I F  a t  = CHRS(98) OR a$ = CHRS(66) THEN PRINT I1 User started*@: GOT0 begin 
CALL r s in ( i r cv1  
I F  i r c v  = 255 THEN PRINT 11 Start  signal rcvdll: GOTO begin 
GOTO uai  t255 
rcvloop: 
CALL rs in ( i rcv )  
a$ = INKEYS 
I F  a t  = I1l1 THEN GOTO update 
keyasc = ASC(aS) 
I F  keyasc = 0 THEN 
'get char from RS-232 port 
k e y f u r t  = ASC(RIGHTS(aS, 1)) 
CALL r sou t (key fu r t  + 100) 
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I 
ELSE 
keyfuwt  = 0 
CALL rscut(keyasc) 
END I F  
I F  as = CHRS(27) THEN GOTO progexit 
I F  aS = OR at = W8 THEN i r c v  = 57 @sim com event by 1 key 
I F  as = onboo OR aS = W@ THEN i r c v  = 58 @sim com event by 2 key 
update: 
I F  i r c v  0 THEN GOTO r c v l w  
I display sc r ip t  i t e m  
PRINT SPC(2); TIMES; : PRINT USING Scr##@#; ircv; 
' i f  no char loop back 
SELECT CASE i r c v  
CASE 10 
ticpause = TIMER 
tpauset = TIMES 
PRINT @I Begin Ratings"; 
ticpause = TIMER - ticpause 
TIMES = tpauset 
totlpause = totlpause + ticpause 
PRINT I@ Ratings la; t icpause; I@ sec@@; 




t a l k  58 
CASE 99, 254 





8 p R 0 G R A M E X 1 T - - - - -____-__---_--______________________------  
progexit: 
I F  lneustart = 1 THEN COT0 f ixc lock 
PRINT 
PRINT I* SELECT: RETURN - Neu Start, C - Continue, ESC - E x i t @ @  
DO 
r t  = INKEYS 
I F  r t  = oV OR rt = W1 THEN PRINT @I Continuing8#: GOTO rcvloop 
I F  rf = CHRS(l3) THEN l res ta r t  = 1: E X I T  DO 
I F  rS = CHRt(27) THEN l res ta r t  = 0: E X I T  DO 
LOOP 
f ixclock: 
V lEY PRINT 
t a l k  100 lc lose voice device 
PRINT : PRINT "Task rtm time: "; TIMES 
c l k t i c s  = c l k t i c s  + TIMER + totlpause 
zhrs - INT(c1ktics / M O O ! )  
zmin = INT((clktic8 - zhrs 36001) / 601) 
zsec = INT(c1ktics - (zhrs * MOO! + zmin 601)) 
COLOR 7, 0: CLS 
I F  zhrs > 23 THEN zhrs = rhrs - 
z l S  = RICHTS(STRS(zhrs), 2): I F  
22s RIGHTS(STRS(zmin), 2): I F  
23s = RICHTt(STRS(zsec), 2): I F  
elksets = z l t  + #':@1 + 22s + a:ii 
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TIMES = c lksct t  
PRINT : PRINT "Time set to: "; TIMES 
I F  lnewstart = 1 OR Lrestart = 1 THEN GOT0 s t a r t  
END 
I E R R 0 R H A D L E R ---------------_._-_____________________------- 
errorhandler: 
lcrrnun = ERR 
COLOR 7, 0: CLS 
PRINT g ~ M u l t i - A t t r i b u t e  Task  Remote T e r m i n a l  Program": PRINT 
PRINT "ERROR NUMBER: 'I; l e r run :  PRINT 
I F  l c r r n u a  = 24 THEN 
END I F  
PRINT naProblem w i t h  RS-232 Line" 
I F  lerrnun = 53 AND Lerrsect = 1 THEN 
CLOSE #l 
PRINT Io*** ERROR I N  READING REWIRED FILE: MSG57.VOI" 
END I F  
I F  lerrnun = 53 AND terrsect = 2 THEN 
CLOSE #2 
PRINT Io*** ERROR I N  READING REWIRED FILE: MSG58.VOl~~ 
END I F  
PRINT : PRINT 88EXITING P r o g r f W :  PRINT 
END 
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I 
I T A L K S U . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I J. R. Comtock, Jr. 
SUB t a l k  (icond) STATIC 
SELECT CASE icond 
CASE 99 'setup voice messages 
msgl = 0:  m92 = o 
Lerrsect 1 
OPEN "I", #1, WSG57.VOI" 
i = O  
DO UNTIL EOF(1) 
i = i + l  
LINE INPUT #1, mlaS(i) 
LINE INPUT #l, mlbS(i) 
LINE INPUT 01, mlcS(i) 
msglmax = i 
CLOSE #1 
lerrsect  = 2 
WEN "I",  #2, "MSC58.VOl" 
i = Q  
DO UNTIL EOF(2) 
Loop 
i = i + l  
LINE INPUT #2, M2aS(i) 
LINE INPUT #2, m2bS(i) 
LINE INPUT #2, m2cS(i) 
msg2max = i 
LOOP 
CLOSE #Z 
WEN 11011, 3, llHV" 
CASE 100 I close device 
CLOSE f 
CASE 57 
m g l  = msgl + 1: I f  msgl > msglmax THEN msgl = 1 
PRINT USING Om ##I1; msgl; 
PRINT f ,  mlaS(msg1) 
PRINT f ,  mlbS(msg1) 
PRINT #3, mlcS(msg1) 
CASE 58 
msg2 = m g 2  + 1: I F  mg2 > nrrg2max THEN msg2 = 1 
PRINT USING Other#W; msg2; 
PRINT f ,  M2aS(mg2) 
PRINT f ,  dbS(msg2) 
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Voice Messages for HAT Battery Colmrnications Task 





















Set F i r s t  Navigation 109.7 
Set F i r s t  Radio 121.3 
Set Second Navigation 111.5 
Set Second Radio 119.9 
Set Second Navigation 112.3 
Set F i r s t  Navigation 110.5 
Set F i r s t  Radio 121.9 
Set Second Radio 121.3 
Set F i r s t  Navigation 109.7 
Set Second Radio 121.9 
Set Second Navigation 113.1 
Set F i r s t  Radio 121.1 
Set F i r s t  Navigation 110.7 
Set Second Navigation 112.3 
Set F i r s t  Navigation 110.1 
Set F i r s t  Radio 121.7 
Set Second Radio 120.7 
Set Second Radio 120.1 
Set Second Navigation 111.9 
Set F i r s t  Radio 120.9 
Other Cal l s ign  Messages (MSG58.VOI) In presentation order: 
NLS217, NLS217 



















Set F i r s t  Radio 121.3 
Set Second Radio 123.3 
Set Second Navigation 117.7 
Set Second Radio 118.3 
Set Second Navigation 117.3 
Set F i r s t  Radio 126.1 
Set F i r s t  Navigation 113.9 
Set F i r s t  Radio 125.5 
Set Second Navigation 113.5 
Set Second Radio 119.1 
Set Second Navigation 115.3 
Set F i r s t  Navigation 109.7 
Set F i r s t  Navigation 113.1 
Set F i r s t  Radio 124.9 
Set Second Radio 121.3 
Set F i r s t  Navigation 115.7 
Set Second Navigation 115.5 
Set F i r s t  Navigation 112.1 
Set F i r s t  Radio 127.7 
Set Second Radio 120.1 
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MSG57.WI voice scr ip t  f i l e  
=CW t ; 8A 2pa 2D AR 881) n C 7 5 1 )  gee C2pa 661) t c2pa 731) 5 (671) 0 (651) 4 
C5pa 701) n (641) gee C2pa 831) t C2pa 501) 5 C581) 0 (621) 4 
Ct  721 3pa) set (801 3pn) f i r s t  (621) navigation (661 12pa) 1 0 9 (581 2pa) point  (701 3pa) 7 
=CM t ; 8 A  2pa 20 AR 881) n C 7 5 0  gee C2pa 661) t C2pa 731) 5 (671) 0 (651) 4 
(Spa 701) n (641) gee C2pa 831) t C2pa 501) 5 (581) 0 (621) 4 
C t  721 3pa) set (801 3pa) f i r s t  (621) radio (661 12pa) 1 2 1 C58I 2pa) point  (701 3pa) 3 
=CM 1 ; 8A 2pa 20 AR 881) n C751) gee C2pa 661) t c2pa 731) 5 (671) 0 (651) 4 
C5pa 701) ii (641) gee C2pn 8313 t C2pa 5 f i i  5 (5811 0 (621) 4 
CI 721 3pa) set (801 3pa) second (621) navigation (661 12pa) 1 1 1 (581 2pa) point  (701 3pa) 5 
=CM t ; 8A 2pa 2D AR 881) n C751) gee C2pa 6611) t C2pa 731) 5 (671) 0 (651) 4 
C5pa 701) n (641) gee C2pa 831) t C2pa 5011 5 C58I) 0 (621) 4 
C t  721 3pa) set (801 3pa) second (621) radio (661 12pa) 1 1 9 (581 2pa) point  (701 3pa) 9 
=CW t - 8 A  2pa 20 AR 881) n C 7 5 1 )  gee C2pa 661) t C2pa 731) 5 (671) 0 (651) 4 
{Spa 761) n (641) gee C2pa 831) t C2pa 501) 5 (581) 0 (621) 4 
{ I  721 3pa) set C 8 0 l  3pa) second (621) navigation (661 12pa) 1 1 2 (581 2pa) point  (701 3pa) 3 
=CM 1 ; 8A 2pa 20 AR 881) n C75I) gee C2pa 661) t C2pa 731) 5 (671) 0 C65I) 4 
C5pa 701) n (641) gee C2pa 831) t C2pa 501) 5 (581) 0 (621) 4 
C! 721 3pa) set (801 3pa) f i r s t  (621) navigation (661 12pa) 1 1 0 (581 2pa) point  (701 3pa) 5 
=<M t - 8 A  2pa 20 AR 881) n C751)  gee C2pa 661) t C2pa 7 3 0  5 C67I) 0 C651) 4 
C5pa 761, n (641) gee C2pa 831) t C2pa 501) 5 (581) 0 (621) 4 
C t  721 3pa) set (801 3pa) f i r s t  (621) radio (661 12pa) 1 2 1 C581 2pa) point  (701 3pa) 9 
=CM t ; 8A 2pa 2D AR 881) n (7551) gee C2pa 661) t C2pa 731) 5 (671) 0 (651) 4 
(Spa 701) n (641) gee C2pa 831) t C2pa 501) 5 (581) 0 (621) 4 
C t  721 3pa) set (801 3pa) second (621) radio (661 12pa) 1 2 1 (581 2pa) point (701 3pa) 3 
=CW t - 8 A  2pa 20 AR 881) n C 7 5 1 )  gee C2pa 661) t C2pa 731) 5 (671) 0 (651) 4 
(Spa 761) n (641) gee C2pa 831) t C2pa 501) 5 (581) 0 (621) 4 
Ct  721 3pa) set (801 3pa) f i r s t  (621) navigation (661 12pa) 1 0 9 (581 2pa) point  (701 3pa) 7 
=CM I ; 8A 2pa 20 AR 881) n C 7 5 1 )  gee C2pa 661) t C2pa 731) 5 (671) 0 C651) 4 
C5pa 701) n (641) gee C2pa 831) t C2pa 501) 5 (581) 0 (621) 4 
<I 721 3pa) set (801 3pa) second (621) radio (661 12pa) 1 2 1 (581 2pa) point  (701 3pa) 9 
=CM t - 8 A  2pa 20 AR 881) n CEI) gee C2pa 661) t C2pa 731) 5 (671) 0 C651) 4 
C5pa 761) n (641) gee C2pa 831) t C2pa 501) 5 (581) 0 C62I) 4 
C t  721 3pa) set C 8 0 1  3pa) second (621) navigation (661 12pa) 1 1 3 (581 2pa) point (701 3pa) 1 
=CM t ; 8A 2pa 20 AR 881) n (751) gee C2pa 661) t C2pa 731) 5 (671) 0 (651) 4 
CSpa 701) n C 6 4 1 )  gee C2pa 831) t (2pa 501) 5 CS8I) 0 (621) 4 
ct 721 3pa) set (801 3pa) f i r s t  (621) redio (661 1 2 ~ )  1 2 1 (581 2 p )  point  (701 3pa) 1 
=CM t ; 8A 2pa 20 AR 881) n (751) gee C2pa 661) t C2p 731) 5 (671) 0 (651) 4 
CSpa 701) n (641) gee C2pa 831) t C2pa 501) 5 C581) 0 (621) 4 
Ct 721 3pa) set (801 3pa) f i r s t  C62I) navigation (661 12pa) 1 1 0 (581 2pa) point (701 3pa) 7 
=CW t ; 8A 2pa 2D AR 881) n (751) gee C2pa 661) t C2pa 731) 5 (671) 0 (651) 4 
C5pa 701) n (641) gee C2pa 831) t C2pa 501) 5 C581) 0 (621) 4 
Ct  721 3pa) set (801 )pa) second (621) navigation (661 12pa) 1 1 2 (581 2pa) point  (701 3pa) 3 
=<W I - 8A 2pa 20 AR 881) n C75I) gee C2pa 661) t C2pa 731) 5 (671) 0 C650 4 
C5pa 761) n C64I) gee C2pa 831) t C2pa 501) 5 C581) 0 (621) 4 
C t  721 3pa) set (801 3pa) f i r s t  (621) navigation (661 1 2 ~ )  1 1 0 (581 2pa) point  (701 3pa) 1 
=CM I ; 8A 2pa 20 AR 881) n CEI) gee C2pa 661) t C2pa 731) 5 (671) 0 (651) 4 
C5pa 701) n (641) gee (2pa 831) t C2pa 501) 5 (581) 0 C62I) 4 
C I  721 3pa) set (801 3pa) f i r s t  (621) radio (661 12pa) 1 2 1 (581 2pa) point  (701 3pa) 7 
=<M t ; M 2pa 20 AR 881) n (751) gee C2pa 661) t C2pa 731) 5 (671) 0 (651) 4 
C5pa 701) n (641) gee (2pa 831) t C2p 501) 5 C581) 0 (621) 4 
C t  721 3pa) set (801 3pa) second (621) radio (661 12pa) 1 2 0 (581 2pa) point  (701 3pa) 7 
=CM t ; 8 A  2pa 20 AR 881) n (751) gee C2pa 661) t C2pa 731) 5 (671) 0 (651) 4 
CSpa 701) n (641) gee (2pa 831) t (2pa 501) 5 C581) 0 (621) 4 
C t  721 3pa) set (801 3pa) second (621) radio (661 12pa) 1 2 0 (581 2pa) point  (701 3pa) 1 
=CM 1 8 A  2pa 20 AR 881) n (751) gee C2pa 661) t C2pa T J I )  5 (671) 0 C651) 4 
CSpa 761) n (641) gee (2pa 831) t C2pa 501) 5 (581) 0 (621) 4 
C I  721 3pa) set (801 3pa) second (621) navigation (661 12pa) 1 1 1 (581 2pa) point  (701 )pa) 9 
=CM t ; 8A 21# 20 AR 881) n (751) gee C2pa 661) t C2pa 731) 5 (671) 0 (651) 4 
CSpa 701) n (641) gee C2pa 831) t C2pa 501) 5 (581) 0 (621) 4 
{I 721 3pa) set (801 3pa) f i r s t  (621) radio (661 12pa) 1 2 0 (581 2pa) point  (701 3pa) 9 
D - 2  
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MSC58.w)I voice script file 
=CW 1 ; 8A 2pa 2D AR 881) n (751 2pa) 1 C2pa 661) s C2pa 731) 2 (671) 1 (651) 7 
C5pa 701) n C64I 2pa) 1 C2pa 831) s C2pa 501) 2 c58I) 1 c62I) 7 
CI 721 3pa) set (801 3pa) first (621) radio (661 12pa) 1 2 1 (581 2pa) point (701 3pa) 3 
=CM I ; 8A 2pa 2D AR 881) n (751 2pa) r C2pa 661) k C2pa 731) 3 (671) 6 (651) 2 
C5pa 701) n (641 2pa) r C2pa 831) k C2pa 501) 3 (581) 6 (621) 2 
CI 721 3pa) set (801 3pa) second (621) radio (661 12pa) 1 2 3 (581 2pa) point (701 3pa) 3 
=cM I : 8A 2 p  20 AR 881) n (751 21s) a C2pa 661) I C2pa 731) 4 (671) 7 (651) 8 
C5pa 701) n (641 2pa) a C2pa 831) 1 C2pa 501) 4 (581) 7 (621) 8 
CI 721 3pa) set (801 3pa) second (621) navigation (661 12pa) 1 1 7 (581 2pa) point (701 3pa) 7 
=CM I ; 8A 2pa 2D AR 881) n (7551 2 ~ )  a C2pa 661) 1 C2pa 731) 4 (671) 7 (651) 8 
C5pa 701) n (641 2pa) a C2pa 831) 1 C2pa 501) 4 C581) 7 (621) 8 
CI 721 3pa) set (801 3pa) second (621) radio (661 12p)  1 1 8 (581 2pn) point (701 3pa) 3 
=CM ! ; 8A 2pa 2D AR 881) n (751 2pa) d C2pa 661) 1 C2pa 731) 1 (671) 8 c65Il  3 
C5pa 701) n (641 2pa) d C2pn 831) 1 C2pa 501) 1 C58I) 8 (621) 3 
CI 721 3pa) set C 8 0 1  3pa) second C621) navigation (661 12pa) 1 1 7 (581 2pa) point (701 3pa) 3 
=CM ! ; 8A 2pa 20 AR 881) n (751 2pn) 1 C2p 661) s C2pa 731) 2 (671) 1 (651) 7 
CSpa 701) n (641 2pa) 1 C2pa 831) s C2pa 501) 2 C581) 1 (621) 7 
C1 721 3pa) set (801 3pa) first (621) radio (661 12pa) 1 2 6 (581 2pa) point (701 3pa) 1 
=CM 1 ; 8A 2pa 2D AR 881) n (751 2pa) r C2p 661) k C2pa 731) 3 (671) 6 (651) 2 
C5pa 701) n CUI 2pa) r C2pa 831) k C2pa 501) 3 C581) 6 (621) 2 
CI 721 3pa) set (801 Spa) first (621) navigation (661 12pa) 1 1 3 (581 2 p )  point (701 3pa) 9 
=CM I ; 8A 2pa 20 AR 881) n (751 2pa) 1 C2pa 661) s C2pa 731) 2 (671) 1 (651) 7 
CSpa 701) n (641 2pa) 1 C2pa 831) s C2pa 501) 2 (581) 1 (621) 7 
C! 721 3pa) set C 8 0 1  3pa) first (621) radio (661 12pa) 1 2 5 (581 2pa) point (701 3pa) 5 
=CM I ; 8A 2pa 2D AR 881) n (751 2pa) r C2pa 661) k C2pa 731) 3 (671) 6 (651) 2 
{Spa 701) n (641 2pa) r C2pa 831) k C2pa 501) 3 (581) 6 (621) 2 
CI 721 3pa) set (801 3pa) second (621) navigation (661 12pa) 1 1 3 (581 2pa) point (701 3pa) 5 
=CM ! ; 8A 2pa 2D AR 881) n (751 2pa) 1 C2pa 661) s C2pa 731, 2 (671) 1 (651) 7 
(Spa 701) n (641 2pa) 1 C2pa 831) s C2pa 501) 2 (581) 1 (621) 7 
CI 721 3pa) set (801 3pa) second (621) radio (661 12pa) 1 1 9 (581 2pa) point (701 3pa) 1 
=CM I ; 8A 2pa 20 AR 881) n (751 2pa) a C2pa 661) 1 C2pa 731) 4 (671) 7 (651) 8 
C5pa 701) n (641 2pa) a C2pa 831) 1 C2pa 501) 4 C581) 7 (621) 8 
CI 721 3pa) set (801 3pa) second (621) navigation (661 12pa) 1 1 5 (581 2pa) point (701 3pa) 3 
=CM I ; 8A 2pa 20 AR 881) n (751 2pa) a C2pa 661) 1 C2pa 731) 4 (671) 7 (651) 8 
CSpa 701) n (641 2pa) a C2pa 831) 1 C2pa 501) 4 (581) 7 (621) 8 
CI 721 3pa) set (801 3pa) first (621) navigation (661 12pa) 1 0 9 (581 2pa) point (701 3pa) 7 
=CW ! ; 8A 2pa 2D AR 881) n (751 2pa) d C2pa 661) 1 C2pa 731) 1 (671) 8 C65l) 3 
C5pa 701) n (641 2pa) d C2pa 831) 1 C2pa 501) 1 (581) 8 (621) 3 
C! 721 3pa) set (801 3pa) first (621) navigation (661 12pa) 1 1 3 (581 2pa) point (701 3pa) 1 
=CM ! ; 8A 2pa 2D AR 881) n (751 2pa) 1 C2pa 661) s C2pa 731) 2 (671) 1 (651) 7 
CSpa 701) n (641 2pa) 1 C2pa 831) s C2pa 501) 2 C581) 1 (621) 7 
C! 721 3pa) set (801 3pa) first (621) radio (661 12pa) 1 2 4 C581 2pa) point (701 3pa) 9 
=CM I ; 8A 2pa 2D AR 881)  n (751 2pa) r C2pa 661) k C2pa 731) 3 (671) 6 (651) 2 
C5pa 701) n (641 2pa) r C2pa 831) k C2pa 501) 3 (581) 6 (621) 2 
CI 721 3pa) set (801 3pa) second (621) radio (661 12pa) 1 2 1 (581 2pa) point (701 3pa) 3 
=CM ! ; 8A 2 p  2D AR 881) n (751 2pa) d C2pa 661) 1 C2pa 731) 1 (671) 8 (651) 3 
C5pa 701) n (641 2pa) d C2pa 831) 1 C2pa 501) 1 (581) 8 (621) 3 
CI 721 3pa) set (801 3pa) first (621) navigation (661 12pa) 1 1 5 (581 2pa) point (701 3pa) 7 
=CM ! ; 8A 2pa 2D AR 881) n C75l 2pa) r C2pe 661) k C2pa 731) 3 (671) 6 (651) 2 
C5pa 701) n (641 2pa) r C2pa 831) k C2pa 501) 3 C58I) 6 (621) 2 
CI 721 3pa) set (801 3 p )  second (621) navigation (661 12pa) 1 1 5 (581 2pa) point (701 3pa) 5 
=CW I ; 8A 2pa 20 AR 881) n (751 2pa) a C2pa 661) 1 C2p  731) 4 (671) 7 (651) 8 
C5pa 701) n (641 2pa) a C2pa 831) 1 C2pa 501) 4 CS8I) 7 (621) 8 
CI 721 3pa) set (801 )pa) first (621) navigation (661 12pa) 1 1 2 (581 2pa) point (701 3pa) 1 
=CM I ; 8A 2pa 2D AR 881) n (751 2pa) d C2pa 661) 1 C2pa 7331) 1 (671) 8 (651) 3 
(Spa 701) n (641 2pe) d C2pe 831) I C2pa 501) 1 (581) 8 (621) 3 
C! 721 3pa) set (801 3pa) first c 6 2 0  radio (661 12pa) 1 2 7 (581 2pa) point (701 3pa) 7 
=CM I ; 8A 2ps 20 AR 881) n (751 2pa) d C2pe 661) 1 C2pa 731) 1 (671) 8 (651) 3 
CSpa 7001) n (641 2pa) d C2pa 831) 1 C2pa 501) 1 (581) 8 (621) 3 
C! 721 3pa) set (801 3pa) second (621) radio (661 12pe) 1 2 0 (581 2pa) point (701 3pa) 1 
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SERIALASH with RSOUT and R S l N  through CCUl address 
PAGE ,132 
NAME RS232 
T i t l e  RS232 Inprt-Output Ftnctions 
DATA SEGMENT UORD PUBLIC 'DATA' 
DATA ENDS 
DGROUP GROUP DATA 
CODE SEGMENT PARA PUBLIC 'CODE' 
A S W E  CS:CODE 
PUBLIC RSOUT,RSIN 
ergs EW 6 
Device-StatusEW 1021 ;Status port 
Device-Input EQU 1016 ;Receive por t  
Device-Output EQU 1016 ;Transmit por t  
DR EW 1 ;Data Ready 
THBE EQU 32 ;Transmit Hold Buffer Empty 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
; Output byte on COnl: assun  i t  i s  por t  1016 decimal 
.model mediun,basic 
;Quick Basic function names 
, 
; usage: CALL RSOUTCIX) 





RSOUT PROC ; th is  function ignores handshaking 
push bp ;Save BP 
mOV dx,Device-Status ;Check the status 
mOV bp, SP 








r e t  
RSOUT ENDP 
e l  ,dx 
a1,THBE 
e l  , THBE 
s t a t  
&,Device-Output ;Get device 






;Mask Transmit Hold Buffer Empty byte 
;Uait until Hold Buffer i s  enpty 




por t  
word address i n  program 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , 
; Input byte from CCUl: assune i t  i s  por t  1016 decimal 
# 
; usage: CALL RSIN(I%) 
; return: I %  = O f f f f H  i s  nothing was received 
t 
, i% = byte value o f  received data 
I 
, ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
R S l N  PROC 
push 
i n  
and 






statok : RKlV 
skip: mOV 











ax, O f f  f fh 









;Mask out Data Ready b i t  
;Check f o r  Data Ready Flag 
;No data received yet 
;Data Received 
;Get data 
;Zero out high order byte 
;Save data t o  program 
;Restore BP 
;Get address of data i n  program 







Assembly Language Routines 
;Clear stack 
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1 
PJOYASM yields f u l l  two-byte value from joystick port  
PAGE ,132 
NAME PJOY 
TfTLE - PJOY - Joystick SUBROUTINES t o  give full range readcut on joyst ick 
; posi t ion 
# 
* 
DATA SEGMENT PARA PUBLIC 'DATA' 
DATA ENDS 
DGROUP GROUP DATA 
, 
.model mediun,basic 




* . . .............................................................................. 
I 
;DESCRIPTION: This rout ine 
; Pbasic Cal l  Procedure 
I CALL PJOY(XX,YX) Read joyst ick positions 





# XX X joyst ick  position, location 
, YX Y joyst ick  position, location 
* DOS ca l l :  35H functions 
; DESTROYS: No registers 
, 
I 



























r e t  
, 








dx, l h  
15h 
bx 
bx, tbp+81 ;cs:xoff 
uord pt r tbxl , ax 
ax 
bx, tbp+61 ;cs:yoff 






;Save register used in  rout ine 
;Save current stack pointer f o r  argunents 
cx 
cx 
; Get the joyst ick values 
; Save bx fo r  la ter  use 
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I AFTERMAT.BAS: RATING SCALE FACTOR COMPARISONS 
I Version 1.0 (06/15/90) Chapman 
1 Version 2.0 (09/30/91) Comstock 
1 J. R. Constock, Jr., NASA Langley Research Center, 804-864-6643 
I This program i s  designed t o  permit the S J j e c t  t o  make paired 
I conparisms of each pa i r  of  ra t ing  scale factors. Output of the 
I program may be used as input t o  APPLYVT program fo r  applying these 
* weights t o  Rating Scale data. 
* U r i t t en  using Microsoft QuickBasic 4.5, no special harduare requirements. 
DEFINT I - N  
DECLARE SUB conpere (asp%, va l l ! ,  as@, vat21) 




. . . .  ~ 
ComoW SHARED lex i t ,  lch, j 
DATA 5,3,4,2,3,2,2,3,6,4,1,6,4,1,5 




FOR i = 1 TO 15 
NEXT i 
labelS(1) = In Mental Demend Io 
lebel t (2)  = I1Physical Demando1 
label f (3)  = Venporal Demand1o 
labelt(4) = II Performance 
label t (5)  = E f f o r t  
labelt(6) = Frustrat ion 
begin: 
READ lcanp2(i) 
COLOR 7, 1: CLS 
l e x i t  = 0 
FOR i = 1 TO6 
vs( i )  = 0 
NEXT i 
I Display direct ions 
LOCATE 1, 72: PRINT Wer: 2.0" 
COLOR 15, 1: PRINT SPC(22); *lRATING SC 
COLOR 7. 1: PRINT : PRINT 
LE F CTOR COMP R I SWS" 
PR I NT 
PRINT 
PRINT The procedure i s  sinple:ll 






PRINT Io task you just canpleted." 
PRINT : PRINT : PRINT 
PRINT SPC(20); IIePress RETURN t o  Begin, ESC to  Quit>11; 
The evaluation you are about to  complete i s  a technique that has been11 
developed by NASA t o  assess the re la t ive importance of  s i x  factors ina1 
determining how much workload you experienced. 
exanple, E f f o r t  vs. Mental Demands) and asked t o  choose which of  the itemsoo 
uas more important t o  YOUR experience o f  workload in  the task(s) that you1# 
j us t  performed. 
Just select the item that you thought was more important fo r  the1# 
Each pai r  of scale t i t l e s  w i l l  appear on a separate screen." 
I Uait  fo r  CR or  ESC 
DO 
a t  = INKEYS 
I F  at = CHRL(27) THEN COLOR 7, 0: CLS : END 
I F  a t  = CHRt(l3) THEN E X I T  DO 
LOOP 
I Display s t a t i c  screen s t u f f  
CLS 
LOCATE 2, 4: PRINT "Rating Scale Factor Conperisonsll 
LOCATE 2, 60: PRINT Vunparison of  lS1; 
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LOCATE 23, 1: PRINT STRINGS(80, 1%); 
LOCATE 24, 3 
PRINT #@Select the More Inportant Factor by N u k e r  o r  I,; CHRS(25); CHRS(24); 
PRINT Io keys"; SPC(8); "ESC t o  Restartw; 
I Canper i sons 
FOR j = 1 TO 15 
LOCATE 2, 71: PRINT USING u#nm; j; 
il = lcampl(j) 
i 2  - icolrp2(j) 
conpre  labelS(il), vs(i l), labelS(i2), vs(i2) 
I F  l e x i t  > 0 THEN GOTO begin 
lchosen(j) = lch 
LOCATE 11, 30: PRINT SPC(30); 
LOCATE 13, 39: PRINT SPC(2); 
LOCATE 15, 30: PRINT SPC(30); 
t o l d  = TIMER 
DO 'delay loop in case user holds key dom too long 
tnou = TIMER 
e l t i m  = tnou - told 
I F  e l t ime < 01 THEN E X I T  DO 
a$ = INKEYS 
LOOP UNTIL eltime > .4 
NEXT j 
I Display S m r y  In fo  
CLS 
LOCATE 2, 2 
COLOR 15, 1: PRINT SUMMARY of Comparisons Chosema#: COLOR 7, 1 
LOCATE 4, 14 
PRINT I m T o p  Itam"; SPC(11); "Bottom Itecn"; SPC(9); " I tem chosen8@ 
PRINT 
FOR j = 1 TO 15 
il = lconpl( j )  
i 2  = lc@(j) 
I F  lchosen(j) = 1 THEN i 3  = il ELSE i 3  = i 2  
PRINT USING Io I#y I@; j; 
PRINT CHRS(179); 18; labelS(i1); Io Io; CHRS(179); Io *; labelS(i2); 
COLOR 15, 1: PRINT Io @I; CHRS(179); u It; labelS(i3): COLOR 7, 1 
NEXT j 
PRINT : PRINT 
PRINT Enter RETURN t o  Continue, (ESC t o  Start  Conprisons Over)"; 
DO 
a$ = INKEYS 
I F  a t  = CHRS(27) THEN GOTO begin 
LOOP UNTIL aS = CHRS(13) 
CLS 
LOCATE 2, 12: PRINT "Rating Ueights:88: PRINT 
FOR i = 1 T O 6  
NEXT i 
COLOR 15, 1 
LOCATE 13, 4 
LINE INPUT "Enter Subject I n i t i a l s  (or ID N u n k r ) :  I@; Ini ts 
l n i t t  = UCASES(1nitS) 
CIS = DATES: tS  = TIMES 
f i l d a t t  = W T w  + LEFT$(&, 2) + MlDS(dS, 4, 2) + LEFTSCtS, 2') + w.w + MIDS(tS, 4, 2) 
f i l d a t S  = f i l da tS  + #@XI@ 
PRINT 
PRINT SPC(3); "Saving Comparisons fo r  Subject I@; Inits; in f i l e  @I; f i l d a t f  
PRINT : PRINT Spc(3); @@(Filename b s e d  on present Date and Time)18 
PRINT sPc(5); i; 11; labelS(i); SPC(4); vs( i )  
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i c t  = 0 
f i l o u t f  = f i l d a t t  
I Save data t o  output f i l e  
sevei t : 
OPEN f i touts FOR OUTPUT AS #1 
PRINT 11, dS; @I "; tS; 
FOR i = 1 TO 15 
NEXT i 
PRINT #I, 




i c t  = i c t  + 1 
I F  i c t  = 1 THEN f i touts = WTLAST.UGTal: GOT0 saveit 
LOCATE 22, 4 
PRINT V h i s  Concludes the Rating Conperism, Press RETURN t o  EXIT!11 
DO 
LOOP UNTIL aS = CHRS(13) 
ll; f i ldatt ;  11 11; InitS 
PRINT 11, USING "WI; lchosen(i); 
PRINT #l,  USING W#I1; vs(i); 
a$ = INKEYS 
COLOR 7, 0: CLS 
END 
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I 
I C 0 n p A R E S& . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I 
SUB colnpsre (asplt, valll, as@, vel211 
COLOR 15, 1 
LOCATE 11, 30: PRINT "1 'I; asplS; 
LOCATE 15, 30: PRINT "2 ' I ;  as-; 
LOCATE 13, 39: PRINT IIorII 
Lcxit = 0 
COLOR 7,l 
Do 
SS = INKEYS 
I F  at = CHRS(27) THEN lex i t  = 1: E X I T  SUB 
IF at = CHRS(49) THEN vall = Val1 + 1: lch = 1: E X I T  SUB 
IF aS = CHRS(50) THEN va12 = vel2 + 1: lch = 2: E X I T  SUB 
I F  LEN(&) = 2 THEN 
I F  ASC(aS) = 0 AND ASC(RIGHTS(aS, 1)) = 72 THEN 
END I F  
I F  ASC(aS) = 0 AND ASC(RIGHTS(aS, 1)) = 80 THEN 
vat1 = vel1 + 1: lch = 1: E X I T  SUB 
vel2 = vel2 + 1: lch = 2: E X I T  SUB 
END I F  
END I F  
LOOP 
END SUB 
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c 
I APPLYUT.BAS Applies Ueightings t o  Rating data f i l e s  (Version 2.0) 
I Version 1.0 (Surmer 90) Chapman 
I Version 2.0 (09/30/91) Comstock 
I J. R. Comstock, Jr. NASA Langley Research Center 804-864-6643 
I Rating data f i l e s  are created by HAT Battery (e.g. HD092712.45X), and 
Ueighting f i l e s  (c.0. UT002714.45X) are created by progrsln RATEUCT. 
I This program reads both Rating data f i l e s  and Ueighting f i l e s  and creates 
I a neu Rating f i l e  with a 
I Mean Ratings and Ueighted Ratings. 
I Program created using Microsoft QuickBasic 4.5. 
I l i b ra r i es  needed. 
I 
s u f f i x  having or ig ina l  Rating i n f o  plus 
No special harduare or  
I 
DEFlNT I - N  
DECLARE SUB header 0 
D I M  vs(6) 
ON ERROR GOT0 errorhandler 
begin: 
I read UTLAST.UGT f i l e  
lerrsect  = 1 
LINE INPUT #I, w t i d  
LINE INPUT #I, wtl5S 
FOR i = 1 T O 6  
NEXT i 
CLOSE #1 
OPEN lUTLAST.WGT1l FOR INPUT AS #1 
lNWT #l, vs( i )  
w t f i l t  = MlDNwtidS, 21, 12) 
d t t  = LEFTS(wtidS, 20) 
subids = MIDL(utidS, 33, 10) 
menu1 : 
header 
LOCATE 5, 12: PRINT Weighting F i l e  Menu:1o 
LOCATE 8, 8: PRINT "1 - Use: I#; w t f i l t ;  " H; dtt; subids 
LOCATE 10, 8: PRINT "2 - Select a New Ueighting F i leH 
LOCATE 12, 8: PRINT "3 - EXIT 
DO 
(Esc)" 
a$ = INKEYS 
I F  a t  = 1*111 THEN GOT0 menu2 
I F  et = 19218 THEN E X I T  DO 




PRINT : PRINT Directory o f  Ueighting Files:'@ 
le r rsec t  = 5: PRINT : FILES WT*.??X1l 
selwgt: 
PRINT : LINE INPUT I1 Enter Name of Uei$hting f i l e :  "; u t f i l t  
utf i lt = UCASEtCwtf i lt) 
read selected weighting f i l e  
lerrsect  = 2 
OPEN w t f i l L  FOR INPUT AS #1 
LINE INPUT #l, wtidS 
LINE INPUT #I, utl5L 
FOR i = 1 T O 6  
NEXT i 
CLOSE #l 
INPUT #l, vs( i )  
w t f i l t  = MlDt(wtidS, 21, 12) 
dt t  = LEFTS(wtidS, 20) 
subids = n lDt (wt i& ,  33, 10) 
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menu2: 
header 
COLOR 15, 1 
PRINT Using Ueighting Fi le:  w t f i l t ;  'I; dtt; subids 
PRINT : PRINT Directory o f  Task Rating Files:" 
lerrsect  = 6: PRINT : FILES 'lll)*.??X1l 
s e l r e t f i l :  
lerrsect  = 3 
PRINT : LINE INPUT I) Enter Name o f  Task Rating Fi le: 'I; r a t f i l t  
r a t f  i It = UCASES(ratf i 1s) 
OPEN r a t f i l t  FOR INPUT AS #I 
COLOR 7, 1 
f i leneb6 = LEFTt(ratf i t t ,  11) + Woo 
OPEN fi leneb6 FOR OUTWT AS #2 
LINE INPUT #I, l n l t  
PRINT #2, l n l t  
header 
PRINT : PRINT l n l t  
i l i ne  = 0 
DO UNTIL EOF(1) 
i l i n e  = i l i n e  1 
INPUT #l, etime, rtim, rvcl),  rv(2), rv(3), rv(41, rv(5), rv(6) 
sun = 01: S U R I  = 01 
FOR i = 1 TO6 
sun = sun + r v ( i )  
rv5( i )  = (INT((rv(i) + 4) / 5)) * 5 
sunu = sunu + rvS(i) * vs( i )  
NEXT i 
xmean = sun / 61 
wscore = sunu / 151 
PRINT USING 09###.##B1; etime; rtime; 
FOR i = 1 TO6 
NEXT i 
PRINT USING ###la; rv(i); 
PRINT USING 'I ###.###'I; xmeen; wscore 
PRINT 12, USING '~#####.##"; etime; rtime; 
FOR i = 1 T O 6  
NEXT i 
PRINT 12, USING 
PRINT #2, USING " ##"; rv(i); 
###.###I; xmean; UsCOrC 
LOOP 
CLOSE # l  
CLOSE #2 
errorhandler: 
lerrnun = ERR 
I F  lerrnun = 53 AND lerrsect  = 1 THEN 
CLOSE 
w t f i  1s = 1"1 
R E M E  w td i rec to ry  
. 
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END I F  
I F  lerrnun = 53 AND le r rsect  = 2 THEN 
CLOSE 
PRINT ** Ueighting F i l e  In; w t f i l S ;  ** NOT FOUNDIo* 
RESUME selugt 
END I F  
I F  lerrnun = 53 AND ler rsect  = 3 THEN 
CLOSE 
PRINT ** Task Rating F i l e  "; w t f i l t ;  NOT FOUNDIm* 
RESUME s e l r a t f i l  
END I F  
COLOR 7, 0: CLS 
PRINT **ERROR NWBER: "; lerrnun: PRINT 
IF lerrnun = 53 AND ler rsect  = 5 THEN 
PRINT " No Ueighting F i les Fourd! - EXITING PROGRAM!" 
END 
END I F  
. 
I F  lerrnun = 53 AND lerrsect  = 6 THEN 
PRINT *I No Task Rating F i les F d !  - EXITING PROGRAM!** 
END 
END IF 
PRINT : PRINT " Press RETURN t o  RESTART Program from the beg im i  ng...** 
PRINT I* ESC t o  Quit*# 
DO 
ryS = UCASEt(1NKEYt) 
I F  ryS = CHRS(27) THEN END 
I F  ryS = CHRS(l3) THEN E X I T  DO 
LOOP 
CLOSE 
I RESUME begin 
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I 
I H E A D E R S& . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I 
SUB header 
COLOR 7, 1: CLS 
COLOR 15, 1 
COLOR I ,  1 
LOCATE 1, 72: PRINT Wer: 2.0"; 
LOCATE 2, 15: PRINT "THIS PROGRAM APPLIES UEIGHTINGS TO RATING DATA FILES" 
PRINT STRINGS(80, 205); 
END SUB 
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